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The nationalist sentiments found in the writings of Ralph Vaughan Williams 
(1872-1958) not only articulated the frustrations that English composers faced at the 
fm-de-siecle vis-a-vis English audiences, but also revealed the absence of a strong 
English musical identity. The struggle to forge a national, musical identity would 
mark Vaughan Williams's career and would eventually initiate further quarrels and 
debate as that musical identity continued to grow and develop. 
Regarding folksong to be part of a nation's historical traditions, Vaughan 
Williams adopted it as a crucial agent in the process of forging an English musical 
identity. As the leading figure of the Pastoral School, Vaughan Williams argued 
forcefully in favor of using folksong in the development of an English musical style. 
Indeed his efforts represent a highpoint in the so-called English Musical Renaissance 
(1840-1940)，a time of musical resurgence that contradicted the perception that 
England was the "land without music." 
Not surprisingly, Vaughan Williams was often regarded as the guardian of 
English national music. However, Vaughan Williams's life-long struggle to promote 
folksong and a nationalist aesthetic stance in England merely engendered new 
struggles. Younger generations viewed his approach as old-fashioned. The heir and 
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Introduction: The English Musical Renaissance and the Problem of Englishness 
in Music 
Have the past struggles succeeded? 
Now understand me well. It is provided in the essence of things 
That in any fruition of success, no matter what, 
Shall come forth something to make a greater struggle necessary. 
Walt Whitman (1819-1892, "Song of the Open Road" from Leaves of Grass)^ 
This quotation from Leaves of Grass in National Music (1934) by Ralph 
Vaughan Williams (1872-1958) articulated the situation composers faced in 
fin-de-siecle England. Although Whitman's text is not specific with respect to the 
nature of the struggle, Vaughan Williams admired the poet and adopted the text in 
order to verbalise his concept of tradition and the struggle over national identity. 
For Vaughan Williams, the past struggles alluded to the importance and roots of 
English traditions. "Something to make a greater struggle necessary" had crucial 
meaning for him, implying that struggle was inevitable in forging national identity. 
From this perspective, the present lays the foundation for the future; the present 
should stand firmly on the foundations of the past.^ Thus, the struggle of national 
composers in the English Musical Renaissance (1840-1940) consisted of establishing 
a cultural heritage and firm traditions that would support a continuously growing 
national musical identity. The struggle, as the Whitman poem implies, would never 
end. Indeed, the search for the future of English music would initiate further quarrels 
and debate as the identity continued to develop. It is the goal of this thesis to examine 
‘ Q u o t e d in Ralph Vaughan Williams, National Music and the Other Essays (1934; repr. Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1963), 60. 
2 Vaughan Williams also adopted Whitman's works as the text of his A Sea Symphony, which is often 
viewed as one of Vaughan Williams's compositions expressing English nationalism. 
3 Ibid., 59-60. 
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this process and place it within a larger cultural context. Before doing so, however, it 
is necessary to briefly explore the ways in which questions of national identity came 
to be applied to music by composers of Vaughan Williams's generation. 
The idea of struggles for an English musical identity had a great impact 
throughout Vaughan Williams's life. Born at Down Ampney, Gloucestershire to a 
family of English-Welsh descant, his mother came from the Wedgwood and Darwin 
families. He studied Celtic sources in his childhood. Entering Royal College of 
Music (RCM) in 1890，in 1892 he went to Trinity College, Cambridge, while 
continuing his weekly lessons at RCM. After graduating from the Trinity College, he 
returned to the RCM to further his study? His interest in the English folksong 
revival was nurtured during that period, and became intense after he met Cecil Sharp, 
folksong collector and composer.^ In 1903，Vaughan Williams's first discovery of 
folksong "Bushes and Briars" in a tea-party at Ingrave, near Brentwood, gave the 
composer a taste of folksong recovery， 
Establishing himself as a nationalist English composer and folksong collector, 
Vaughan Williams gave a lecture in which he defined folksong as "a series of 
individual variations on a common theme.，口 Vaughan Williams viewed folksong as 
evidence of a living tradition. Moreover, he was interested in the question of the 
nature of folksong. To him, "the national English style must be modelled on the 
4 Ursula Vaughan Williams, A Biography of Ralph Vaughan Williams (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1963)，a passim. 
5 Sharp's influence on Vaughan Williams will be discussed in chapter 2. 
6 Kennedy, Works of Ralph Vaughan Williams，29. 
7 Ibid., 27. 
8 Vaughan Williams in English Folk Songs articulated that "a folksong is like a tree, whose stem dates 
back from immemorial times, but which continually puts out new shoots . . . . There is evidence of the 
extraordinary accuracy of tradition [； . . . ] on the other hand many folk songs which are collected show 
evidence of the personal characteristics of their singer. ... In one aspect the folk song is as old as time 
itself; in another aspect it is no older than the singer who sang it. The question of antiquity does not 
seem to me important; it is the question of the nature of the song which is of interest. ... The scoffer 
comes along, and he says 'I expect the old chap was having you on. I believe he made it up himself.' 
To which I answer that it is quite possible that to a large extent he did, and that for that reason it is all 
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personal style of English musicians."^ English folksong and tradition were to him 
important components for an English musical identity. 
Regarding folksong as part of a nation's historical past, Vaughan Williams took 
tradition to be an agent in the forging of national identity. The younger generation 
inherits the tradition of the older generation, but this legacy may, or may not, be 
welcomed by the young. Struggles inevitably recur with every generation. The 
tradition which concerned Vaughan Williams would reinforce the strength of national 
identity in England through this repetitive process of refinement. Vaughan Williams 
in his article "Tradition" in National Music recognised that: 
Closely connected with nationalism is the question of tradition. I 
have already quoted to you Gilbert Murray's great saying that a 
genius is the child of tradition and at the same time a rebel 
against that tradition.� 
The tradition Vaughan Williams recognised stretched back to England's glorious 
musical "Golden Age" in the fifteenth through the seventeenth centuries. In this 
"Golden Age," English music blossomed, and music of English composers like John 
Dunstaple, William Byrd, Henry Purcell, Thomas Tall is, Orlando Gibbons, etc., were 
widely known throughout Europe. Purcell was the last native English composer to be 
internationally acclaimed, and with him the "Golden Age" came to an end. Yet 
twentieth-century English composers capitalised on and borrowed the term 
the more valuable to me. .. . The more 1 see of folk song the more important I believe the impress of 
the individual to be." See Ralph Vaughan Williams, English Folk Songs (London: Joseph Williams, 
Ltd., 1912). See also Kennedy, Worh of Ralph Vaughan Williams, 27-28. This was first a lecture given 
at the Vacation conference on Musical Education, 10 January 1912. Later this lecture note was in 
printed form and has undergone considerable revision and enlargement. This was later a publication in 
connection with the English Folk Dance Society, published by the Joseph Williams, Ltd. This was 
later reprinted in Percy Marshall Young's Vaughan Williams (London: Dennis Dobson Ltd., 1953). See 
Neil Butterworth, Ralph Vaughan Williams: A Guide to Research (London: Garland Publishing, Inc., 
1990), 209. 
9 Kennedy, Works of Ralph Vaughan Williams, 30. 
Vaughan Williams often quoted Murray's ideas in the writings. The child and rebel symbolise the 
struggle that is the formation of a cultural heritage. See Ibid., 59. 
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Renaissance for a new flourishing of music, approximately from 1840 to 1940. They 
hoped that twentieth-century England would witness another "Golden Age.，’" 
Compositional activity flourished in England at this time and music by English 
composers was increasingly important on the European musical stage. This newly 
formed "English Musical Renaissance" was largely a creation of music journalists in 
the late nineteenth century, a slogan promoted by one of the most celebrated music 
journalist, Joseph Bennett, the chief critic of the Daily Telegraph. 
In his review of Hubert Parry's Symphony No. 1 in G from 1882, Bennett 
commented that "Mr. Parry's Symphony m G ... is a capital proof that English music 
has arrived at a renaissance period."'^ Bennett saw Parry's Symphony No. 1 in G as 
launching the "rebirth" of English music and the start of an age of national music in 
England, part of larger movements in contemporary culture, in which music 
functioned as a tool in realising a national identity." 
Nationalism was one of the dominant ideological concepts in the nineteenth 
century. A sense of "a sameness, of oneness, of belonging, or of consciousness of 
kind”�5 became a means by which large populations could be organised and 
controlled as nation states. Political nationalism dominated nineteenth-century 
Europe, and major political powers like Germany, which unified in 1871，defined 
themselves through nationalist ideals and values. Other countries like France, Russia, 
I ‘ During this hundred years, some remarkable composers in the English music history came to 
maturity, including Edward Elgar, Hubert Parry, Charles Stanford, Ralph Vaughan Williams, Gustav 
Hoist, Arnold Bax, Benjamin Britten, and Michael Tippett, to name a few. 
12 Vaughan Williams's first three symphonies, the Fantasia on Greensleeves and the Fantasia on a 
Theme by Thomas Tallis, Hoist's The Planets, Elgar's Enigma Variations and Cello Concerto, Britten's 
Peter Grimes, Death in Venice, War Requiem and the education-oriented orchestral work The Young 
Person 's Guide to the Orchestra, were some of the most remarkable English works to enter the 
European canon, 
Bennett made this comment on the premiere of Hubert Parry's Symphony No. 1 at the Birmingham 
Festival 1882. See Joseph Bennett, "Birmingham Musical Festival," Daily Telegraph 1 and 4 
September 1882, quoted in Meirion Hughes, The English Musical Renaissance and the Press 
1850-1914: Watchmen of Music (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2002), 41. 
14 To Hughes, this was the starting point of promoting the idea of English national music. See Ibid. 
Walker Connor, "A Nation is a Nation, Is a State, Is an Ethnic Group, Is a. . ." in Nationalism, ed. 
John Hutchinson and Anthony D. Smith (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994), 36. 
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and later Britain followed suit it in order to forge or strengthen national pride, and 
hence national identity.'^ Not surprisingly, the political aspect of nationalism, for 
instance, that of Germany, led to the drastic exclusion of other ethnic groups.口 
However, the political nature of nationalism could also be "disguised" as cultural 
nationalism, a milder expression of the same phenomenon that characterises the 
English Musical Renaissance.'^ 
During the English Musical Renaissance, several national ideals flourished. At 
that time different groups within Britain began distinguishing themselves from one 
another based on their Elizabethan, "Gothic" or "Saxon" past.^^ The emergence of 
ethnic consciousness and a sense of ethnic identity led to the question of a proper 
identity and qualities of being "English."^® Through the efforts of composers and 
critics writing for leading newspapers and journals, including The Times, the 
Morning Post, the Daily Telegraph, the Musical Times, the Athenaeum, and The New 
16 Nations that were politically dominated, like Bohemia, expressed nationalism in terms of the wish 
of having their fatherland back, and escape from the Germanic control. 
17 See David Stevenson, 1914-1918: The History of the First World War (London: Penguin Books, 
2004). See also John Keegan, The First World War (New York: Vintage, 19998). See also Hew 
Strachan The Outbreak of the First World War (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2004). 
18 See Anthony D. Smith, Nationalism: Theory, Ideology, History (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2001). 
See also John Hutchinson and Anthony D. Smith, eds.’ Nationalism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1994). See also Eric J. Hobsbawm, Nations and Nationalism since 1780: Programme, Myth. Reality, 
Canto ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991). 
19 Gerald Newman, an American historian, also contrasts cosmopolitan and national cultures in 
late-eighteenth to early-nineteenth century Britain. Gerald Newman, The Rise of English Nationalism: 
A Cultural Study 1740-1830 (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1997), 18. For the plurality of identities in 
Britain, see John S. Ellis, "The Methods of Barbarism' and 'the Rights of Small Nations': War 
Propaganda and British Pluralism," Albion: A Quarterly Journal Concerned with British Studies 30， 
no. 1 (Spring 1998): 49-75. The differences involving Celtic identities, including the dual identities of 
Irish, Scottish and Welsh, and English identities are treated in Laurence Brockliss and David 
Eastwood, eds，力 Union of Multiple Identities: The British Isles, c. 1750-c. 1850 (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 1997). The history of the four nations in the British Isles and their 
relationship to the domination of English culture is discussed in Hugh Kearney, The British Isles: A 
History of Four Nations (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006). 
A discussion of Englishness and its culture is widely discussed in Antony Easthope, Englishness 
and National Culture (London: Routledge, 1999). Covering the English Enlightenment from the 
mid-seventeenth century to post-modern England, Easthope discussed language, poetry, cultural 
practices in England. See also Robert Burden and Stephan Kohl, eds., Landscapes and Englishness 
(Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2006). See also Stephen Haseler, The English Tribe: Identity, Nation and 
Europe (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1996). The important nature of Englishness and its tendency to 
exclude or marginalise other non-English races on the British Isles is articulated in Judy Giles, and 
Tim Middleton, eds., Writings Englishness 1900-1950: An Introductory Sourcebook on National 
Identity (London: Routledge, 1995). 
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Age, the English Musical Renaissance came to represent the musical voice of 
England. Music critics largely defined musical nationalism in England in the second 
half of the nineteenth century. Their words were one of the most powerful 
instruments in announcing the importance of English traditional music, the folksong 
movement, and the need for national music in general. The Influential John 
Alexander Fuller Maitland valued his fellow critics as the watchmen: 
Those whose duty it is to stand like watchmen on the walls of 
music, have special advantages for noting the pace and manner 
of approaching in those who would fain to enter the citadel.^' 
Thus, nationalist critics watched for and aimed at preventing Continental influence 
on native compositions. Their articles demonstrate changing perspectives with 
respect to art music in England beginning in the late nineteenth century. They 
considered the lack of appreciation for national music traditions to be undesirable, 
and, they worked, above all, to intensify English patriotism and national pride in 
English music. 
The English Musical Renaissance reached its peak in the forty-year span from 
1900 to the Second World War. Significant English composers of the day, such as 
Ralph Vaughan Williams, Gustav Hoist, Hubert Parry, and Charles Stanford, were 
core representatives of the Renaissance. Nonetheless, this "Renaissance" was broken 
into factions and not all were concerned with the same goals. The first group 
comprised English pastoralists, including Vaughan Williams, Hoist, Cecil Sharp, 
Herbert Howells, Gerald Finzi, and George Butterworth. They had a strong belief 
that folksong embodied the "soul" of a people and urged composers build upon it. 
The pastoral ists went to the countryside in England to collect and record English 
21 John Alexander Fuller Maitland, The Musician 's Pilgrimage: A Study in Artistic Development 
(London: Smith, Elder, 1899), x. Quoted in Hughes, The English Musical Renaissance and the Press, 
1. 
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folksong, and made choral arrangements of these tunes or produced compilations. 
The folksong movement in which they participated gave them inspiration in forging 
a national musical identity for England. In contrast, Rutland Boughton, E. J. Moeran 
and Arnold Bax were the composers influenced by Celtic cultures, for instance, Irish 
folksong and folk dances, as well as Irish Gaelic texts. They cultivated a non-English 
musical identity in Britain. Modernists like Arthur Bliss, William Walton, Constant 
Lambert, Frank Bridge, and even Michael Tippett and Benjamin Britten have also 
been considered part of this twentieth-century English music “movement.，，22 Yet 
despite their differences, these composers collectively represented a renewal of 
native composition in England that critics responded to with interest. 
Frank Howes was the chief critic for The Times from 1945 to 1960，having 
succeeded Henry C. Colles. A lifelong advocate of national music in England, he 
wrote a book titled The English Musical Renaissance in 1966 explaining the origins 
of the movement. He indicated that "from the last decade of the nineteenth century 
onwards the word 'renaissance' has been applied to changes which had come over 
English music about that time."^^ Furthermore: 
English music is better in quality and English music life healthier 
than it was in Victorian times. It is held in greater esteem and 
occupies a more important place in public life. The general 
agreement is among ourselves and must not be accepted without 
scrutiny, since it may be due merely to the superficial view that 
old fashions are absurd and new ones always an improvement, or 
it may be due to an increase of national pride which likes to think 
22 All these composers were identified as part of the English Musical Renaissance in the Chamber 
Music Society of Lincoln Center celebration of 2007. See Michael White, "So Mighty, So Unmusical: 
How Britannia Found Its Voice," The New York Times, 11 February 2007. 
3 Frank Howes, The English Musical Renaissance (London: Seeker & Warburg, 1966), 17. 
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that we cut a better figure artistically speaking, in Europe today 
than we did a century ago.24 
Howes perceived contemporary musical culture to be a healthier than that of the 
Victorian era, and ultimately saw it as a direct descendent of the Tudor and folk 
music revival. The new interest in folksong, in particular, "was of long incubation, 
only mildly tinged with nationalism. On the whole it was probably a part of the wider 
movement for a more intense and worthier musical life. The imitation of 
Mendelssohn-cum-Handel was an inferior counterpart to the energies in other 
spheres of a vigorous and wealthy people." 
The name "Pastoral School” reflected the fact that composers like Vaughan 
Williams, Hoist and Butterworth were strongly influenced by Cecil Sharp, an English 
folk song collector and editor, and the father of the folksong movement. Collecting 
folksong in the field became an important rite of passage for composers interested in 
developing a national style, and because of their efforts in this area, Vaughan 
Williams and Hoist became "heirs and rebels." In the preface to the collection of 
letters by Vaughan Williams and Hoist, Ursula Vaughan Williams, the widow of 
Vaughan Williams, and Imogen Hoist, the daughter of Hoist, wrote "the heirs had 
come into their inheritance and the rebels had led a revolution of greater importance 
than they could guess."^^ Vaughan Williams and Hoist rebelled because they broke 
the established rules, i.e. those of their "German" training; but they were also heirs 
because of their stance toward the folk traditions of England. Their belief that young 
English composers should be immersed in their national musical heritage before 
learning from the Continental composers also distinguished them from the 
24 Ibid., 17. 
25 Ibid., 73. 
26 Ralph Vaughan Williams and Gustav Hoist, Heirs and Rebels: Letters Written to Each Other and 
Occasional Writings on Music, ed. Ursula Vaughan Williams and Imogen Hoist (1959; repr. Westport: 
Greenwood Press, 1980)，xi. 
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predecessors. The Pastoral School's endeavours at folksong revival determined that 
folk materials became the basis of English national music, and Vaughan Williams 
was considered the leader.^^ The members of the Pastoral School argued that the 
future for English music was to be found in the "historical-pastoral," namely, 
folksongs, the Tudor musical legacy and the landscape of England, all of which they 
perceived to be part of a continuous and eternal tradition. 
The increased interest in English music at the fm-de-siecle was not a 
coincidence. The decrying of unhealthy musical habits adopted by the Victorian 
bourgeoisie, the struggle to create an English national musical identity, and the 
revival of Tudor music and folksongs were all attempts at generating patriotic music. 
Ernest Walker was one of the critics who proposed the need for English music. His 
response to the premiere of Parry's Scenes from "Prometheus Unbound" on 7 
September 1880 argued that the music contained "English" qualities. He wrote that 
"if we seek a definite birthday for modern English music, September 7，1880, when 
Prometheus saw the light at Gloucester and met with distinctly mixed reception, has 
undoubtedly the best claim."^^ Stanford also supported Walker's position that 
Prometheus was "the first forward English step in the modem development of native 
choral music."^® The restoration of an English tradition was considered to be a 
response to what nationalist critics perceived the unhealthy musical life of the 
Victorian English bourgeoisie in the nineteenth century. 
27 Inevitably Vaughan Williams was more influential than Hoist because Vaughan Williams was more 
prolific. Hoist was not that productive because he devoted his time on teaching more than composing. 
He first taught at the James Allen Girls' School (1903-1920). Later he was appointed the music 
director of St. Paul's Girls' School (1905-1934, his death), also appointed music director at the Morley 
College for Working Men and Women (1907-1924). He was also appointed Professor at the Royal 
College of Music (1919-1924) and at the University College, Reading (1919-1923). See Imogen Hoist, 
Z/o/j/ (1958; repr. Kent: Novelle, 1972). 
28 Hughes and Stradling, The English Musical Renaissance, 75. 
29 Ernest Walker, A History of Music in England, ed. revised by J. A. Westrup (1907; repr. Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1952), 300. 
Vaughan Williams, National Music and Other Essays, 59. 
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In order to cultivate a sense of musical nationalism in England, advocates 
proposed several measures to raise the awareness of a national identity. A call for the 
establishment of a school for training English composers committed to national 
music traditions led to the foundation of the National Training School, later renamed 
The Royal College of Music (RCM), in Easter 1882. The idea of establishing a 
national school of music training was supported by the Prince Consort. Since 1854, 
the idea of forming a National Training School for Music had been discussed, yet the 
School was not founded until 1873.^' The purpose of the National Training School 
for Music was to cultivate and develop a sense of English national identity of 
students. The sentiment of forming a "national" conservatory was further enhanced. 
The College will be to England what the Berlin Conservatoire is 
to Germany ... the recognised centre and head of the musical 
world. ... Why is it that England has no music recognised as 
national? [Because] there is no centre of music to which English 
musicians may resort with confidence . . .To raise the people you 
must purify their emotions and cultivate their imaginations . . . no 
excess in music is injurious? 
The National Training School for Music was undoubtedly designed to compete with 
the conservatories in other European major cities. According to the Duke of 
Edinburgh, "the intention was ‘to enlist sympathy on behalf of music', and in favour 
” The National Training School for Music was based a building on the west side of the Albert Hall, 
which was granted by the Commissioners of 1851. The School opened on Easter 1876. It had 83 free 
scholarships, of which 4 were founded by the Society of Arts, 2 by members of the Society, 5 by Mr. 
Freake (the builder of the premises), 10 by the Corporation of London, 14 by City Guilds, 33 by 
provincial towns, and the remainder by private donors. The scholarships provided £40 to each 
recipient and renewable at the end of that term. Free instruction at school would be offered to students 
who obtained a good result in the "competitive examinations." See John Alexander Fuller Maitland, 
"The National Training School for Music," in Grove�s Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. John 
Alexander Fuller Maitland, 2"'' ed. (London: Macmillan and Co., Limited, 1904), 3:354-355. 
32 Royal College of Music Archive Pamphlet xxii B 20 (1) (1882): 9-10. Quoted in Hughes and 
Stradling, The English Musical Renaissance, 30. 
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of the creation of a ‘Centra丨 Public Institution' which would rank with 'national 
conservatories on the c o n t i n e n t ' . O n the way to developing a "musical nation," 
drawing music and politics together was inevitable, and the RCM was often held up 
as a symbol of fostering English national music.^ "^ 
The effort to make England a musical nation largely defined the English 
Musical Renaissance, and the RCM nurtured important composers who would lead 
the search for a national musical identity. Parry and Stanford both worked at the 
RCM. Although they both studied in Germany,^^ which was regarded at that time as 
the place for "proper and traditional music training," their students, Vaughan 
Williams and Hoist, broke decisively with what they considered to be "German" 
compositional methods. 
The folksong movement and the formation of RCM were major achievements of 
national music advocates at the fm-de-siecle. Another one was The Grove ’s 
“ T h e commission of the School was reflected in the first gathering of fund-raising on 12 December 
1881 at the Free Trade Hall in Manchester. The Dukes of Edinburgh and Albany, and Prince Christian 
attended, making it a national event. The Duke of Edinburgh was the chairman of the Council. 
Sullivan was appointed the first Principal and succeeded by Stainer. Another fund-raising event 
organised called by the Prince of Wales took place at St. James's Palace in February 1882. It was more 
clearly a national meeting, with representatives of counties, the Church and heads of education. Royal 
College of Music Archive Pamphlet xxii B 2 0 ( 1 ) (1882): 3. Quoted in Hughes and Stradling, The 
English Musical Renaissance, 27. 
34 Many Influential English composers in twentieth century, including Vaughan Williams, Hoist, 
George Butterworth, John Ireland, Arthur Bliss, Rutland Boughton, and Benjamin Britten, were 
graduates of the RCM. 
35 Both Parry and Stanford happened to study in Germany during their university years. The only 
formal music training Parry received during his years in Oxford was his lesson with Henry Hugo 
Pierson in Stuttgart, summer 1867，while he was still studying law and modem history at Exeter 
College, Oxford. He had proposed, through Josef Joachim, to study with Brahms in Vienna; his 
attempt failed, and eventually he began his lessons with Edward Dannreuther. Parry was interested in 
the music of Liszt, Brahms and Tchaikovsky. He was also a keen Wagnerite. Stanford, after being 
appointed as organist during his study at Trinity College, Cambridge, took six months in 1874-1875 to 
study piano with Robert Papperitz at Leipzig. Unsatisfied with his progress under Reinecke, Stanford, 
with Joachim's recommendation, later studied with Friedrich Kiel. Stanford was highly successful in 
attracting German composers, such as Hans Richter, Joachim, Piatti, Dannreuther, Hermann Franke 
and Robert Hausmann, to Cambridge. Both Parry and Stanford established a connection with the 
contemporary German composers and musicians. See Jeremy Dibble, "Parry, Sir Hubert," in The New 
Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. 
S. Sadie and J. Tyrrell (London: Macmillan, 2001), 19:152-157. See also Jeremy Dibble, "Stanford, 
Sir Charles Villiers," in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. The New Grove 
Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. S. Sadie and J. Tyrrell (London: Macmillan, 2001)， 
24:278-285. 
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Dictionary of Music and Musicians. First published by Macmillan in 1878，and titled 
A Dictionary of Music and Musicians, it was a dictionary in four volumes with 
George Grove as its first editor. Not surprisingly, Grove was one of the most 
enthusiastic figures in the national movement and one of the founders of the National 
Training School for Music.^^ The Dictionary included several articles which 
constituted nothing less than nationalist musical propaganda. For example, in the 
second edition an entire article was devoted to "Sumer is icumen in," an English 
canon ca. 1250.^^ Doing so suggested that England was not an unmusical nation but 
had a strong musical tradition rooted in the Middle Ages and even implied England 
was a leader in early polyphony. 
Entries in the various editions of the Dictionary were written by English 
composers, musicians and critics. National music advocates like Vaughan Williams, 
Grove, Fuller Maitland, Henry C. Colles, to name a few, contributed articles to it. 
Colles succeeded Fuller Maitland as the editor of the third edition. In short, The 
Grove 's Dictionary of Music and Musicians reinforced pride in a national musical 
identity. 
Promoting patriotic sentiment was an essential component of English national 
music. The "movement" was a phenomenon that appeared at the right time, the right 
place and among the right people. It reached its peak during a period of instability 
within and outside the country. The Boer War, rebellions in Ireland, and the First and 
Second World Wars coincided with English composers' attempts to define their 
兄 He was also one of the few who realised that musical education was a key in promoting national 
musical identity. By taking up the educational model the Germans used, Grove aimed to forge a 
national musical identity. It was part of the reason that Grove launched the fiind raising campaign for 
the establishment of the National Training School for Music, and also published the Grove 's 
Dictionary. 
W. S. Rockstro, "Sumer is icumen in," in Grove ’s Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. John 
Alexander Fuller Maitland, 2"'' ed. (London: Macmillan and Co., Limited, 1904), 4:747-745. 
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musical identity. Elgar raised international awareness of new English music; Parry 
and Stanford trained the younger generations in English traditions; Sharp, Vaughan 
Williams and Hoist contributed to the renewed interest in Tudor music and the 
folksong revival. The English Musical Renaissance prepared the way "great 
composers" who could lead English music to a place in history, resisting Germanic 
influences, and above all, creating Englishness in music. As such, the English 
Musical Renaissance was a reconstruction of English music history. 
National ideas flourished in the twentieth-century England and its ideological 
base ranged from chauvinist nationalism to internationalism. However, the search for 
an English national musical identity in the first half of twentieth century disclosed 
the two problems: the struggle to define an English style and the unpredicted 
responses to the results. Vaughan Williams, who succeeded Elgar as the leading 
composer in England after the latter's death in 1934，discussed the struggles he faced 
in promoting English musical style in his writings. As a leading composer, it is not 
surprising that his concepts were often the target of critics. Studying the reception of 
Vaughan Williams's thought will help us understand the problems involved in the 
establishment of a national English musical style: the past struggles in overthrowing 
established Victorian cultural values, the struggles of national composers in forming 
an English style, and the struggles of gaining acceptance for an English style. 
Considering Vaughan Williams a national composer, most scholars have 
discussed questions of nationalism with respect to his compositions. Few scholars 
38 Edward Elgar, A Future of English Music and Other Lectures, ed. Percy M. Young (London: 
Dennis Dobson, 1968). 
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have dealt with Vaughan Williams's writings and their relation to the ideology 
supporting English musical nationalism, tradition, and folksong in a serious and 
critical manner. In contrast, this study takes the writings of Vaughan Williams as a 
major source of information on the issue Englishness in music at the fm-de-siecle. It 
argues that Vaughan Williams's essays on musical nationalism not only reflect the 
composer's personal perspectives on the issue at a crucial time in Europe in history, 
but also provide insight into the ways in which "English identity" changed and varied 
through time. Although "Englishness in music" was a major debate issue, specific 
qualities of English music were described in vague terms only. Vaughan Williams, 
however, attempted to articulate these qualities more precisely. Moreover, his essays 
suggested the means by which English music character could be realised. 
The significance of Vaughan Williams's efforts on behalf of English musical 
nationalism must not be underestimated. This thesis will demonstrate their 
significance by situating them within the aesthetic and cultural debates of his day. 
The values inherited from the Victorians were undoubtedly the chief obstacle that 
national music advocates like Vaughan Williams initially faced. Chapter 1 
investigates the paradox between the German domination of Victorian musical 
culture and the ways the national music supporters responded. Vaughan Williams's 
writings will be discussed in detail in Chapter 2. As one of the most influential 
English composer of the epoch, his ideas attracted both supporters and critics. His 
ideas about Englishness in music, in particular, prompted responses that argued for 
alternative directions, and will be discussed in Chapter 3. 
Vaughan Williams's ideas influenced the development of English music in the 
fm-de-siecle. For the national music advocates, he pointed out a direction for his 
countrymen to follow. He and like-minded composers and critics viewed themselves 
14 
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Chapter 1: England: "The Land without Music" 
When will Englishmen be Englishmen to one another? When will they make common cause, not 
against the world - that would be silly and unjust - but against their enemies and detractors?... 
Why, then, should English talent alone be disregarded, simply because it is English. ... Englishmen 
are not behind the rest of Europe in musical science and acquirement. 
James William Davison, Musical World 
The less we compose at present the better: There is good music enough written to serve the world for 
ever. 
John Ruskin, "Preface" to Rock Honeycomb: 
Broken Pieces of Sir Philip Sidney 's Psalter ( 1877” 
There is something expressly English in Handel's characteristics. His size, his large appetite, his great 
writing, his domineering temper, his humour, his power of business, all are our own. So was his eye to 
the main chance. . . . In fact he pre-eminently belongs to England. ... Abroad, he is little known, and 
that mostly as a curiosity. 
George Grove, "Handel" (1890)3 
We should blow our own trumpet. The Germans used to refer to us as "the land without music", but 
now I suspect we have more music than anywhere else in Europe. 
BBC Radio 4, 1992' 
The exact meaning of English style in music was not clarified at the 
fm-de-siecle. To the general English concertgoers, the abundant supply of art music 
‘Musical World 1 March 1851，quoted in Meirion Hughes, The English Musical Renaissance and the 
Press, 1850-1914: Watchmen of Music (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2002), 16. 
2 J. Ruskin, "Preface," In Rock Honeycomb: Broken Pieces of Sir Philip Sidney's Psalter. London: 
Ellis & White, 1877. Quoted in Hughes and Stradling, The English Musical Renaissance, 1840-1940: 
Constructing a National Music (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2001), 3. 
3 George Grove, "Handel," in Chambers' Encyclopedia: A Dictionary of Universal Knowledge, new 
edition, vol. 5 (London: William & Robert Chambers, 1890)，541-543. Quoted in Ibid., 5. 
4 Anon., 240991, BBC Radio 4. Quoted in Ibid., xiv. 
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from the Continent, especially that of the Germans and Austrians, was perceived as 
part of a musical culture they shared with Germany. They never thought of 
privileging music composed by English composers. In fact, contemporary English 
music was considered "inferior goods" when compared to music of the first-rank like 
Beethoven's symphonies, Bach's cantatas, Handel's and Mendelssohn's oratorios. 
The English had their "national hero" George Frederick Handel, who had resided in 
England and ultimately became a naturalised Englishman. Of course music had 
flourished in England and many Continental musicians brought the latest art music 
there. As a consequence English audiences did not feel a need for music from 
English composers; indeed, the question would never have occurred to them. 
Vaughan Williams asked in the title of an essay, "who wants the English 
composers?" In this essay, he quoted comments made to him by a cultured amateur: 
What have you to offer me better than the great Masters? I have 
my Bach, my Beethoven, my Brahms. They are enough to satisfy 
me; or can you show me more subtle harmonies than Debussy, 
more striking orchestral effects than Strauss? If not, why should I 
bore myself by listening to you or trying to play you?^ 
This attitude of concertgoing public in England was to the nationalist composers like 
Vaughan Williams a catastrophe. The English themselves looked down upon music 
composed by native composers because it could not compete, in their opinion, with 
Continental music. The standard Germanic and French musical canon satisfied 
English amateurs and concertgoers. English music was unappealing to the audiences. 
5 Ralph Vaughan Williams, "Who Wants the English Composer?" in Ralph Vaughan Williams: A 
Study by Hubert Foss (1912; repr.，London: Harrap, 1950), 198. 
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The main challenge for English composers was the low esteem in which their 
countrymen held English composed music. As Reverend H. R. Haweis in his Music 
and Morals (1871) wrote: 
English composers did not write for the people, the people did 
not care for their music. The music of the people was ballades -
the music of the people is still ballades. Our national music 
vibrates between 'When other lips' and 'Champagne 
Charley'. ... This will be so until music is felt there, as it is felt 
in Germany, to be a kind of necessity - to be a thing without 
which the heart pines and the emotions wither — a need, as of 
light, and air, and fire， 
Haweis perceived the development of such a music as part of a larger 
national project: 
We must not be content with foreign models ... but we must aim 
at forming a real national school, with a tone and temper 
expressive of England. ... When we have a national school of 
music, and not before, we shall have high popular standards, and 
the music of the people will be as real as an instrument of 
civilization in its way, and as happily under the control of public 
opinion, as the Press, the Parliament, or any other of our national 
institutions/ 
The problems Haweis identified, including the absence of English national music, 
was the lack of any sense of national identity, the principal focus of this chapter. 
6 Hugh Reginald Haweis, Music and Morals (1871; repr.’ Honolulu: University Press of the Pacific, 
2002), 492-493. 
7 Ibid., 124-125. 
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Haweis's observations and opinions delivered significant messages. As a 
Victorian Englishman, he was both an insider and outside in scrutinising this 
musical-cultural phenomenon. To the English, music supplied by English composers 
was not as good as those by Handel. In order to have a sense of musical national 
identity, and to be proud of their own English composers and musical culture, 
Haweis suggested that a national training school was needed. His also commented 
that the English should learn from the Germans who treated national identity 
seriously. 
The first critical issue is the perception of English music by the English 
concertgoers, critics and composers offin-de-siecle England. The labelling of 
England as "the Land without Music" and the responses to this label were vital. 
Criticism about this idea indicates English attitudes toward national musical identity. 
Important are the challenges posed by English composers and critics. Their dispute 
over musical Germanophilia and Anglophilia reveals the problems of national 
musical identity in England as intellectuals struggled to articulate it against the 
challenges from and the influence of their Continental counterparts. The need for 
clarification of the "Land's" own national identity was of paramount importance. 
Victorian Musical Culture: England as "The Land without Music，，？ 
The appellation "the Land without Music" was first introduced by the German 
critic Oscar Schmitz in his book entitled Das Land ohm Musik in the year the First 
World War began. This celebrated phrase was then adopted as a general 
representation of the state of native art music in England, based largely on 
observations of nineteenth-century England. The domination of a Germanic canon in 
the English musical world made Schmitz's perspective convincing. In response, 
19 
English national music advocates revisited eighteenth- and nineteenth-century 
English music history and sought signs of native musical genius. In doing so, they 
continued to question English musical values of the late nineteenth century and 
debated the current and future state of English music. 
Immediately apparent was the esteem in which foreign-bom composers were 
held. In particular, Handel, naturalised as a "national hero," had influenced English 
music for over 150 years. In 1870s, Joseph Bennett commented on the legendary 
position of this composer: 
His power more appears in the fact that he has furnished a 
standard by which the work of others may be judged. Since the 
great master lived many a composer has bidden for favour in the 
department of Oratorio. ... The great master's Oratorios are 
heard as often as ever they were, and with no abatement of 
interest; the Messiah day at festivals all the country over is still 
the day, and in the homes of the people Handel's music is to art 
what the Bible is to literature.^ 
The unique status Handel's oratorios enjoyed is evident from his extended influence 
on English musical culture for more than a century. Moreover, the bourgeoisie, who 
made up the majority of the festival audiences, were in Bennett's view "cosmopolitan 
almost as a matter of principle, and their sentiments offer no clue to those of the 
people at large. But even if this were not the case we have plain proof that England 
8 Joseph Bennett, "The Influence of Handel on Music in England," The Musical Times and Singing 
Class Circular 18’ no. 413 (July 1877): 323. In this article Bennett tried not only to articulate the 
impact of Handel and his music on England, but also the influence of the Handelian musical style on 
modern music in England. 
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remains faithful to her adopted musician."^ Middle class loyalty to such adopted 
music was criticised severely by national music advocates later. 
Some nineteenth-century authors, however, perceived Continental music as an 
appropriate model for a future English music. For example, Reverend Haweis's 
Music and Morals, which became an influential text, called upon the author's 
countrymen to prepare England's musical future. His book introduced a Christian 
version of English musical identity. He believed that the English lacked "true art 
feeling, and true religious feeling, and musical taste; however improving and 
improvable, the English are not, as a nation, an artistic people, and the English are 
not a Musical People He deemed Mendelssohn's music the best model for the 
English and embraced its essential virtues, which he felt would produce christainised 
and anglicised music. The composer became a moral exemplar, a moral "lighthouse": 
[Mendelssohn] had the highest conception of the dignity of art 
and the moral responsibility of the artist. In this age of mercenary 
musical manufacture and art degradation, Mendelssohn towers 
above his contemporaries like a moral lighthouse in the midst of 
a dark and troubled sea. ... In a lying generation he was true, and 
in an adulterous generation he was pure.'‘ 
Interestingly, Haweis proposed that English music of the future should rely on 
German models. This is understandable since his reference to Mendelssohn is based 
on religious and moral considerations but not political or cultural ones. Thus, Music 
and Morals proposed Continental music as an ideal by which English art music 
9 Ibid., 323. 
[Emphasis original.] Haweis, Music and Morals, 124-125. 
” I b i d . , 124-125. 
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would enter the cultural mainstream” The influence of this idea is clear from the 
large role Handel's and Mendelssohn's music played in English musical culture of 
the day. 
Like Handel, Mendelssohn's works enjoyed great success in nineteenth-century 
England. His extended influence on the Victorian musical culture started with the 
English premiere of St. Paul (1836) at the Liverpool Festival.�3 The subsequent 
premiere and success of Elijah led English critics to invoke Mendelssohnian style as 
the future model of English music. In his review of the premiere of Elijah, a work 
commissioned for the Birmingham Festival of 1846, James W. Davison, a friend of 
the composer, wrote that: 
The last note of Elijah was drowned in a long continued and 
unanimous volley of plaudits, vociferous and deafening. . . . 
Never was there a more complete triumph - never a more 
thorough and speedy recognition of a great work of art. Elijah is 
not only the 'chef d'oeuvre' of Mendelssohn, but altogether one 
of the most extraordinary achievements of human intelligence�4 
Such a view was consistent with the Evangelical Revival (around 1830-1840) that 
placed importance on British Christianity.'^ Emphasising religious faith, England 
became a nation in which the conditions for the success of St. Paul and Elijah were 
perfect. 
12 Haweis's book had twenty editions and only went out of print in 1906. The popularity of his book 
proved its influence in that period of time. 
3 Hughes and Stradling, The English Musical Renaissance, 8-10. 
The Times 270856. Quoted in Ibid., 14. 
15 The celebrated success of oratorio in England was also a result of religious concerns. Church 
reforms in the nineteenth-century England, the Evangelical Revival and the Oxford Movement were 
part of the reason for the importance of oratorio in England. The nineteenth-century English choral 
societies, with their frequent performances of Handel's Messiah and Mendelssohn's Elijah, 
contributed a lot to the growth of this genre. See Barbara Mohn, '"Personifying the Saviour?': English 
Oratorio and the Representation of the Words of Christ," in Nineteenth-century British Music Studies, 
ed. by Bennett Zon (Aldershot: Ashgate, 1999)，227-241. 
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When the Musical Times announced Mendelssohn's sudden death in 1847, it 
described his sudden demise as a national tragedy: 
The personal influence of Mendelssohn on the progress of music, 
especially in England, cannot be replaced. . . .He was the adopted 
son of England. 16 
Furthermore, this ‘‘adopted son of England" had "opened a regular musical 
inter-communication between Germany and England.，’口 Mendelssohn-worship 
continued after his death, but doubts about the future rose. "Where shall we find this 
man's successor?" and "How will music now fare?" were the questions commonly 
1 Q 
asked. Younger English composers were given chances to compose oratorios for 
festivals in the 1860s, yet they failed to compose works which were considered of 
equal importance to Mendelssohn's St. Paul and Elijah}'^ 
Responding to Victorian Culture: The Construction of Englishness in Music 
The Victorian oratorio culture was, to the nationalist composers, an 
inappropriate one. The reliance on Handelian and Mendelssohnian oratorios was the 
major impediment in realising Englishness in music. In order to resist the Victorian 
practices, English national composers and critics launched a series of revivals of 
Tudor and English choral music. In the 1880s, musical revivals of two composers 
occurred in England: J. S. Bach and Henry Purcell. The Bach Society was founded in 
1849, and composers like Stanford and Parry promoted the musical qualities of 
16 "The Late Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy," The Musical Times and Singing Class Circular 2，no. 44 
(January 1848): 154. 
丨7 Ibid. 
18 Ibid., 153. 
19 English composers Charles Horsley (with David, 1850)，William Bexfield {Israel Restored, 1852) 
and Henry Leslie {Immanuel, 1854) all composed oratorios after Mendelssohn's death and wished to 
come up to the first ranked oratorios composed by Mendelssohn. See Hughes and Stradling, The 
English Musical Renaissance, 17. 
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Bach's choral works.:�Purcell 's music was revived because connoisseurs hoped to 
make Purcell's music, especially his choral works, the equivalent to those of Bach. 
Thus, the Purcell Society, established in 1876 and including Sterndale Bennett, 
Macfarren, W. H. Cummings and Prout, attempted to make Purcell the "Bach of 
England.，，2i The revival of Purcell's music revealed the concerns of English 
nationalist composers and their desire to forge a national identity in music. 
To the average English music lover, especially within the bourgeoisie, England 
was never "the Land without Music." On the contrary, they had much music to listen 
to because Handel and Mendelssohn were their adopted "national composers." Yet 
political factors like the Franco-Prussian War and the unification of Germany 
brought changes in the perception of German music in England. Some national music 
advocates, like John Alexander Fuller Maitland, realised that despite an abundance of 
musical repertoire, there was no specifically English musical identity. The 
domination of "adopted national composers" in England was in fact a form of 
cultural domination by Continental counterparts?^ Composers of English birth and 
training were now sought, above all, an English composer whose music would 
escape Germanic influence. As Elliott Graeme observed: 
2° Vaughan Williams, influenced by Parry, believed Bach was the starting point of a Darwinian 
process, from Bach to Beethoven and then Brahms. Vaughan Williams had published articles about 
Bach and his choral works. His belief in a Darwinian process of stylistic development would be 
echoed in his idea of the evolution of folksongs. See Ralph Vaughan Williams, National Music and 
Other Essays, (1934; repr. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1963), a passim. 
21 Hughes and Stradling, The English Musical Renaissance, 36. 
22 The rise of the German Empire led some English critics to question their own national musical 
identity. In the eyes of English intellectuals, Germans not only enjoyed musical supremacy, but also 
other national characteristics, including "ruthlessness, military prowess and the politically threatening 
identity which Bismarck so successfully fashioned." The rise of the German Empire threatened the 
political and military supremacy the English enjoyed in Europe. Regarding the unification of Germany, 
its rise, and political and military, mainly naval power, see Christopher M. Clark, Iron Kingdom: The 
Rise and Fall of Prussia, 1600-1947 (London: Allen Lane, 2006), 556-618. The history of the 
unification of Germany is discussed in Stephen J. Lee, The Imperial Germany: 1871-1918 (London: 
Routledge, 1999)，1-9 and 71-90. See also Michael StUrmer, The German Empire, 1870-1918, Modem 
Library ed. (New York: Modern Library, 2000), 25-60. 
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And Haydn, and Weber, and Schubert, and Mendelssohn! What a 
propaganda have they made for the fatherland! That they speak a 
universal language does not prevent their uttering in it the best 
which we possess as Germans - I can wish for the nation nothing 
better than it should resemble a Beethoven symphony - full of 
poetry and power; indivisible, yet many-sided; rich in thought 
and symmetrical in form; exalted and mighty 
German cultural dominance in the late nineteenth century led to a 
reconsideration of the "English" musical national identity. The first and above ail 
most influential attempt was the publication of Sir George Grove's A Dictionary of 
Music and Musicians (1879-1889).^'^ Grove (1820-1900) was an early and 
prominent advocate of national music, who was primarily concerned with its 
promotion in England. The idea of this dictionary project was first announced in a 
letter from January 1874 by Grove.^^ The Dictionary, aside from its scholarly 
authority, was also an Anglo-centric "product" that advanced the importance of 
English music in the European musical world. The publication of the Dictionary was 
in this way a response to the Handelian and Mendelssohnian domination of English 
23 Elloitt Graeme, "Introduction," in Beethoven: A Memoir with an Essay "On the Hundredth 
Anniversary of His Birth", ed. Elloitt Graeme (London: Charles Griffin and Co, 1870), xx. 
24 The first edition of George Grove's A Dictionary of Music and Musicians was completed and 
published in 1889, and it was twice its projected length and nearly a decade behind schedule. It was 
first published by Macmillan & Co. Covering all musical terms and musicians from 1450 to 1889，it 
was first published in four volumes, together with a volume of index and catalogue of contributors, 
compiled by Mrs. Edmond R. Wodehouse, in 1890, The contributors of the first edition Grove's 
Dictionary include William Chappell, John Hullah, Sir F. A. Gore Ouseley, W. A. Barrett, T. H. 
Huxley, Charles Swinburne, Francis Hueffer, A. J. Hipkins, E. A. Freeman, Lord Rayleigh, Dr. James 
Murray, George Smith, Franz Gehring，W. H. Husk, J. W. Davison, Joseph Bennett, the young 
William Barclay Squire and John Alexander Fuller Maitland, Stanford, Rockstro, to name a few. The 
three sub-editors, Parry (1875-1880), Squire (1878-1885) and Fuller Maitland (1879-1889) assisted 
the research, original writing, structural editing, proof-reading and correction. Fuller Maitland 
subsequently became the chief editor of the second edition of Grove's Dictionary. See Leanne 
Langley, "Roots of a Tradition: The First Dictionary of Music and Musicians," in George Grove, 
Music, and Victorian Culture, ed. Michael Musgrave (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2003), 
168-215. 
25 C. L. Graves, The Life and Letters of Sir George Grove (London: Macmillan, 1903)，205-206. 
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musical culture. The dominance of a Germanic canon, and in particular the 
hegemony of Handel and Mendelssohn in the field of oratorio, were now deemed a 
major barrier to English music. 
In addition to entries about Beethoven, Schubert, and Mendelssohn, whom it 
could not ignore, the first edition of the Dictionary contained articles on 
contemporary English composers like Parry, Stanford, and Arthur Sullivan, as well as 
English Renaissance composers like Luffman Atterbury, and George Aspull. The 
entry of Purcell was even longer than that for J. S. Bach. In addition to being the 
editor, Grove contributed articles about contemporary English composers, including 
Parry, Stanford, and Arthur Sullivan. His choice of contributors to the Dictionary 
also reflected Grove's agenda. Young contributors selected by Grove, such as 
Barclay Squire, Fuller Maitland，would later emerge as important English critics; 
composers like Parry and Stanford were also contributors to other articles in the 
Dictionary. Most of the contributors of the first edition of the Dictionary were older 
scholars whose visions of an English musical style differed slightly from the standard 
Victorian view. They saw England as having its own musical culture and felt it was 
time for its rise. 
In order to reconstruct the significance of England in Western music history, 
Grove made an interesting statement about the thirteenth-century rondellus “Sumer 
Is Icumen In" in a speech, now housed in the Royal College of Music Archive: 
This tiny glee, which is the germ of modem music, the direct and 
absolute progenitor to the oratorios of Handel, the symphonies of 
Beethoven, the operas of Wagner is a purely English creation, 
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dealing with English sights and sounds - the cuckoo, the 
blooming meadow ... the pastures of Berkshire.^^ 
This remarkable citation showed Grove's attempt to make English music the 
"birthplace" of German music. The entry of "Sumer Is Icumen In" in the second 
edition of the Dictionary, edited by Fuller Maitland, was thus part of the construction 
of an ideal English musical past. William Smith Rockstro, a highly respected teacher, 
English historian, pianist, and an authority on early music, was also an important 
contributor to the first edition of the Dictionary. His articles in the Dictionary, 
including "Mass," "Monteverdi," "Motet," "Opera," "Oratorio," "Orchestra" and 
"Plainsong," were another proof of his authoritative position in early music research. 
In the "Sumer Is Icumen In" article, Rockstro indicated that "the earlier portion of 
this volume [i.e. the manuscript containing the Rota in question] was written in the 
Abbey of Reading, about the year 1240.…Turning from English to Continental 
critics, we first find the Rota introduced to the German musical world by Forkel, who, 
in the year 1788，described it in his Allemeine Geschichte der Musik; reproducing 
Burney's copy of the Guida, in the old black square-headed notation (Gros-Fa), and 
also his modernised score, in semibreves and minims, accompanying these by 
Wanley's remarks, copied from the Harleian Catalogue.’，27 In other words, he 
acknowledged the superiority of an English medieval tradition. 
26 The Royal College of Music Archive Pamphlet xxii B 20 (1), "Music in England. The Proposed 
Royal College of Music," 11-12. Quoted in Hughes and Stradling, The English Musical Renaissance, 
28. 
27 William Smith Rockstro, "Sumer Is Icumen In," in Grove 's Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. 
John Alexander Fuller Maitland, 2"'' ed. (London: Macmillan and Co., Limited, 1904)，4:747-754. The 
Harleian Catalogue was partly responsible by an English music patron and amateur musician Thomas 
Britton (1644-1714). He had a wide connection with noblemen, including the Earl of Oxford. The 
construction of the Harleian Library, now located in the British Library, had a collection of 
manuscripts of early music, including Thomas Britton His Book, 1680, etc. Music of Walter and Biber 
were also preserved. See Michael Tilmouth, and Simon McVeigh, "Britton, Thomas," in The New 
Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. S. Sadie and J. Tyrrell (London: Macmillan, 2001)， 
4:402-403. 
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In the third edition of Grove's Dictionary (1927), the article on oratorio was cut 
in length，and the section about Mendelssohn's oratorios was shortened. The reduced 
importance of Mendelssohnian oratorios was balanced by the additional coverage of 
English oratorios, for example, Parry's Job. Another attempt at reinforcing English 
musical history was entries concerning English folksong, country dance, and Morris 
dance. These articles served nationalist purposes, and were manifestations of an 
English musical style. Through such emphases, German musical impact was 
weakened while the significance of English folk and dance music asserted.^^ 
The version of music history produced by Grove in the late nineteenth century 
advocated the development of Englishness in music, and in response, the younger 
generation experimented with a musical style that would make English music sound 
different from and surpass that of the Germans. National music advocates often took 
Parry's music as a milestone in the development of a "new English style." Yet 
because of his training, Parry's compositions were seen as a continuation of 
Germanic influence by more ardent nationalists. The Times critic Francis Hueffer 
reviewed Parry's Piano Concerto in F-Sharp Major, saying that: 
the intelligent foreigner ... would find it difficult to point to a 
single national or typical feature of modem English music, 
especially of the instrumental kind, excepting the universal 
leaning towards Mendelssohnian sentiment clad in 
Mendelssohnian form. ... [Parry is] ail but entirely free from 
Two reviews of the Dictionary are helpful. See A. H. Fox Strangways, Frank Howes, and Dyneley 
Hussey, "Grove's Dictionary：' Music & Letters 9’ no. 2 (April 1928): 97-110; See also A. H. Fox 
Strangways, Frank Howes, and Dyneley Hussey, "Grove's Dictionary (Concluded)," Music & Letters 
9，no. 3 (July 1928): 195-210. 
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such a tendency, [his] taste leading unmistakenly in the direction 
of the latest phase of German music. 
Taking a different approach, John Alexander Fuller Maitland lauded Brahms as the 
contemporary German master, yet claimed he had no German successor. In Fuller 
Maitland's opinion, it was the right time for the English to rise: 
I f . . . Germany is to become a second-rate power in art, it will be 
interesting to see which of the nations will succeed her in the 
supremacy. ... A wave of music has lately been passing over 
England which may bring about a condition of things only to be 
compared with the glorious days when England was chief among 
musical na t ions? 
Fuller Maitland was not the only one who foresaw such a possibility. William A. 
Barrett, appointed chief editor of the Musical Times in 1887，commenting on Parry's 
Ode on St. Cecilia 's Day, wrote: 
Dr. Parry has given to English music nothing less than a 
masterpiece. I say 'English music' with special emphasis on the 
adjective. An eminent German critic, whose impressions of the 
Leeds Festival are given at length on another page, has pointed 
out that some of our composers, instead of imitating German 
music, are striking out an independent course and forming an 
English style. He must have had Dr. Parry specially in mind, for 
the music to Pope's Ode, while lacking none of the richness, 
strength, and ideality characteristic of German art, has a 
29 The Times 6 April 1880. Quoted in Hughes, The English Musical Renaissance and the Press, 24. 
John Alexander Fuller Maitland, Masters of German Music (1894; repr.，Boston: 
Longwood Press, 1977), 4-5. 
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perceptible English flavour, and, so to speak, introduces to us the 
national muse gloriously attired in the robes of classic art.^' 
Barrett reviewed Parry's Ode on St. Cecilia 's Day as a composition possessing 
"English" qualities. From his perspective, his countrymen did not want composers 
who gave them "imitations of Wagner, or Brahms, or Mendelssohn, or anybody else 
but we do need men who can work out for us ideas suggested by the national musical 
spirit and taste."^^ 
The "eminent German critic" to whom Barrett referred was Otto Lessmann 
(1844-1918)" A widely respected German critic, pianist and composer, Lessmann 
was best known as the owner and editor of a leading music journal, Allgemeine 
Musik-Zeitung (1882-1907). His relationship with Hans von BUlow and the 
Klavier-Schule Tausig had brought him into personal contact with Liszt and Wagner, 
and made him a staunch supporter of the New German S c h o o l , As one of the most 
influential critics in Germany, Lessmann's opinion of English music was taken 
seriously by English critics. The passage to which Barrett referred was most likely 
the following: 
When in other countries the English were characterised as an 
unmusical nation, it was because of the fact that England had 
produced no great composers, for nothing was known of the 
musical life of the people themselves. Now after the time when 
musical art in England was in its prime, an art which 
William A. Barrett, "Leeds Musical Festival," The Musical Times and Singing Class Circular 30, 
no. 561 (November 1889): 660. 
32 Ibid., 660. 
33 Lessmann wrote this article for Allgemeine Musik Zeitung. This article was translated and 
published as "The Musical Festival at Leeds," The Musical Times and Singing Class Circular 30, no. 
561 (November 1889): 662-666. 
34 Although Lessmann's prose was thoughtful and moderate, his view of new and unusual music was 
often the opposite of his older contemporary Eduard Hanslick. See Alan Walker, "Lessmann, Otto," in 
The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. S. Sadie and J. Tyrrell (London: Macmillan, 
2001), 14:772. 
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ecclesiastical Puritanism swept away like a destroying blast, 
England's support was, musically speaking, on the Continent; for 
the few men who had come forward as composers had given up 
their native art and confined themselves entirely to imitation of 
German models. If I am not entirely deceived, a new day has 
dawned for English music with the present musical 
young-England. Although, indeed, educated in Germany, or 
according to the German masters, and endowed with all the 
ability which the German school requires from its own adherents, 
certain young English composers have nevertheless reflected that 
they owe it to the honour of their country to go their own way.^^ 
The dawn of English music was the result of the presence of younger composers in 
England. Parry and Stanford were examples this generation English composers 
whom Lessmann appreciated, and who realised the need for an English musical style 
despite "German" training. Lessmann's ideas about national music were rather 
detailed in comparison with those of many contemporaneous English critics. He 
acknowledged that "art will never let itself be nationalised in the sense that, within 
certain boundaries, only a certain succession of sounds in certain forms can be 
allowed.，，36 Yet a composer who slavishly imitated a Germanic musical style had 
" L e s s m a n n , "The Musical Festival at Leeds," 664-665. 
36 Lessmann continued that "human sentiment is not changed by political boundaries, and as long as 
poetry and music are forms of expression of the soul's life, so long will musical Chauvinists in vain 
defend the idea of a one-sided national art in which composers of different nations shall shut 
themselves away from reciprocal influences. Germany certainly has not had to regret that her 
composers have been received by Italians, French, Slavs, and Hungarians; this has only helped to 
make the fancy ever more fruitful and to enrich the form of expression. And, on the other hand, 
whatever Germany has given to the composers of other countries, has certainly been no dishonour to 
the art of those countries. . . . Clear-sighted English musicians have long recognised the harmftil influence of this Mend lssohnism on England, and have tried to counteract it - among others, Arthur Sullivan. . . . A t the Leed Fest val there is so muc ind pendence f thought a d se timent that we can wish m d rn E glish Art joy of its enrich e t." H  also took vari s on emporary Englishompo ers, for insta c , C der, Creser, P rry Stanfo d, i  discussin  the dev lop e t of English 
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"nothing of his own to say had better be silent"^^ because the art produced would be 
nothing more than mimicry. The imitation of Mendelssohn in England, in 
Lessmann's view, "ha[d] for decades demanded victims from musical talent, and this 
may well explain the fact that the English could not compete with the eminent 
composers of those nations which occupied themselves with music."^^ 
Assuming standard Victorian musical practices to be "improper," Lessmann 
proposed a new and crucial perspective to the long-established view of the inferior 
position of English music to that of Germany: with respect to "the events in Leeds, 
we only have to set against them the deplorable want of sympathy, for example, 
which was shown in the TonkUnstler Versammlung of the Allgemeine Deutsche 
Musik-Verein at Wiesbaden during the last days of June last year, to be forced to 
admit that a comparison of the musical circumstances of Germany and England does 
not prove unfavourable to the 丨ater.，，39 In short, the musical supremacy of Germany 
over England was not justified, especially after the Leeds Festival. English music had 
entered a new age to which Germans should be alerted. 
music o f the younger generation. He gave an account that "Corder... succeeds sometimes in soaring to 
a certain height of sentiment which carries his hearers away. . . but he lacks the power of carrying out 
his ideas. . . .Will iam Creser sticks too closely to the heels of Richard Wagner, and that is dangerous to 
anyone, no matter of what nationality he may be. . . . Parry's Cecilia Ode, composed to Pope's 
well-known poem, would be an appropriate ornament to any German concert-room, and equally so 
would Stanford's Voyage of Maeldune, based on a wonderfully beautiful poem by Tennyson, after an 
old Irish legend. Both compositions are manifestly the work of musicians of importance, who have 
learnt through real strict work to develop their ideas with full freedom of expression. . . . Parry and 
Stanford are two musicians whose vocation it is to compose good and important music, no matter for 
what nation." Lessmann's ideas paralleled those of Vaughan Williams, which will be discussed in 
chapters two and three, in particular that a composer should find his own national voice instead of 
being barely a musical imitator. See Ibid., 665. 
“ I b i d . 
38 Ibid. 
39 In the list of guarantors there were 33 names down for £200，95 for £100, 145 for £50, 155 for £25， 
and 94 for £10 each. The amount the committee made was about 570,000 marks in the late nineteenth 
century. See Ibid., 663. 
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The English Musical Renaissance: The Rise of English National and Musical 
Identities 
Late nineteenth-century Britain had long been dealing with the unrest of the 
Boer rebellions, which were perceived as a product German aggression. At the 
outbreak of the Boer Wars, arguments concerning national identity, imperialism and 
anti-imperialism arose. The first Boer War (1880-1881) was won by the Boers, the 
ethnic Dutch South African farmers. The Boers' triumph over the British force at 
Majuba gave the Boers a republic and gained them independence from the British 
Empire except for foreign policy. However, gold was discovered in the Transvaal in 
1886，and Britain declared a second war on the Boers in 1899’ regaining control of 
the land. In addition to the mineral wealth, the British government was afraid her 
supremacy in the rest of South Africa would be threatened if the Boers formed a 
league with Germany， 
Besides the conflict of overseas interests, Anglo-German relations had 
deteriorated from the 1890s due to a variety of political, military and economic 
reasons. At the turn of the century Germany challenged British dominance of 
worldwide trade in manufacturers and encroached on Britain's home m a r k e t . 
Industrial expansion in Germany, especially in military-related sectors such as 
engineering, chemicals, and steel, was one of the key factors for the increased 
tensions within Britain. The industrial and military race between the two powers, 
together with Berlin's aggressive policy of Weltpolitik, led to the problem of 
There were still small scale wars and rebellions after the British victory after the second Boer War. 
See Bernard Porter, "Boer Wars," in The Oxford Companion to British History, ed. John Cannon 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), 110. Differences between religious faiths in Britain, like the 
civil wars between the English and the Irish was due to the fact that the English were mostly 
Anglicans since Henry VIII, while the Irish were mostly Catholic. See Sean Duffy, "Ireland, Lordship 
of," in The Oxford Companion to British History, ed. John Cannon (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2002), 513-515. 
41 Britain had passed its Victorian heyday at the turn of the century, facing new competition with 
Germany. See David Stevenson, 1914-1918: The History of the First World War (London: Penguin 
Books, 2004), 33. 
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balancing the European p o w e r s . T h e menace of naval challenge was the most 
significant factor for persuading British public that Germany was the nation's 
enemy.43 In David Stevenson's words, Germany "had ambitions for a 'Napoleonic' 
hegemony. Britain needed both to deter such ambitions and to encourage Paris and St. 
Petersburg to maintain their independence.，，44 
The assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand, heir to the Habsburg throne, 
and his wife Sophie, by a Bosnian Serb student Gavrilo Princip in Belgrade, caused 
Austria-Hungary to declare war on Serbia on 28 July 1914.45 Germany supported the 
Hapsburg Empire. Sir Edward Grey (1862-1933), the Foreign Secretary, and his 
officers tried their best to negotiate with the German government and avoid war, 
saying that they "wanted no British participation in a continental war.”46 Yet total 
war was inevitable when Germany declared war on Russia on 1 August 1914. In 
reaction to the outbreak of the German-Russian war, the French general mobilization 
began. Britain, when Grey finally won cabinet approval on 2 August, would protect 
the northern coasts of France against any German naval attack, and London wanted 
42 The policy Wilhelm II proposed in southern Africa would cause problems and potential loss to 
Britain in India, as the Cape of Good Hope was one of the major sea routes to India. The German 
policy was also a challenge to the French in Morocco and to the Russians at the Turkish straits. See 
Ibid., 34. 
Germany's warship-building and the rumoured spy and saboteur networks within Britain around 
1908-1909. Even so the British government and the Admiralty determined Germany was not strong 
enough to compete with the world famous British navy. Yet Sir Edward Grey and his Foreign Office 
advisers worried that if the Prussians attacked France and Russian, Britain would be the next on the 
list. See Ibid. 
44 Ibid. 
45 The Austria-Hungary government believed that the assassination was supported by a Serbian 
terrorist group, the Black Hand, and the head of a Serbian military intelligence, Colonel Dragutin 
Dimitrijevic, nicknamed Apis, "the Bull", It was known that the Serbian government tolerated or 
encouraged terrorist groups who wanted an end of the Habsburg rule in all of the Balkans. This 
became more significant after the Bosnian crisis in 1908. See Samuel R. Williamson Jr., "The Origins 
of the War," in Total War and Historical Change: Europe 1914-1955, eds. Arthur Marwick, Clive 
Emsley, and Wendy Simpson (Buckingham: Open University Press, 2001), 72-73. 
46 Sir Edward Grey was a British politician and ornithologist. As the Foreign Secretary, Grey had to 
mediate the confrontations between Austria-Hungary and Serbia, also to make sure Germany was not 
going to invade the neutral Belgium. See Ibid., 81. 
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Germany to give up any intention of attacking Belgium, the neutral nation,? Berlin 
refusal on 4 August soon led to Britain's participation in the war. 
Due to the outbreak of the First World War, some English musicians were keen 
to demonstrate their patriotism. The widow of the music critic August Jaeger 
changed her surname to "Hunter," and Edward Elgar composed several patriotic 
compositions like Fringes of the Fleet (1917). Gustav von Hoist gave up the "von" in 
his surname because of its Germanic sound. Vaughan Williams volunteered for the 
Royal Army Medical Crops. For composers like Parry and Stanford, members of an 
older generation, who admired German music throughout their lives, making a 
choice between supporting English or German music was difficult. However, Parry 
did believe that his students would serve the nation better as musicians than as 
soldiers, and that they should be sheltered from danger simply because they were 
musicians. Nothing could shake Parry's conviction that musicians were special, 
elevated b e i n g s . 
The resistance to German music among English composers and critics came to 
its peak just before the First World War. The publication of Schmitz's Das Land ohm 
Musik was considered a scurrilous German attack on English culture. Schmitz's book 
had another implication. The title itself suggested English music was an "inferior 
good" and the importance of English music was muted. The critic and composer 
Cecil Forsyth in his Music and Nationalism (1911) reviewed the rationale behind 
English music's subservience to German tradition. The concertgoers' preference for 
German composers to English composers kept England from becoming the first-rate 
musical nation. Forsyth asked for support from the music-loving public. In his 
opinion, England was at that time a "musical colony" of Germany. The concert 
47 Ibid., 81-85. 
48 Hughes and Stradling, The English Musical Renaissance, 87. 
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programmes, composers and performers, and the musical standards and taste, were 
all based on German traditions. Native composers and their music were 
unappreciated by the general public. Forsyth severely condemned the English 
concertgoers and music lovers because their lack of interest was killing English 
music. In his view, it was peculiar for a nation to establish a culture mainly through 
imported music, taking something foreign as its own music. Forsyth's concern about 
German music's domination in England revealed the dilemma that everyone active in 
the English musical circles should notice: 
The native composer is beaten, and beaten not in foreign battle 
nor in downright civil war, but by his own people in secret and 
murderous league with their own enemies. How long will it be 
before we realise the fact that where the foreign musician is there 
is the enemy? He may come to this island in shoals, but he comes 
for one purpose only - the money he can take back across the 
water, and he well knows that the surest way to make his position 
firm here is to denationalise our music. Whether the foreign 
composer has been merely the idol of a generation or the 
repressing force of two centuries, the Englishman has always 
imitated him. ... Bach, Haydn, Mozart, gave themselves with a 
simple and perfect sincerity to the service of German art, and in 
doing so made Germany august. But what have they done for 
Forsyth made an interesting observation that the reason that Germans in England 
"made [their] position firm here is to denationalise our music." The significance of 
49 Cecil Forsyth, Music and Nationalism: A Study of English Opera (London: Macmillan, 1911), 
260-268. 
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this quotation is its suggestion that England, the heart of a great imperial power, was 
being culturally "colonised." Since England lacked the ability to demonstrate her 
qualities as a “musical nation," Germans came and presented themselves as the 
dominating power and as central to English culture. It is noteworthy that this book 
was published in 1911, three years before the outbreak of the First World War. 
Significantly Forsyth pointed out that German musicians were in England to make a 
profit. He thus emphasised national identity and associated national competition with 
competitive capitalism. The native composers were beaten by the overwhelming 
popular enthusiasm for adopted music at a time when the Anglo-German relationship 
was becoming tense on international stage. By helping the enemies to grow strong, 
English audiences undermined the nation. This would denationalise native music and 
hence dilute national identity. Forsyth continued, depicting English history as: 
The history of a continual struggle between a foreign culture 
imposed upon us by our own upper classes and a national 
popular culture. . . . I n this struggle it is noteworthy that, though 
the foreign composer always won, the Englishman was beaten 
but never killed; he rose to his feet again, and with a certain 
doggedness of purpose, renewed the contest, fighting in his old 
way and with his old weapons. ... Always defeated, he refused, 
with a curiously sure instinct, to get himself the rapier and light 
suit of foreign armour with which alone, it might have been 
supposed, he could fight successfully. Homespun and leather 
with a good English broadsword were, he knew, the only 
implements with which he could ultimately win; but what 
amazes us is his stupidity in not seeing that the condition of his 
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success was that his leather and homespun should be made good 
and sound and his rusty blade resharpened.^® 
In Forsyth's opinion, the bourgeoisie and upper class should not shrink from their 
responsibility in encouraging national music in England. Armed again with "rapier 
and light suit of foreign armour" instead of "homespun and leather with a good 
English broadsword," Forsyth felt English composers were fools because they did 
not realise that only their "true national weapons" would lead to victory.^' 
In the booky^ History of Music (1916) written in collaboration with Cecil 
Forsyth, Stanford ultimately rejected the Germanic tradition and anticipated the 
future of English music with "two classes of men . . . the nationalists and the 
denationalists. And the artistic health and productivity of any community increases 
exactly with its proportion of nationalists. ... It is a quarrel of the creative mind with 
the receptive . . .o f the man who loves his country and the man who loves someone 
else，s.，，52 To Stanford, the artistic health of a nation would be improved when the 
proportion of nationalists increased. In other words, the existing culture was 
detrimental to artistic health and denationalised local musical culture. 
Folk Music and the Development of a National Musical Identity 
As early as 1884, J. C. Hadden identified an important source for the 
establishment of a national music with its own characteristic sound: folk music. 
The term 'national music' has been misunderstood by some. Carl 
Engel defines it as 'that music which, appertaining to a nation or 
Ibid., 124-125. 
51 He also commented: "We have, unfortunately, always had the imitator with us, and he has 
produced for us endless imitations of Handel, Haydn, Beethoven. .. . Now he is beginning to turn his 
attention to Richard Strauss. . . . But however clever his imitations may be - and they are often 
diabolically clever - there is in them the seed of death. It is dishonest music; or worse, it is traitorous." 
See Ibid., 270-271. 
“ C h a r l e s Stanford and Cecil Forsyth, A History of Music (London: Macmillan, 1916), 305. 
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tribe, whose individual emotions and passions it expresses, 
exhibits certain peculiarities more or less characteristic, which 
distinguish it from the music of any other nation or tribe. The 
Germans very appropriately call it Volksmusik, a term which we 
might translate into 'folk music' were such a word permissible. 
National music, then, may be tersely defined as that music which 
the people themselves have made. ... Hence it is that composers 
who have attempted to write national airs have nearly always 
failed, for [they] have not embodied the essential elements of 
really national m u s i c ? 
Hadden defined English music using German terms and references. He saw folk 
music as a means of distinguishing one nation from another. Although Hadden did 
not cite the specific qualities of English music, he clearly indicated that national 
music in this context refers to a "true" vernacular or indigenous folk music. 
Cecil Sharp (1859-1924), a pioneer folksong collector and editor, was 
considered the godfather of the English folksong revival. He also associated folk 
music with the historical beginnings of race and nation. So folksong collectors and 
fieldworkers were keen to identify the origins of the folksongs that they collected. 
Sharp in his book English Folk Song: Some Conclusion (1907), commented on the 
situation in the fin-de-siecle England that "one reason why we have in England no 
national school of music is because we have so unaccountably neglected our 
folk-music. ... Little or no effort to repair this deficiency is made . . . a t the music 
colleges.，，54 An insufficient awareness of folksong had led to a crisis of 
denationalisation of English music in the eyes of pastoralists. The admiration of 
“ J a m e s Cuthbert Hadden, "The National Music of Scotland," Cassells ‘ Magazine (1884): 222-223. 
Quoted in Hughes and Stradling, The English Musical Renaissance, 173-174. 
Cecil Sharp, English Folk Song: Some Conclusions (1907; repr. London: EP Publishing, 1965), 61. 
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Continental music and the countrymen's ignorance of the English folk music were 
the main factors causing this musical catastrophe. 
Folksong was not the only factor which concerned the pastoralists. Another 
musical source useful in representing English musical identity was the carol. 
Therefore, pastoral ists at the fm-de-siecle like Sharp, also collected carols. Similarly, 
Vaughan Williams published the Songs of Praise in 1925 and his contribution to The 
Oxford Book of Carols appeared in 1928.55 Similarly, as early as 1911，the English 
Folk Dance Society had been founded, in which Vaughan Williams, Sharp and 
George Butterworth were key figures. Interest in folk dance was closely linked to the 
"Pastoral School." Influenced by Sharp and others, he believed that folk tradition is 
the true essence of national music. The significance of the movement, as Parry said, 
was that "all the things which mark the folk-music of the race, also betoken the 
qualities of the race."^^ Parry's attitude reveals an essentialist perspective.^^ The 
55 Both Songs of Praise and Oxford Book of Carols were published by Oxford University Press in 
1925 and 1928 respectively. Vaughan Williams contributed four folksongs, including traditional 
folksong The Golden Carol, text by G. Wither's Wither 's Rocking Hymn, W. Morris's Snow in the 
Street, and Blake's Blake 's Cradle Song, to The Oxford Book of Carols, published in London, 1928. 
56 Hubert Parry, The Musical Times and Singing Classes Circular (1899). 
57 Parry's attitude is indicative of a cultural (English nationalism rather than a political (British) 
nationalism). Britishness is "a legal concept to become as elastic as the nation's imperial boundaries. 
Harmonised with one another. More about the legislation of Britain with other countries of the 
Commonwealth. 'British' space was thus read as homogenous, interchangeable, everywhere alike, 
while 'English' space remained unique, local, differentiated: a formula which permitted the empire to 
be that which was simultaneously within the boundaries of Britishness and outside the territory of 
Englishness, that which, relative to the sovereign nation, was at once identical and different. Largely 
void of any particular meaning, Britishness was a product of its forms of reproduction. Preserved by 
customs, Britishness announced itself as the preservation of customs. Bom of the soil, it indulged the 
claims of genealogy only by substituting territory for ancestry." See Ian Baucom, Out of Place: 
Englishness, Empire, and the Locations of Identity (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1999)，10. 
More ideas about the differences between Englishness and Britishness can be found in Krishan Kumar, 
The Making of English National Identity (Cambridge: University of Cambridge, 2003). A discussion 
about English identity is treated in Richard Body, England for the English (London: New European 
Publications Limited, 2001). The differences of nationalisms in the British Isles for different ethnic 
groups, including the English, the Welsh, the Scottish, and the Irish, is discussed in detail in Laurance 
Brockliss, and David Eastwood, eds.，/i Union of Multiple Identities: The British Isles, c. 1750-c. 1850 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1997). 
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qualities of folk song, like those of a shared language and the geography of an 
idealised Albion, were also fundamental characteristics of the English themselves.^® 
However, the renowned music critic Ernest Newman in his Musical Times 
article "The War and the Future of Music" expressed a different viewpoint. He 
argued that the War should not make the English retreat into "Little England," 
meaning that the English should not respond to World War I with chauvinist 
nationalism, especially with respect to the musical culture, since it is the "most 
cosmopolitan" among all the arts. Further, he believed the future of English music 
was uncertain: 
If the war continued for a year or two, . . . in England our concert 
life will suffer greatly. . . . In England Elgar is still the one figure 
of impressive stature; the men who are almost contemporary with 
him are not fulfilling their early promise, while in the crowd of 
younger men it is impossible to distinguish one who has the least 
chance of making history. Never has there been an epoch of such 
general musical capacity, but great figures and great ideas are not 
so plentiful. It is hard to believe that out of the new order of 
things there will not be bom the figures and the ideas we long 
for.59 
58 Ian Baucom, Out of Place: Englishness, Empire, and the Locations of Identity, 15. See also Simon 
Gikandi, Maps of Englishness: Writing Identity in the Culture of Colonialism (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1996), 69-83. More about Englishness is discussed in Judy Giles, and Tim 
Middleton, eds.’ Writing Englishness 1900-1950: An Introductory Sourcebook on National Identity 
(London: Routledge, 1995). See also Richard Body, England for the English (London: N e w European 
Publications Limited, 2001), 17. 
59 Ernest Newman, "The War and the Future of Music," The Musical Times 55，no. 859 (September 
1914): 571-572. 
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Newman did not believe, as did the "crowd of younger men," that searching for a 
national identity was the future of English music. In another Musical Times article, 
Newman wrote that nationalism did not help a composer to be national. 
If there were anything in the ordinary theory of a national 
'English' consciousness, it would seem to follow that every 
Englishmen would, by the very fact of his being an Englishmen, 
be thrilled in the same way as the fellows by the so-called 
'national' episodes in the English history. If that be so, then I and 
a good many others are not Englishmen; for nine out of ten 
characters and events in English history create no more emotion 
in us. ... And does 'nationalism' really help a composer to be 
'national'? Not always, it would seem. In English folk-song, 
according to our theorists, is to be found the vital source for 
regeneration of English music. But just as a man cannot get away 
from his own shadow, so, no matter how steeped in folk music he 
may be, he cannot be bigger than his own personality. ... I would 
rather be a good musician than a good patriot.^® 
Newman scorned the pastoralists' relating of folksong to the formation of 
Englishness in music. Newman did not believe that folksong was the appropriate 
agent for making a composer "national" or a "true Englishmen." He was not 
convinced that listing such qualities helped the English to classify themselves as 
"English." By doing so, composers, such as the pastoralists, would be restricted to 
bucolic inspiration, and never be great composers but only "ordinary English 
composers." 
6° Ernest Newman, "Russian Opera and Russian 'Nationalism'," The Musical Times 55，no, 858 
(August 1914): 505-508. 
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Newman criticised the use of folksong in making an English musical identity 
because composers "cannot be bigger than his own personality." Folk materials 
would limit musical creativity of composers. The perspective of which Newman 
disapproved was in fact the core of the folksong movement: folksong served national 
purposes. Sharp viewed the spread and its influences of folksong as qualities of being 
truly English. 
Our system of education is, at present, too cosmopolitan: it is 
calculated to produce citizens of the world rather than 
Englishmen. And it is Englishmen, English citizens, that we want. 
How can this be remedied? By taking care ... that every child 
born of English parents is, in its earliest years, placed in 
possession of all those things which are the distinctive product of 
its race. . . . H e will know and understand his country and his 
countrymen, and ... will love them the more, realize that he is 
united to them by the subtle bond of blood and of kinship, and 
become, in the highest sense of the word, a better citizen and a 
truer patriot.^' 
Education together with folksong was an important instrument to educate the English 
in patriotism, to love and realise their cultural heritage. Music, folksong in particular, 
served national purposes. 
Folk music also embodied a bucolic character, which the English treasured. 
Pattinson believed that, folk music as the perfect manifestation of an English musical 
style. 
61 Sharp, English Folk Song: Some Conclusions, 173-174. 
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The organic community had traditional ways of filling its leisure, 
in which music played a large part. The rustics Cecil Sharp found 
were very far from being bores; on the contrary he was 
impressed with their natural courtesy and poise. Folk Song was 
the heritage of all classes ... and thus there was no cleavage 
between the musical background of the educated and that of the 
illiterate" 
For the folksong advocates like Pattinson, folksong could be a means in cultivating a 
national musical style by proving a common musical background to the English of 
various social classes. 
Conclusion: Englishness and Different Identities in "England" 
"Adopted culture," "adopted composers," and "adopted music" were terms 
commonly used in mid- to late-nineteenth-century England. English music lovers did 
not find the situation that these labels described troublesome because they were 
unaware that this "adopted culture" did not constitute the "real culture" of England in 
the eyes of some. The Grove-Parry-Stanford generation worked together to promote 
music of English composers, in particular those embracing Englishness in music. 
Critics, like Fuller Maitland, and Henry C. Colles, were national music advocates 
who saw music with Englishness as worthy. Yet Parry and Stanford were also 
advocates of the standard German repertory. It was not until the outbreak of the First 
World War that the English composers began to rethink their national and musical 
identity more aggressively. 
62 Bruce Pattinson, "Music and the Community: A Review of The Cambridgeshire Report" Scrutiny 
2，no. 4 (1934): 399-404. 
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The two main factors constituting the late-nineteenth to early-twentieth century 
English musical culture (the Victorian practices and the construction of English 
musical national identity) were mainly responsible for the musical cultural changes 
in England. The Victorian practice and taste favoured the Germanic musical 
dominance in England, while the construction of Englishness in music rejected this 
situation as unhealthy. The English critics and composers tried in every way to 
promote Englishness in music. One of the most significant endeavour was the 
appearance of the Grove 's Dictionary of Music and Musicians. A music dictionary in 
which all articles were written by English music critics and composers proved 
England had an articulate and living musical cultural heritage. 
The folksong movement launched by Sharp and the Pastoral School suggested a 
possible compositional inspiration for Englishness in music. National music 
advocates embraced and supported the idea; non-national music advocates like 
Newman challenged the ideas of his "folksong friends," and their overwhelming 
enthusiasm for making folksong or folk materials the foundation of musical 
composition did not persuasive. To folksong collectors, this was a serious charge. To 
the English national composers, folksong was the ideal device to further the 
discussion of English musical identity. Jack Westrup went further saying: 
We recognize a quality in English music that makes us appear 
different. English music is inclined to be romantic yet reserved. 
Much of it avoids expansive gestures not from a lack of feeling 
but from a habit of restraint. ... What is particularly noticeable in 
English music is a nostalgic quality that defies precise analysis. It 
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is present in folk-song ... where there is often no challenge to the 
eye but a pervading tenderness of harmony and outline.^^ 
This nostalgic quality in English folksong produced a "truly English" sound. 
English nationalists in fin-de-siecle England struggled for an artistically healthy 
culture which they felt that their country lacked. Within this context, the ideas of 
Vaughan Williams, the musical "Bard" who succeeded Elgar, were nurtured. A core 
members of the Pastoral School, promoting the use of folksong and Englishness in 
music, Vaughan Williams rose into power in English music circles in twentieth 
century because of the “ English" sound of his music together with his association 
with the older generation of composers like Parry and Stanford as well as the 
contemporary leading critics like Fuller Maitland and Colles. Moreover, his 
extensive publications about folksong and status as the chairman of the International 
Council of Traditional Music made him the English authority on folk materials after 
Sharp. In this way the words and music of Vaughan Williams would come to reflect 
English musical identity. 
63 Jack Westrup, "Music," in The Character of England, ed. Ernest Barker (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1947), 406. 
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Chapter 2: English Musical Nationalism and the Writings of Vaughan Williams 
The young, part-Welsh Ralph Vaughan Williams arranged them [English folk-songs] enthusiastically. 
Henry Purcell was rediscovered. So were the Tudor composers. It was possible for Englishmen to 
write excellent music and in due course they might be able to conduct it themselves. Mr. von Hoist, as 
he was then known joined in the fun. England was back on the musical map. 
Keith Robbins, Nineteenth-century Britain (1988)' 
Folksong, to Vaughan Williams, was not only one of the most important 
ingredients of an English musical identity, it was also the inspiration which led him 
to develop his own musical language. In 1903 a young English composer, Edwin 
Evans, wrote an article for the Musical Standard, in which he praised Vaughan 
Williams in the following words: 
One of the names which has most frequently been mentioned to 
me in the course of preliminary inquiry connected with these 
articles is that of Mr. R. Vaughan Williams, who was described to 
me as a very earnest young man with more than the average 
allowance of what the Germans so aptly name Fertigkeit, and 
well provided with ideas, but somewhat in the unsatisfactory 
state of not yet having "found himself . ... Belong[ing] to the 
more level-headed of our young writers, and I am convinced of 
the absolute conscientiousness of his work. Of this I feel that the 
best has still to come. That sounds a little trite, as it is said of so 
many, but in this instance I feel persuaded that it will come. His 
future career depends rather more on his own self-confidence 
‘ K e i t h Robbins, Nineteenth-century Britain: Integration and Diversity. The Ford Lectures Delivered 
in the University of Oxford 1986-1987 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1988)，60. 
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than on any very startling development. He has the ideas, the 
method and the manner, but wants to be a little more autocratic 
with each of them.^ 
Evans made a good observation that Vaughan Williams was in "the unsatisfactory 
state of not yet having 'found himself ." After graduating from the RCM, Vaughan 
Williams was underwent a career crisis because he was not satisfied with his 
compositions. Instead of seeking advice from Elgar, the "Musical Bard" of the 
England prior to the First World War, Vaughan Williams determined to figure out for 
himself the most essential component of his compositions and make it the direction 
of his career. 
This compositional crisis occurred a few years after he had left college in 1903. 
His dissatisfaction was due to the lack of some unidentified qualities that would 
make his music distinctive. What led Vaughan Williams out of his dilemma was his 
discovery of Cecil Sharp and folksongs. Vaughan Williams joined Sharp's folksong 
crusade, which had two objectives: to encourage folksong collection and to "bring 
the songs back into the daily lives of the English people.”] Starting at the end of 
1903，and continuing for the next ten years, Vaughan Williams spent on average one 
month per year in the field collecting folksongs. Its importance to his career was 
intensified when his book National Music was published in 1934. He extensively 
studied the history, origin, and development of folksong in England. Sharp's 
immense impact is evident from Vaughan Williams's extensive quotations of Sharp's 
words in his own writings. Folksong played a significant role in Vaughan Williams's 
career, helping overcome his artistic crisis. Moreover, it raised questions of national 
2 Edwin Evans, Musical Standard, 25 July 1903，quoted in Michael Kennedy, The Works of Ralph 
Vaughan Williams (London: Oxford University Press, 1964)，55-57. 
3 Maud Karpeles, Cecil Sharp: His Life and Work (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1967), 46. 
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identity in English music, another major theme that would come to dominate his 
musical life. 
Among Vaughan Williams's writings, "Who Wants the English Composer?" 
(1912-1913), National Music (1934), Some Thoughts on Beethoven 's Choral 
Symphony with Writings on Other Musical Subjects (1953), and The Making of Music 
(1955) are the most important with respect to his thoughts on the matter of 
Englishness in music.4 "Who Wants the English Composer?" was written in 1912 
and published in the Royal College of Music Magazine and was later reprinted in 
Hubert Foss's Ralph Vaughan Williams: A Study (1950). National Music, Some 
Thoughts on Beethoven 's Choral Symphony with Writings on Other Musical Subjects 
(1953) and The Making of Music were separate collections of Vaughan Williams's 
essays. The first collection concerned Vaughan Williams's ideas about English 
musical nationalism, folksong and tradition, while the second one contained Vaughan 
Williams's thoughts on music from his later years. 
This chapter will focus on folksong and the question of national identity in 
Vaughan Williams's music and writings. It will first explore Vaughan Williams's 
belief that the utilisation of folk materials and the development of a national musical 
style constituted the future of English music. His perspectives on these matters 
elicited strong responses from his contemporaries, which will be discussed in the 
following chapter. 
4 It is rather difficult to date some of Vaughan Williams writings because they were preserved in 
collections {National Music (1934), Some Thoughts on Beethoven 's Choral Symphony with Writings 
on Other Musical Subjects (1953), and The Making of Music (1955)) combine writings from different 
years. For some help in unraveling this chronology, see Peter Starbuck, complier, "Bibliography of the 
Literary Writings of Ralph Vaughan Williams," in Ralph Vaughan Williams: A Guide to Research, ed. 
Neil Butterworth (London: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1990)，207-222. 
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"Who Wants the English Composer?" 
Chapter 1 investigated the state of musical culture in fin-de-siecle England. 
National music advocates severely condemned the adopted culture, adopted 
composers, and adopted music of mainstream England. In their view, music must 
convey a national meaning and deliver its messages to listeners. English music 
should possess a unique voice in contrast with Continental musical styles, yet 
concertgoers preferred music by non-English composers and the cosmopolitan 
celebrities at the Queen's Hall and Covent Garden Opera, oblivious to local talent. 
The English, therefore, had to be taught to appreciate their own national music since 
they had become heavily accustomed to the Germanic canon. Vaughan Williams, as a 
nationalist composer, considered ignorance of native traditions typical of the English 
bourgeoisie, whose disinterest in national music was due to their lack of national 
consciousness. 
It began in England, I think, in the early eighteenth century when 
the political power got into the hands of the entirely uncultured 
landed gentry and the practice of art was considered unworthy of 
a gentleman, from which it followed that you had to hire a 
'damned foreigner' to do it for you if you wanted it. ... The very 
different type of music which was being made at home must 
necessarily be wrong. These ideas were fostered by the fact that 
we had a foreign court at St. James's who apparently did not 
share the English snobbery about home-made art and so brought 
the music made in their own homes to England with them. So, 
the official music, whether it took the form of Mr. Handel to 
compose an oratorio, or an oboe player in a regimental band, was 
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imported from Germany. This snobbery is equally virulent to this 
day. The musician indeed is not despised, but it is equally felt 
that music cannot be something which is native to us and when 
imported from abroad it must of necessity be better.^ 
He accused the bourgeoisie of championing adopted composers and denigrating 
English music as mediocre. His question of "who wants the English composer?" was 
echoed in an open quarrel in the January and February 1914 issues of The New Age 
and captures the general mood of this disagreement. Critics Josef Holbrooke and 
Edwin Evans confronted this issue. Holbrooke's article was first published on 8 
January 1914: 
If the English people ever do support native music, it will be in 
spite of our own musicians and conductors. They have for years 
done their wretched best to kill it, and show only too plainly that 
they have no manner of interest in it at all, and they do not 
scruple to say so. ... As I write this I read that another English 
orchestra has decided to leave out "novelties" this season! How 
is native music to be heard at all? ... Works by Delius, Bantock, 
Scott, Clutsam, Brian, Kessler, Boughton, Bax, Bainton, etc., 
have never been touched. ... Are we ever to hear any of our 
elaborate works for orchestra, opera, or chamber?^ 
5 Vaughan Williams, National Music and Other Essays (1934; repr. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1963)，5. Vaughan Williams's idea was echoed by a lecture notes Gustav Hoist wrote in 1920s, that 
"music became a foreign language. This attitude lasted till nearly 1900. It was understood that if you 
were a good musician you must be a foreigner. And if you were a foreign musician it followed that 
you must be a better one than an English one. And although things are less silly than they were in the 
19th century they are bad enough. Any experienced concert-giver knows that certain English audiences 
will prefer foreign music and musicians as such to native ones. Others - for instance the Proms 
audience - give us a chance." See Ralph Vaughan Williams and Gustav Hoist, Heirs and Rebels: 
Letters Written to Each Other and Occasional Writings on Music, ed. Ursula Vaughan Williams and 
Imogen Hoist (1959; repr. Westport: Greenwood Press, 1980), 50. 
6 Josef Holbrooke, "British Music," The New Age (8 January 1914): 313. 
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Holbrooke, who was concerned with promoting native music to the public, believed 
that it was the performing circles that unhealthily impeded the dissemination of 
native music among the public. Yet Evans responded to this from a different 
perspective. 
The concert public has quite as many opportunities of 
familiarising itself with contemporary British music as it has had 
with the concurrent output of Germany, France and Russia; and 
the only result, according to the London Symphony Orchestra, 
has been to revive the dormant prejudice, perhaps in an 
aggravated form. And my sympathies which were long on the 
side of the composer, are now veering towards the public. . . . In 
short, considered collectively, the British composers championed 
by Mr. Holbrooke are a band of young men with brilliant futures 
behind them. There is no development. Mr. Holbrooke himself is 
telling us musically no more and no less than he told us years 
ago. ... They refused to grow up, and there is little room for 
Peter Pan in modern music. 
There is another reason for the absence of progress. ... It is 
that, in the broad, European sense, the British composers, unlike 
[their] Continental confreres, [are] usually uneducated. ... I mean 
that he is, as a rule, quite ignorant of that broad stream which 
constitutes European culture/ 
7 Edwin Evans, "British Music," The New Age (22 January 1914): 372-373.1 do not use British and 
English interchangeably with respect to the Holbrooke-Evans discussion. The use of British is because 
both Holbrooke, Evans and Parker both wrote British instead of English. Their discussion of national 
music reveals the underlying confusion of national identities among the English in the early twentieth 
century. The interchangeability did not only involve Englishness and Britishness, but also their 
fundamental differences between cultural (English) nationalism and political (British) nationalism. 
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Subsequently, the disagreement escalated as the two men's rhetoric intensified. In a 
further response to Holbrooke, Evans argued that "so long as British composers insist 
on the distinction between ‘music’ and 'British music,' they can scarcely complain if 
they are taken at their word and regarded as parochial.’，8 Holbrooke then accused 
Evans of being anti-British. Evans criticised Holbrooke of only pretending to be a 
champion of British music. A reader, D. C. Parker, proposed a more moderate 
manner of musical development, agreeing partially with both Holbrooke and Evans. 
The truth, as it appears to me, lies between Mr. Holbrooke and 
Mr. Evans. Mr. Holbrooke is right when he says that the public 
shows little curiosity about British music. . . . In England music is 
not considered a part of general culture in the same sense as it is 
on the Continent. ... English music ... has been a kind of 
mathematics capable of being expressed in notes. You can prove 
this by asking yourself how many doctors of music there are in 
the country — that is, how many men consecrated by academic 
authorities - and trying to calculate what number of them have 
written a page which would accurately be described as 
fundamentally significant. ... [C]ompositions by English 
composers which could have been improved by a hundred per 
Holbrooke was talking about English nationalism while Evans replied in terms of British musical and 
compositional direction. Therefore it is worthy to suspect whether Parker's "the whole English 
tradition" was referring to the English or British tradition. If Parker was taking the whole English 
tradition as British tradition, it would demonstrate English cultural superiority over the other 
non-English cultures. Moreover, Evans' opinion that "in European sense, the British composers, 
unlike [their] Continental confreres, [are] usually uneducated" would certainly upset the non-English 
ethnic groups in Britain. These groups were treated as peripheral by the English and considered the 
"Others" from historical and cultural perspectives. Linking British and English together hinted at the 
potential expansion of England into Greater Britain, of which the early twentieth-century English were 
less aware. Such expansion also implied that the English were in fact borrowing the conventions of 
other groups in Britain as their own culture. This might also explain the easy acceptance of German 
culture by the Victorian English. The adopted culture might contribute as the "educated culture" which 
the Others lacked because the "educated culture" was a sign of cultural superiority. 
8 Edwin Evans, "British Music," The New Age (5 February 1914): 447. 
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cent, if the writers could have lost their self-consciousness, could 
have flown on the wings of inspiration, could have forgotten 
conventional rules. ... The whole English tradition has been 
something calculated to hinder the development of the genuinely 
musical type. 
Mr. Evans is right also. ... A great deal of this 
narrow-mindedness could be brushed away if there were more 
serious talk about music as an art. For this would be a gain 
inasmuch as it would reveal the stupidity of their position to 
people who say that modern music is "all rot”.9 
Parker's observations on the views of the general public toward contemporary native 
music challenged composers to determine the reasons why new English music was 
not performed locally and internationally.'® In other words, they needed to concern 
themselves with the reasons for its lack of popular success. Parker continued his 
criticism that "the bulk of English music leaves you unmoved. Certainly many of the 
conditions mentioned by Mr. Holbrooke are deplorable. These could be improved if 
the community, as a whole, took more interest in the art. We must shake off for good 
our cringing respect for the Handel-Mendelssohn tradition. We do not want 'correct' 
music."' 1 Parker observed that music by English composers lacked the qualities to 
move the audience. Parker thought most contemporary English composers treated 
compositional processes as all mathematics and calculation, spoiling music's nature 
as an emotional art. He wished English music to be artistically worthy. The 
significance of the Handel-Mendelssohn tradition, which he labeled as "correct 
music," should be diminished. His idea of the future of English music is also 
9 D. C. Parker, "British Music," The New Age (12 February 1914): 478. 
See fn. 7. 
”Parker, "British Music," 479. 
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different from the aggressive approach suggested by Holbrooke.'^ Agreeing with 
neither Holbrooke nor Evans completely, Parker articulated another issue lying 
beneath: academically trained composers were unpopular in England, expressing 
disapproval of any composer "who writes anaemic music faultlessly."'^ 
Vaughan Williams: Our Soul 
The Holbrooke-Evans confrontation complements Vaughan Williams's question 
of "who wants the English composer." Evans thought native English music was not 
as popular as that of the Continent because it did not have an "essence" that could 
make audience remember and appreciate it. Native music was not in the mainstream 
of the standard repertoire, like the symphonies of Beethoven and operas by Mozart 
and Wagner. Parker, as an audience member, simply thought that native music was 
not living up to its potential to move the audiences. The problem for a composer like 
Holbrooke was to raise his countrymen's awareness and appreciation for native 
music. Evans directly pointed out English music by composers like Holbrooke had 
insufficient qualities to attract audience. Disagreement among Holbrooke, Evans and 
Parker, each representing different viewpoints, embodied the problems English 
nationalist composers faced: to realise the "essence" that English music lacked. 
Composers, like Vaughan Williams and Cecil Sharp, similarly acknowledged a 
deficiency in contemporaneous English music that needed to be remedied. In 
National Music�Vaughan Williams stated: 
The music of other nations is the expression of their soul - can it 
also be the expression of ours? If we possess our own soul surely 
and firmly, as indeed we do from the accident of language in our 
12 Holbrook's compositions were adopted from the late Romantic style rather than that of the 
pastoralists. 
”Parker, "British Music," 479. 
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literature, then indeed, we can afford to be broad-minded and to 
enlarge and enrich our own possessions by contact with all that is 
best in the world around us.'"^ 
"Soul," in this context, is the uniqueness of any national group. It could be expressed 
through its language, its traditions, its history, or its culture. Vaughan Williams 
perceived the taste for foreign music and composers in England as a loss of soul 
because the English were not the true heirs of these "other" traditions. He urged the 
English to search for national identity in music and catch up with the Germans, the 
French, the Russians, and even the Finnish and the Norwegians, who had developed 
their own national identities in music since the mid-nineteenth century, a time when 
the English were in the thrall of Continental music. Pretending to be Germans or 
French in taste demonstrated the emptiness of their own culture, their impoverished 
soul. 
"Soul" is the most important factor in music that Vaughan Williams recognised, 
and represents the qualities that a person inherits because he is born into a particular 
ethnic group and its culture. They possess the ability to understand and appreciate its 
tradition, language, literature, arts and music intuitively. People from the same group 
would unconsciously have common knowledge of these. For Vaughan Williams the 
praising of foreign music and the discouraging of local music indicated a problem 
with general listeners in England. English works were kept to a minimum in concert 
programmes. 15 
14 Vaughan Williams, National Music and Other Essays, 68. 
15 Holbrooke pointed out the unwillingness of English musicians and conductors to perform native 
music, and the general English public's lack of interest in it. All they wanted was music imported from 
the Continent. This matched what Vaughan Williams and Hoist observed over years. 
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Vaughan Williams saw the public's ignorance of English music as a result of the 
absence of "soul" in English music. In the chapter “The Folk-Song," he clearly 
linked composition, tradition and folksong, advocating a "natural music": 
When the members of the musical trade who have leamt how to 
construct melodies at great expense with all the latest devices 
and improvements find a composer writing a tune, not based on 
all these expensive models but built up on the natural music of 
his own people, they of course feel vexed: the fellow is not 
playing the game, in fact he is a blackleg. Which method results 
in the most beautiful music is not allowed to affect the issue. 
‘Integration’ and ‘love� . These are the two words. The 
composer must love the tunes of his own country and they must 
become an integral part of h i m s e l f . 
The average English composer, in Vaughan Williams's opinion, was not comfortable 
with melodies "built up on the natural music of his own people." Prejudice about folk 
music was one of the blocks that alienated English composers far from their national 
soul. A composer should love and respect his own culture in order to search for the 
essence of English music. Therefore, he regarded folksong as a major cultural 
heritage, the key to awakening the English soul. To that end he quoted the composer 
Parry: 
All things that mark the folk-music of the race also betoken the 
quality of the race and as a faithful reflection of ourselves we 
must needs cherish [folk music]. Moreover it is worth 
remembering that the great composers ... have concentrated 
” I b i d . , 26-27. 
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upon their folk-music much attention, since style is ultimately 
national. True style comes not from the individual but from the 
products of crowds of fellow-workers who sift and try and try 
again till they have found the thing that suits their native taste 
and the purest product of such efforts is folk-song which ... 
outlasts the greatest works of art and becomes a heritage to 
generations and in that heritage may lie the ultimate solution of 
characteristic national art.'^ 
Vaughan Williams, by borrowing Parry's words, argued that folk music would 
provide composers a source of inspiration. Folk music was the bequest of posterity 
to this generation, and this heritage would be the "ultimate solution of characteristic 
national art." 
Vaughan Williams stated that the two main obstacles that English composers 
faced were the lack of vibrant English musical traditions and "soul." In his opinion, 
learning from foreign composers and transplanting foreign musical styles to English 
music would result in the latter losing its own proper characteristics. Native 
musicians needed to learn the musical traditions of their homeland thoroughly before 
learning from neighbouring countries. As early as 1912，this idea had first been 
articulated in the article "Who Wants the English Composer?" from the Royal 
College of Music Magazine. 
We English composers are always saying, “Here are Wagner, 
Brahms, Grieg, Tchaikovsky, what fine fellows they are, let us 
try and do something like this at home," quite forgetting that the 
result will not sound at all like "this" when transplanted from its 
17 Ibid., 40. 
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national soil. ... If we pick about among great ideas of foreign 
composers and try to cover our own nakedness with them, we are 
in danger of being the musical counterparts of the savage clothed 
in nothing but a top-hat and a string of beads. .. • Art for art's 
sake has never flourished in England. We are often called 
1 n 
inartistic because our art is unconscious. 
He expanded on the same issue in "Should Music be National?" in National 
Music, saying: 
Art for art's sake has never flourished among the 
English-speaking nations. We are often called inartistic because 
our art is unconscious. Our drama and poetry have evolved by 
accident while we thought we were doing something else, and so 
it will be with our music. The composer must not shut himself up 
and think about art; he must live with his fellows and make his 
art an expression of the whole life of the community. ... There is 
nothing in the world worse than sham good music.^^ 
The "unconsciousness" to which Vaughan Williams referred was a key to success in 
developing a national music. He suggested folk materials as a means of drawing 
upon this unconscious art and cultivating Englishness in music. 
I do not imagine that one can make one's music national merely 
by introducing a few folk-tunes into it. ... English folk-song was 
not 'in the air' but was consciously revived and made popular 
only about thirty years ago. . . . I t means that several of us found 
here in its simplest form the musical idiom which we 
18 Ralph Vaughan Williams, "Who Wants the English Composer?" in Ralph Vaughan Williams: A 
Study by Hubert Foss (1912; repr., London: Harrap, 1950), 199-200. 
19 Vaughan Williams, National Music and Other Essays, 10. 
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unconsciously were cultivating in ourselves, it gave a point to 
our imagination; far from fettering us, it freed us from foreign 
influences which weighted on us, which we could not get rid of, 
but which we felt were not pointing in the direction in which we 
really wanted to g o ? 
Vaughan Williams encouraged English composers to research and study the folk 
music, and try to make simple folksong arrangements so as to absorb the essence of 
it unconsciously. Through repetitive experiments, composers would absorb the 
folksong essence and cultivate their "soul," of which they were only partially aware. 
The composers who were unconsciously affected by these materials would master 
their cultural heritage freely, as if "it gave a point to our imagination." Music 
informed by folksong would have "English qualities," which Vaughan Williams 
acknowledged as the basis of English musical style. Music which was consciously or 
"arithmetically" produced could never be a piece of great art. The carefully 
calculated music many of his English contemporaries produced could hardly deliver 
the audience the essential qualities of English music.:' Vaughan Williams thus 
recognised folk materials as a means of working out Englishness in music. His 
countrymen's general preference for German music had led to a search for the soul of 
native music that ended in folk tradition. 
Folksong, in the eyes of pastoralists, was the right "tool" to use when seeking a 
musical identity. True English musical identity would thus be shielded from German 
influence in particular. For Vaughan Williams, "the essence of a good folk-tune is 
20 Ibid., 40-41. 
21 This also explains the reason that Vaughan Williams's contemporaries, including Hoist, were 
closely associated with RCM instead of RAM. The RAM was established in 1822 and was a 
constituent college of the University of London. It taught music students using method adopted from 
Germany. Composers like Vaughan Williams, who had a stronger link with Parry, Stanford and Grove, 
tended to be influenced by the RCM. See Eric Cross, "Royal College of Music," in The Oxford 
Companion to British History, ed. John Cannon (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), 822. 
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that it does not show its fiill quality till it has been repeated several times."^^ He 
explained the general lack of appreciation for English folksong as follows: 
A great deal of the false estimates of folk-melodies which are 
current are due to the fact that they are read through once, or 
possibly hummed through without their words, or worse still 
strummed through once on the piano and not subjected to the 
only fair test, that of being sung through with their words.^^ 
Learning folksong via repetition would let one take in its essence. He commented 
that the English could not learn the "essence" of English music because they did not 
embrace English folksong as an important music. Their unwillingness to I earn the 
folksong repetitively was a barrier to obtain the "essence." This was also a reason 
that the English preferred Continental music to English music. 
The absence of a strong national music was unhealthy and was severely 
condemned by Vaughan Williams. 
If there was no indigenous music to be had the art in that country 
would die out altogether, which in that case would be very right 
and proper because it would have been proved that music was 
not necessary to the lives of the people of that country and that it 
would sink to the level of a C3 nation in one of its most 
important means to a full life.24 
Not only did indigenous music function as one means by which a national identity is 
forged, but a country would also die out if it had no native music. 
22 Ibid.，24. 
23 Ibid. 
Vaughan Williams, National Music and the Other Essays, 72. C3 has two meanings: 1) it is 
assigned as the lowest grade of physical fitness for military service in World War I; 2) it describes 
very inferior in quality or state, that is "third-rate". 
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For Vaughan Williams, young English composers should not try to imitate 
foreign styles and embed them within their own compositions. This made their 
compositions sound un-English. 
What a composer has to do is to find out the real message he has 
to convey to the community and say it directly and without 
equivocation. I know there is a temptation each time a new star 
appears on the musical horizon to say, 'What a fine fellow this is, 
let us try and do something like this at home,' quite forgetting 
that the result will not sound at all the same when transplanted 
from its natural soil.25 
To "say it directly and without equivocation" was the crucial element for unmediated 
expression of English music, and folksong could help composers express themselves 
so: 
Folk-song is not a cause of national music, it is a manifestation 
of it. The cultivation of folk-songs is only one aspect of the 
desire to found an art on the fundamental principles which are 
essential to its well-being. National music is not necessarily 
folk-song; on the other hand folk-song is, by nature, necessarily 
national. You may truly have got past that stage of development 
that makes folk-song possible? 
The relationship between folksong and national music is clearly articulated here. 
Folksong was an instrument which helped establish the qualities of national music 
for its people. It was a manifestation of musical national identity and functioned as a 
foundation for composers. In other words, folk materials, as a significant 
25 Ibid., 9-10. 
26 Ibid., 62. 
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representation of "national music," could potentially assist in making England a 
"musical nation." The folksong revival by the pastoral ists gave England a musical 
heritage, which would serve as the foundation for an English musical aesthetics. 
Vaughan Williams's ideas about folksong paralleled those of Gilbert Murray 
with respect to the Bible and Homer: 
They have behind them not the imagination of one great poet, but 
the accumulated emotion, one may almost say, of the many 
successive generations who have read and learned and 
themselves afresh re-created the old majesty and loveliness.... 
There is in them, as it were, the spiritual life-blood of a people. 
Folksong, in this sense is not a construction by any particular group, but a creation by 
a people over the ages. This "spiritual life-blood" of a people is inherited, refined 
over generations, and never dies out. In this sense it is timeless as well as the source 
of the "soul" of English music. 
"The Evolution of Folksong": Folksong as a "Timeless" Art 
The title of section is borrowed from the title of a series of writings by Vaughan 
Williams. In the writings, he provided a possible solution for English composers in 
search of a musical identity, as well as a construction of the history of English 
folksong. In "The Evolution of the Folk-Song" from National Music, he speculated 
on the origins and nature of English folk music. 
[Folk-song] which grows straight out of the needs of a people 
and for which a fitting and perfect form, albeit on a small scale, 
has been found by those people; an art which is indigenous and 
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owes nothing to anything outside itself, and above all an art 
which to us today has something to say — a true art which has 
beauty and vitality now in the twentieth century.^^ 
Vaughan Williams believed that an art cultivated locally and imbued with local 
values, without foreign influences, would persist into the future, an art with timeless 
values. Taking English folksongs like "The Cuckoo," "My Bonny Boy," "A Sailor 
from the Sea," and "It's a Rose-Bud in June" as examples, Vaughan Williams 
demonstrated qualities of "timeless" art, including characteristics such as 1) pure 
intuitiveness; 2) pure oral transmission; 3) its nature as an "applied music" (a living 
tradition relying on oral transmission); 4) pure melodic nature; 5) compatibility with 
dance; 6) its ability to impart the "essence" upon repetition严 
With respect to the origin of any given folksong, Vaughan Williams quoted 
Sharp's favour of the communal authorship of traditional music. 
The folk-song must have had a beginning and that beginning 
must have been the work of an individual. Common sense 
compels us to assume this much, otherwise we should have to 
predicate communal utterance that was at once simultaneous and 
unanimous. Whether or not the individual in question can be 
called the author is another matter altogether. Probably not, 
because the continual habit of "changing what they do not like" 
must in course of time ultimately amount to the transference of 
the authorship from the individual to the community.^^ 
The repetition in the learning and transmission of folksong was a key factor in its 
evolution, a process of refinement in which unfavourable musical materials were 
29 Ibid., 22. 
3 � I b i d . , 23-24. 
” I b i d . , 29-30. 
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purged. In this regard, Vaughan Williams was influenced by Sharp, who believed that 
individual folksongs were first fashioned by individuals instead of a group. Quoting 
Bohme's Alt-deutsches Liederbuch, Vaughan Williams suggested that “first of all one 
man sings a song, then others sing it after him, changing what they do not like."^^ 
The refinement of folksong processed via performance by different singers and was 
necessary to the development of folksong in Vaughan Williams's view because by 
this means the desired "essence" could be preserved. 
The concept of passing a song from one individual to the other, and ultimately 
to the community at large, is what Vaughan Williams called the evolution of folksong. 
At the end the folksong would differ from that at the very beginning. Vaughan 
Williams viewed the evolution of folksong to be "a real process of natural selection 
and survival of the fittest."33 
Folksong as an Invented Tradition 
For Vaughan Williams and Sharp, collecting folksong was not simply the 
retrieval of a body of neglected music. Vaughan Williams took folksong to be a 
representation of English musical identity. Moreover, he was conscious that the 
revival of folksongs constituted a "tradition" that could be used to awaken national 
consciousness. Again he quoted Cecil Sharp in his chapter "Tradition" from National 
Music: 
The creative musician cannot produce music out of nothing and 
if he were to make the attempt he would only put himself back 
into the position of the primitive savage. All that he can do and 
as a matter of fact does, is to make use of the material 
” I b i d . , 28. 
“ I b i d . , 32. 
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bequeathed to him by his predecessors, fashion it anew and in 
such manner that he can through it and by means of it express 
himself .34 
Arrangements of folksong could be a means of building on English cultural heritage. 
For Vaughan Williams, it was desirable for composers to build on what the 
predecessors have done, musical tradition being an expression of a collective 
unconsciousness, and folksong could be regarded as a timeless repository of national 
musical ideals. Thus, the pastoral-nationalists treated folksong as the essential 
component of English national music. It provided a foundation on which English 
music could grow. To support this position, Vaughan Williams cited Henry C. Colles, 
an English music critic and writer on music: 
Most of the best things in modern music come from composers 
who have kept close to their several native traditions and whose 
individual genius has enabled them to extend it in directions 
undreamt of by their predecessors.^^ 
Vaughan Williams's first statement after this quotation was "we cannot help building 
on the past.”36 Having deliberated on the relationship between folksong, musical 
heritage and tradition, he cited Colles's idea that "a people's music grows in contact 
with the people's mother tongue, from the emergence of the vernacular in poetry and 
prose literature speech stamps its character with increasing decisiveness in the music 
of that people.，’37 The English musical tradition should be nurtured out in the same 
way. 
Ibid., 59. 




Although Vaughan Williams's ideas about "tradition" were not precisely defined, 
they correspond to the practice outlined by the modern English historian Eric 
Hobsbawm in his widely cited work The Invention of Tradition-. 
"Invented tradition" is taken to mean a set of practices, normally 
governed by overtly or tacitly accepted rules and of a ritual or 
symbolic nature, which seek to inculcate certain values and 
norms of behaviour by repetition, which automatically implies 
continuity with the past. ... [It] is essentially a process of 
formalization and ritualization, characterized by reference to the 
past, if only by imposing repetition， 
Hobsbawm's words gave a detailed modern explanation to Vaughan Williams's 
endeavours to promote Englishness in music. An invented tradition "is taken to mean 
a set of practices" with ritual or symbolic nature. Vaughan Williams consciously 
cultivated folksong as an English tradition and hence a means of spreading cultural 
nationalism. However, he would not have accepted any suggestion that this was a 
tradition being "invented." 
It is true that tradition may harden into convention. ... Truly we 
cannot ignore the present and we must build for the future, but 
the present and future must stand firmly on the foundations of the 
past.39 
From our perspective, Vaughan Williams was undoubtedly reviving folksong as a 
means of constructing a tradition. This tradition presented a past that was by "nature" 
English and from which the English could not escape. The "tradition" Vaughan 
Williams held embraced three processes: first, the recovering of a national musical 
38 Eric J. Hobsbawm, "Introduction: Inventing Traditions," in The Invention of Tradition, ed. Eric 
Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger, Canto ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 1-4. 
39 Vaughan Williams, National Music and Other Essays, 59-60. 
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past; second, the founding of present and future evolving practices drawn from the 
past; and lastly the possible but not inevitable hardening into convention which was 
to be avoided， 
Hobsbawm determined that historians of any time period or any place should be 
aware of the "invention" of tradition. 
We should expect it to occur more frequently when a rapid 
transformation of society weakens or destroys the social patterns 
for which 'old，traditions had been designed, producing new ones 
to which they were not applicable, or when such old tradition and 
their institutional carriers and promulgators no longer prove 
sufficiently adaptable and flexible, or are otherwise eliminated: 
in short, when there are sufficiently large and rapid changes on 
the demand or supply side. Such changes have been particularly 
significant in the past 200 years, and it is therefore reasonable to 
expect these instant formalizations of new traditions to cluster 
during this period ... such formalizations are not confined to 
so-called 'traditional' societies, but also have their place, in one 
form or another, in 'modern' o n e s , 
Hobsbawm's observation places Vaughan Williams's ideas within a broader and 
longer context. Rapid social transformation of England was mainly due to the affects 
of industralisation and the growth of capitalism had marked the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries. By the early twentieth century, the increasing industralisation 
and urbanisation of England had led to the decline of the pastoral countryside, which 
the English cherished and took as part of their identity. Simultaneously a capitalist 
4 � I b i d . , 59. 
‘“Hobsbawm, "Introduction: Inventing Traditions," 4-5. 
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economy coupled with imperial expansion had not only brought prosperity, but also 
mounting international tensions and instability. The invoking of the pastoral, English 
folk traditions at fm-de-siecle by the pastoralists like Vaughan Williams was a 
response to this "new tradition," in which this "new tradition" "weakens or destroys 
the social patterns which 'old' traditions had been designed.”斗^ Thus for the 
pastoralists, folksong represented a sense of an authentic English identity as opposed 
to the new culture. Along with music of the Tudor folk heritage period was to 
Vaughan Williams evidence of a living but ignored musical tradition in England. 
Believing that the adopted musical culture in Victorian epoch was detrimental to 
English musical development, he did not regard the adopted music and its culture as 
part of what was genuinely English” 
Nationalism and Internationalism 
While the folksong tradition is an "invented tradition" according to 
Hobsbawm's definition, for Vaughan Williams it granted English composers musical 
inspiration rooted in cultural nationalism. In the period during which tensions 
between England and Germany increased, the role of tradition was crucial. English 
folksong was the instrument by which a composer from England could distinguish 
himself as an "English composer" on the international stage. Folksong gave identity 
to the English composers and signaled a move away from Continental influence, 
especially German. In other words, composers could, and should, be English and 
behave as such. The folksong revival was an agent serving and forming English 
national identity in music. 
42 Ibid., 4. 
43 This is apparent in his article "Tradition" in National Music. He recognised folksong and English 
conventions as the "traditions" and "historical past" of the English while unaware the Victorian 
musical culture as part of the "constructed historical past" of the country. 
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As long as composers persist in serving up at second-hand the 
externals of the music of other nations, they must not be 
surprised if audiences prefer the real Brahms, the real Wagner, 
the real Debussy, or the real Stravinsky to their pale reflections,* 
This was one of the clearest proclamations he made on this matter. If the English 
composers adopted German musical techniques and borrowed them for their 
compositions, they could never condemn listeners for disapproving of their music. 
Moreover, for Vaughan Williams, the revival of folksong provided English 
composers a source of musical inspiration. As a pastoralist as well as nationalist, he 
sometimes articulated his ideas with botanic metaphors. He commented that "it is 
impossible to have roses being grown on barren soil," "transplanting foreign flowers 
on English soil" produced "sham good music" that audiences would not admire 
because of its lack of an inner character. He urged young composers to leam 
everything grown on English soil, and emphasised that "what the artist should be 
concerned with is the raw material.”45 
In his opinion, English composers could only blame themselves for not learning 
indigenous traditions. Audiences wanted music which would move them. It is 
understandable that they would prefer "the real Brahms, the real Wagner, the real 
Debussy, or the real Stravinsky." When only "our composers and performers at home 
give us something better than I can get elsewhere I will willingly pay to hear it."^^ 
In short, English composers had to find out the real message they wanted to deliver 
to the audiences. 
44 Vaughan Williams, National Music and Other Essays, 9. 
45 Vaughan Williams liked to use botanical metaphors when explaining his thoughts. English 
composers or writers preferred to verbalise their ideas in relation to bucolic scenes or phrases. It was a 
general belief that pastoral or rustic life was part of the English traditions. Many of the English 
literatures feature the country life. More about the botanic metaphors by Vaughan Williams and 
criticisms will be discussed in Chapter 3. See Ibid., 10. 
Ibid., 70. 
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Although Vaughan Williams advanced a brand of cultural nationalism, which 
was not linked directly to any particular form of nationalist politics, he had full 
knowledge that such national identifications could be exclusionary: 
[This situation led on] the one hand [to] the self-conscious 
cosmopolitans and on the other the self-conscious nationalists 
with their evil counterparts, the truculent chauvinist and the 
lovers of every country but hatred and fear of enemies. I am 
afraid it is true that nationalism first appears as hatred and fear of 
enemies, or at all events the fear of losing one's livelihood. 
English nationalism really came into being, strangely enough, as 
the result of the Norman Conquest,? 
Nonetheless, Vaughan Williams clearly asserted that he was not preaching artistic 
chauvinism in England. 
Artistic chauvinism, that purely negative attitude of mind is, I 
trust, a thing of the past. If the civilized world is not to come to 
an end we must become more and more 'members one of 
another'. ... In 1926 Stresemann said, ‘The man who serves 
humanity best is he who rooted in his own nation develops his 
spiritual and moral endowments to their highest capacity, so that 
growing beyond the limits of his own nation he is able to give 
something to the whole of humanity.''^® 
This was the ultimate goal that Vaughan Williams wished the English composers to 
achieve. Noticeably he aimed to minimise German and Continental musical influence 
over England because this caused the development of English music to lag behind its 
47 Ibid., 53. 
48 Ibid.,71. 
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Continental neighbours. However, his politics grew somewhat more intensely 
anti-intemational in the pre-World War II period. In 1942, an Austrian musician, Dr. 
Ferdinand Rauter, wrote to invite Vaughan Williams to be patron of the newly 
formed Anglo-Austrian Music Society. Yet, as Vaughan Williams's letters to Rauter 
attest, he feared German music would negatively impact that of the English. 
The great thing which frightens me in the late peaceful invasion 
of this country by Austria is that it will entirely devour the tender 
little flower of our English culture. The Austrians have a great 
musical tradition, and they are apt to think that it is the only 
musical tradition and that everything which is different must be 
wrong or ignorant. ... To try and make England, musically, a 
dependency of Austria could kill all the musical initiative in this 
country. . . . W e want your art and we want your help - Become 
Englishmen - try to assimilate our artistic ideals and then 
strengthen and fertilize them from your own incomparable art -
But do not force a 'Little Austria' on England， 
Vaughan Williams's reply to Rauter confirmed that the issue of Germanic musical 
dominance in England was still his major concern in 1942. Concerning English 
musical culture as an infant culture, he believed that Rauter's offer would threaten 
the development of English music. On the other hand, he wished the Austrian 
musicians, who fled to England due to political instability, could make use of their 
musical knowledge in helping the English. 
49 Vaughan Williams wrote this letter on 16 August 1942. See Hugh Cobbe, "Vaughan Williams, 
Germany, and the German Tradition: A View from the Letters," in Vaughan Williams Studies, ed. by 
Alain Frogley (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996)，95. 
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In the same year, however, his thoughts were slightly different.^® The essay 
which presents the transformation of his thoughts was "Nationalism and 
Internationalism," first completed in 1942 and published in 1953 in Some Thoughts 
on Beethoven ’s Choral Symphony with Writings on Musical Subjects. 
I believe, then, that political internationalism is not only 
compatible with cultural patriotism, but that one is an essential 
concomitant of the other. ... I remember that soon after the First 
World War a distinguished British conductor toured Europe, 
playing British music to continental audiences. I asked him what 
sort of music he had played. He answered, ‘I tried to give them 
something like what they were accustomed to.' Never was a 
greater mistake. What he ought to have given them was 
something that only we could do. They probably would not have 
liked it, but they would have recognised it as something which 
they could not and probably did not want to do themselves, but 
that if they did want it they would have to come to us for it.^ ^ 
Of the German musicians who fled to Britain during and after the Second World War 
he wrote: 
Perhaps the way our distinguished visitors can help us is by 
becoming musically British citizens; by getting at the heart of 
our culture, to see the art of music as we see it, and then to 
This change of thoughts was probably due to the severe criticism he faced since promoting the 
concept of English folksong as a means of forging musical national identity. These were from some of 
the younger English composers like Constant Lambert. Chapter 3 will cover these issues. 
51 Vaughan Williams, National Music and Other Essays, 155. 
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stimulate it and add to it with their own unique experience and 
knowledge " 
Despite this change, Vaughan Williams's internationalism was different from that of 
the younger generation, who were more skeptical of national agendas. Indeed, 
Vaughan Williams appears to have adopted his more moderate position after being 
criticised for his views by them (see chapter 3). Nonetheless, Vaughan Williams 
continued advocating English music, seeking the "soul" that, would be capable of 
forging Englishness within music. 
Conclusion: Englishness Constructed by the English 
Vaughan Williams made ground-breaking observations and advocated national 
music as a solution to the problem of national identity in the early twentieth century. 
The musical and writing career of Vaughan Williams could be divided into three 
stages: his early years after graduating from the RCM; his participation in the 
folksong movement and the formation of the concept of an English musical style; 
and his expressions of nationalism and internationalism in his later years. Writings 
from the second and third periods in fact conceptualised and centralised the 
significance of English folksong in relation to nationalism. 
Condemning the English composers who preferred German music, he pointed 
out that the fundamental reason for such admiration of Continental musical culture 
was the lack of a national musical identity in England. Folksong was an ideal 
candidate, in his opinion, for bringing about an awareness of Englishness in music. 
However, English folksong served a greater purpose. It represented the musical 
heritage of the English and proved England was not "the land without music." 
“ I b i d . , 158. 
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Folksong simultaneously worked to confirm an English identity and distinguish it 
from Continental counterparts.^^ Although Vaughan Williams's ideas about 
nationalism in music may have changed and developed over time, he kept some of 
his opinions throughout his life. For example, his rejection of the adopted German 
musical culture stayed firm as did his championing of English folksong.54 
After being influenced by Sharp's folksong movement, Vaughan Williams 
embraced folksong as the musical wellspring of an English musical identity. It was a 
significant cultural heritage. Quoting Sharp: 
Folk-music is the product of a race and reflects feelings and 
tastes that are communal rather than personal; it is always in 
solution; its creation is never completed, while at every moment 
of its history it exists not in one form but in m a n y ? 
These qualities manifested the timeless nature of English folksong as a cultural 
heritage. By constructing a historical background for English folksong, Vaughan 
Williams established a folksong tradition. 
Yet, the very definition of Englishness is problematic. As the sociologist 
Krishan Kumar has noted, the question of Englishness has too often been considered 
from inside the national culture. Sometimes it would be better to search for 
Englishness from outside. 
They [English cultural analysts] take for granted the very thing 
that needs investigation: the wider world within which ‘England’ 
“ I n his early time, Vaughan Williams was constantly contributing articles to The Vocalist and The 
Royal College of Music Magazine (or The R.C.M. Magazine). Copies of these magazines were lost 
and hence increased difficulty in finding the sources of the early writings of the composer. Vaughan 
Williams researchers often regard "Who Wants the English Composer?" (1912-1913) one of the 
earliest writings of Vaughan Williams. 
Yet it was not until the 1930s that he introduced the folksongs as the "essence of soul" in his 
writing, to which English composers could refer.. 
55 Vaughan Williams, National Music and Other Essays, 32. 
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and 'Englishness' find their meaning. English national identity 
cannot be found from within the consciousness of the English 
themselves. We have to work from the outside in.^ ^ 
For Kumar, the search by English composers like Vaughan Williams for their 
national musical identity was an incomplete process. In order to obtain a full picture 
of Englishness, it is essential to study both Vaughan Williams's writings and the 
critical reception of his writings and music by musicians and music critics, which is 
the focus of the next chapter. 
56 Krishan Kumar, "English or British?" in The Making of English National Identity (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2003)，16-17. 
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Chapter 3: Reception of the Music and Ideas of Vaughan Williams 
Vaughan Williams developed a hard-won and formidable technique which endowed him with the 
ability to communicate in purely musical terms; perhaps this latter would be a more fruitful topic for 
discussion. Whatever is said, Vaughan Williams must prove a figure of some stature in the recent 
history of English music. 
E. J. Edwards, "English Music Renaissance" (1972)' 
This country has produced pastoral music like no other. Its unique quality is inspired by and instilled 
with the spirit of the British countryside - which is the best thing about Britain anyway. 
Ken Russell, "ABC of British Music" (1988)2 
In 1988, the film director Ken Russell produced a TV programme that expressed 
his opinion of English music. In the programme he demonstrated the importance of 
the countryside to English composers. He appreciated composers who responded to 
this inspiration because "it is the best thing about Britain." He also attacked the two 
leading composers of his own time, Michael Tippett and Benjamin Britten. Although 
Russell was interested in the realisation of an English sound in music, he 
disapproved ofTippett's operas because of the composer's linking of music and 
politics. Nonetheless, Russell applauded the slow movement ofTippett's Concerto 
for Double String Orchestra, a work Tippett composed in his early years, and which 
was influenced by the pastoral tradition. Russell commended it because the music, in 
‘ E . J. Edwards, "English Music Renaissance," The Musical Times 113，no. 1550 (April 1972): 363. 
2 Ken Russell, ITV, 020488, "ABC of British Music," quoted in Meirion Hughes and Robert 
Stradling, The English Musical Renaissance 1840-1940: Constructing a National Music (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 2001), 171. 
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his opinion, had no political message.^ In his views, the pastoral nationalism of 
English music was apolitical. 
Russell presented the English pastoral style as if it had no embedded meanings, 
as if it was above and beyond politics. He saw the styles invoking the countryside as 
part of the national heritage, as did the pastoral composers. The English have long 
loved rural landscapes, and the "natural" has become part of their identity? Some 
composers, especially the pastoral ists, promoted that style as representative of the 
"soul" of English music, and Vaughan Williams's folksong fancies contributed to his 
becoming the leading figure of the Pastoral School. Indeed it was Vaughan Williams 
whose music, ideas, and writings were perceived as one of the most successful 
models in establishing Englishness in music in fm-de-siecle. According to Byron 
Adams, Vaughan Williams "celebrated the English countryside and worked hard to 
preserve the heritage of English folk music. . . .He was a composer who used 
folk-song and hymnody to advance a distinctly nationalist agenda."^ As Vaughan 
Williams acknowledged: 
We simply were fascinated by the tunes and wanted other people 
to be fascinated too. . . .We are now taking folk song for granted, 
whether we like it or not, as part of our natural surroundings.^ 
He saw the fondness for natural environment as an essential characteristic of the 
English. 
3 Russell thought Tippett's Concerto for Double String Orchestra a better work by the composer was 
being proved by his exclamation that "now that's better, no message!" See Ibid. 
4 Robert Colls in his Identity of England viewed that "parliament and the rural landscape .. . are part 
of the common round even if one has never been to Westminster or explored the countryside. . •. More 
likely it is seen as part of our identity rather than something actively shaping us. Similarly with talk of 
green and pleasant landscapes." See Robert Colls, Identity of England (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2002), 2-3. 
5 Byron Adams, "Introduction," in Vaughan Williams Essays, ed. Byron Adams and Robin Wells 
fAldershot: Ashgate, 2003)，xvii. 
As quoted in Michael Kennedy, The Works of Ralph Vaughan Williams (London: Oxford University 
Press, 1964), 38. 
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This chapter focuses on the critical perception of the music and musical 
nationalism of Vaughan Williams. Vaughan Williams was supported by his circle, the 
so-called Pastoral School, as well as the English folksong advocates, yet, other 
advocates of English musical nationalism occasionally railed against him because of 
his journal essays or presentations on folk music. Different ideals of Englishness in 
music competed with one another at this time. In addition, there was another camp 
which was against the promotion of folk music as the quintessence of national music. 
Moreover, confrontation between the musical nationalists and non-nationalists lasted 
for decades. 
Non-nationalist composers like Delius believed it was not necessary to make 
music "national." Music was for these composers a purely artistic matter. 
"Impurities" like political or socio-cultural ideologies were to be kept away from 
one's aesthetic values. In other words, music itself should not carry or be linked with 
non-artistic qualities. To Delius, music to be "national" in the way the pastoralists 
suggested was absurd. Others, like critic Ernest Newman, dismissed what he called 
"pan-English" music. As a long-standing advocate of the Germanic musical canon, 
Newman thought good music was international in nature, and hoped English 
composers would not retreat into self-contained isolation. Similarly, the relationship 
between an English national style and folksong was derided by Constant Lambert, 
who railed against it on aesthetic grounds, saying that English composers could never 
be as successful with their folk music as Bartok was with Hungarian folk tunes. 
Despite their different perspectives, these critics shared one conviction, namely the 
use of folk music to fashion an English national musical identity was a misguided 
effort. Some of these composers and critics routinely promoted "Englishness" in 
music, but proposed a more international approach. They commented on the naivete 
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of national composers, especially Vaughan Williams. Lambert, in particular, was a 
keen devotee of Continental music, not only Germanic, but also Russian, French, 
Finish, and even Spanish music, admiring national musics from the Continent but 
criticising that of England. 
Acknowledging the diversity of perspective at the fm-de-siecle is important. In 
this politically and militarily sensitive era, composers and intellectuals debated the 
connection between international political relationships and English musical 
nationalism. Vaughan Williams is an appropriate point of reference because he was 
deeply involved in the debate and had acquired near iconic status, having succeeded 
Elgar as the "Musical Bard" of England/ 
Breaking with the Handel-Mendelssohn Oratorio Tradition 
As discussed in chapter 1，the dominance of Handelian and Mendelssohnian 
music in England led English national composers to reconsider their musical identity. 
Messiah and Elijah, especially, were works that ensured ticket sales at choral 
festivals. However this oratorio tradition was challenged in 1910. In this year two of 
Vaughan Williams's works, the Fantasia on a Theme by Thomas Tall is and A Sea 
Symphony, premiered at the Three Choirs Festival and the Leeds Festival respectively. 
The Leeds Festival Committee originally wanted a new choral composition from 
Vaughan Williams after the success of his Toward the Unknown Region in 1907,^ but 
they warned that: 
7 Hughes and Stradling, The English Musical Renaissance, 84. 
8 Toward the Unknown Region is a chamber work Vaughan Williams composed in 1907. A song for 
chorus and orchestra, Vaughan Williams glances back to the chromaticism of his early works and then 
strides forward. Critics noted its "newness" at its first performance. Listeners of 1907 recognised the 
music a choral style, which reminded them of Purcell's style. The premiere of Toward the Unknown 
Region was a tremendous success. Herbert Thompson, the critic of the Yorkshire Post, wrote that "the 
merit of the work lies in the way in which the composer used choral effects in the way usually referred 
to when speaking of modern orchestral music as the quality of colours. . . . The music moves along 
with a certain spiritual form. .. . The very striking work, original, and showing a homogeneity that 
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The names of younger composers have been gone through and it 
is proposed in first instance to write Mr. Vaughan Williams and 
Mr. Basil Harwood. The Committee are not in favour of 
including much new music and they desire especially to 
depreciate the introduction of works the nature of which is 
unknown to the Committee. In the past the time and energies of 
the Chorus have often been wasted in new works of great 
difficulty and little merit.^ 
In addition to the unexpected difficulty of novelties, the Committee was also afraid 
that too many new English works in the Festival would upset audiences who 
favoured the familiar oratorios of Handel and Mendelssohn. Both Messiah and Elijah 
had been the core of festival programmes since the mid-nineteenth century. Festival 
audiences expected to have both oratorios performed. Omitting either one would 
cause wide-spread dissatisfaction. The success of the Tallis Fantasia in Gloucester 
Cathedral at a Three Choir Festival allayed those fears, but it raised the question 
whether this music fit the sacred music context of this e v e n t . � 
The inclusion of music like the Tallis Fantasia at the Three Choir Festival 
marked an evolution in the nature of English festivals. The performance resulted in 
"both the gradual redefinition of what music was appropriate within a sacred space 
and a general move in English music to promote 'abstract' instrumental compositions 
as exemplifying a highly developed musical taste.’…Although the Tallis Fantasia is 
based on a hymn tune composed by Thomas Tallis, the positive reception of an 
very little of the British school reveals, met the immediate and hearty approval." See Kennedy, The 
Works of Ralph Vaughan Williams, 112, 88. 
9 Minute Book of the Managing Committee of the Leeds Festival, 1908-1914, f. 16 (1 March 1909), 
quoted in Charles Edward McGuire, "Vaughan Williams and the English Music Festival: 1910," in 
Vaughan Williams Essays, eds. Byron Adams and Robin Wells (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2003), 239. 
10 Ibid., 247. 
'1 Ibid. 
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instrumental work represented a breakthrough in what had been a mostly vocal and 
sacred music context. Indeed, Vaughan Williams's work upset an established 
hierarchy of musical taste that is reflected in an article John Spencer Curwen wrote 
in 1888 that: 
As our working classes improve in musical skill - as they are 
rapidly doing, thanks to the Tonic Sol-fa method — Handel will 
doubtless become more than ever the favourite of the masses of 
the English people. It has often been said that the spirit of 
modern music is instrumental, whereas the spirit of the old music 
was vocal. The improvement of musical instruments and their 
superiority to voices so far as the development of musical 
progress goes, have called off the attention of composers, and 
made them seek new fields of discovery. The art of writing for 
voices bids fair to be lost, if we are to consider recent German 
writers as leading the van of progress. But to appreciate 
instrumental music requires a long apprenticeship, while vocal 
music appeals at once to every one. Handel is essentially a writer 
for voices; he seeks his effects from them, and speaks his 
greatest thoughts always through the chorus. He may be 
described as the greatest of vocal writers, and hence he will 
become more and more the favourite of the people at large. 
Written in the late-nineteenth century, Curwen regarded Handel's music as the 
"favourite of the masses of the English people." Considering instrumental music to 
require a longer apprenticeship and longer time to cultivate, he believed that vocal 
'2 John Spencer Curwen, "The Influence of Handel," The Tonic Sol-fa Reporter (August 1880), 277. 
Quote in Ibid., 257. 
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music would be more easily received by the general public. His article stressed the 
primacy of vocal and choral music to the establishment of musical identity. 
Despite the fact that vocal music was perceived as the basis of musical tradition, 
the highly positive reception of an orchestral work in this festival reflected the 
gradually declining influence of the oratorio tradition in England. The 
Handel-Mendelssohn oratorios were no longer the only attraction or guarantee of 
festival income. Fuller Maitland accepted the presence of Vaughan Williams's the 
Tallis Fantasia, saying that: 
The work is wonderful because it seems to lift one into some 
unknown region of musical thought and feeling. Throughout its 
course one is never quite sure whether one is listening to 
something very old or very new. ... [I]t cannot be assigned to a 
time or a school but it is full of the visions which have haunted 
the seers of all t imes” 
Fuller Maitland predicted that the Tallis Fantasia would not only be successful at the 
festival, but would also withstand the test of time. Similarly, Robin Legge from the 
Daily Telegraph judged it to be "pregnant with musical matter of real moment."''^ 
William Gray McNaught was slightly more critical, writing that it was "a grave work, 
exhibiting power and much charm of a contemplative kind, but it appeared over-long 
for the subject-matter.，，】5 As one of the supporters of the folksong movement, Fuller 
Maitland's high praise for the works by Vaughan Williams reflected the growing 
13 John Alexander Fuller Maitland, "Gloucester Musical Festival," The Times, 7 September 1910. 
“ R o b i n Legge, "Gloucester Festival: Sir E. Elgar's Triumph," Daily Telegraph, 8 September 1910, 
quoted in Meirion Hughes, The English Musical Renaissance and the Press 1850-1914: Watchmen of 
Music (Aldershot: Ashgate，2002), 62. 
15 William Gray McNaught, "The Gloucester Festival," The Musical Times 5], no. 812 (October 
1910): 650. 
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interest in the promotion of national music and a break with the preference of the 
oratorios of Handel and Mendelssohn in the early twentieth century. 
Vaughan Williams's first symphony, A Sea Symphony, which invoked the 
English fascination with the sea, was premiered on 12 October 1910 at the Leeds 
Festival. In A Sea Symphony, Vaughan Williams loosely adopted texts from Walt 
Whitman's Leaves of Grass for v o i c e . I t was enthusiastically received by the 
English critics. Of the work, Fuller Maitland wrote: 
The first impression we receive from the work is that the poet 
and musician are marvelously akin. In both there is a distaste for 
the old-established forms, both are striving for the newer poetic 
life. ... It will not be surprising if the Festival of 1910 is 
remembered in the future as ‘the Festival of the Sea 
Symphony, ” 
Vaughan Williams had selected excerpts some verses by Whitman concerning the sea. 
For example, he adopted the poetic lines which describe how the soul ventures 
further and further in its explorations of life, using the metaphor of a sea voyage: 
O soul thou pleasest me, I thee, 
Sailing these seas or on the hills, or waking in the night, 
Thoughts, silent thoughts, of Time and Space and Death, 
like waters flowing, 
Bear me indeed as through the regions infinite, 
Whose air I breathe, whose ripples hear, lave me all over, 
16 Stephen Town, '"Full of Fresh Thoughts': Vaughan Williams, Whitman and the Genesis of A Sea 
Symphony’” in Vaughan Williams Essays, eds. Byron Adams and Robin Wells (Aldershot: Ashgate, 
2003), 73-101. See also McGuire, "Vaughan Williams and the English Music Festival: 1910," 
239-247. 
17 John Alexander Fuller Maitland, "Leeds Musical Festival: A ‘Sea Symphony'," The Times, 14 
October 1910. 
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Bathe me O God in thee, mounting to thee, 
I and my soul to range in range of thee.'^ 
He continued with the lines about "the sense of union, and the mingling of the self 
with theAll”:i9 
Swiftly I shrivel at the thought of God, 
At Nature and its wonders, Time and Space and Death, 
But that I，turning, call to thee O soul, thou actual Me, 
And lo, thou gently masterest the orbs, 
Thou matest Time, smilest content at Death, 
And fillest, swellest full the vastnesses of Space.^^ 
Like Whitman's unconventional poetry, A Sea Symphony, in spite of its name, has 
nothing conventionally symphonic in its nature. Oliver Neighbour suggested it was a 
‘‘hybrid of the secular cantata and some elements of symphonic procedure."^' Its 
mixed nature is not surprising since it was unlikely that a more strictly symphonic 
work could have succeeded in the Festival at that time. 
The text adopted for A Sea Symphony refers to the real sea and its relationship 
to humanity as well as to traversing the sea as a metaphor for the journey of 
humankind. These sentiments were beloved of the English, in part, because the sea 
had a long-standing association with England's growth as an international power and 
its subsequent imperial expansion? The country's strong naval and merchant 
marine traditions contributed to English pride, as did the economic and military 
18 Town, '"Full of Fresh Thoughts': Vaughan Williams, Whitman and the Genesis oiA Sea 
Symphony" 90. This excerpt of J Sea Symphony can be found in Appendix II. 
Ibid., 91. The music and text of this can be found in Appendix II. 
20 Ibid. 
21 Oliver Neighbour, "The Place of the Eighth among Vaughan Williams's Symphonies," in Vaughan 
Williams Studies, ed. Alain Frogley (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996)，214. 
22 Other popular music about the sea includes Elgar’s Sea Pictures and Stanford's Sea Songs. See 
McGuire, "Vaughan Williams and the English Music Festival: 1910," 240. 
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supremacy of Great Britain and her special relationship with certain overseas 
markets and natural resources. The period preceding World War I was arguably the 
most glorious time of the empire. Having colonies spread across the globe, Britain, 
with England at its core, was one of the world's leading economies. Her naval power 
mastered the oceans and protected her merchant and trading sh ips? 
It was not a surprise that the subject of the "sea itself was appreciated by Fuller 
Maitland nor that he portrayed the Leeds Festival in 1910 as "the festival of the Sea 
Symphony•” Legge described A Sea Symphony as being of the 
First in importance from the point-of-view of British music with 
its incessant vigour, its immensely broad lights, its nobility of 
conception and imagination, [it] easily overtops its composer's 
previous compositions, and at once places him among those who 
count in our native music world.24 
Both Fuller Maitland and Legge perceived A Sea Symphony to be an important work 
that placed Vaughan Williams among the first rank of English composers. The latter 
had already made his international mark by means of his Tallis Fantasia. However, A 
Sea Symphony received only mild praise from William Gray McNaught in the 
Musical Times 
It is a serious work of art and may be regarded as the latest 
expression of musical feeling of one of the ablest and most 
profound of our existing English composers. ... In the ‘Sea 
Symphony', there is no plot, or story to tell; it gives expression 
only to the mood suggested by the sea - immensity, its 
23 Eric J. Hobsbawm, The Age of Empire, 1875-1914 (New York: Vintage, 1989), 57-59，74-75. 
24 Robert Legge, "Leeds Festival," Daily Telegraph, 14 October 1910, quoted in Meirion Hughes, 
The English Musical Renaissance and the Press 1850-1914: Watchmen of Music (Aldershot: Ashgate, 
2002), 62. 
25 He preferred a decline in coverage of new English Music during his time in the Musical Times. 
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waywardness, and grandeur. But we cannot help thinking that it 
is over-scored and that the climaxes are too often tremendous.^^ 
McNaught, who wrote a sequel to Parry's Summary of the History and Development 
of Mediaeval and Modern European Music and books about Beethoven (1940) and 
Elgar (1947), was not an advocate of English national music. During his years as the 
chief critic of The Musical Times’ the coverage of new English music declined in 
both quality and quantity. In contrast, he valued the Germanic canon highly and 
made less fair, or even unsympathetic assessments of contemporary English 
composers, their ideas and works?? His response to A Sea Symphony offers a 
representative example of his biases. Although it received high praise from critics 
writing for important journals, McNaught，s negligible interest in this music reflected 
his reservations toward English musical nationalism. 
Although A Sea Symphony elicited a variety of critical responses, the music 
possessed several characteristics which led to Vaughan Williams being considered a 
nationalist composer. The sea evokes a sense of spiritual liberation, but also 
represents challenges. As mentioned above, the challenges from the sea - the 
question of soul, self, and death - were part of the context of A Sea Symphony. The 
transformation and unification of soul and humanity, and the "All" of Whitman's 
poem, dominated Vaughan Williams's thought over the next decades and formed the 
basis of his essay National Music in 1934，which explored the relationship of soul 
and English music. 
26 William Gray McNaught, "The Leeds Festival," The Musical Times 5\, no. 813 (November, 1910): 
720. 
27 Hughes, The English Musical Renaissance and the Press, 102. William Gray McNaught 
(1883-1953) was the son of Gray McNaught (1849-1918), who was acknowledged as an outstanding 
teacher, combining psychological perception. He was probably famous for his vision of the Tonic 
Sol-fa Method, The younger McNaught was a music critic, who wrote for several newspapers and for 
the Musical Times, of which he was editor from 1944 to 1953. See John E. Borland, "William Gray 
McNaught," The Musical Times 59, no. 910. (December 1918): 537-541. See also Watkins Shaw, 
"McNaught, William Gray," in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. S. Sadie and J. 
Tyrrell (London: Macmillan, 2001): 15:516. 
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The triumphs of the Tallis Fantasia and A Sea Symphony in 1910 were the first 
major sign of a change in the aesthetic values of the festivals. This was the point at 
which organisers turned away from the long celebrated Germanic music choral 
tradition. The performance of the Tallis Fantasia can be viewed as part of a process 
in which the festival programming moved from the domination of choral music 
towards the inclusion of newly composed English instrumental music. In 1910, the 
programme of the Three Choirs Festival in Gloucester focused on music from the 
Continent. Only one evening concert was devoted almost exclusively to music by 
English composers, performing Cowen's^w Orchestral Poem, Hervey's A 
Descriptive Ballad, Bell's A Symphonic Prelude, Bridge's A Dramatic Scene, and 
some short works by Elgar, Stanford and Parry. Most of the German music was 
large in scale, requiring huge choirs and orchestras, while the English compositions 
were comparatively smaller in scale. In 1937, Elijah was still featured in the 
programme of the Three Choirs Festival. Nevertheless, more English choral and 
instrumental works were performed, including Vaughan Williams's Dona nobis 
pacem, Parry's Judith, Elgar's Cello Concerto, Benjamin's Overture to an Italian 
Comedy, and above all, Tudor music sung by the New English Singers at the final 
concert.29 When comparing the Festival programmes of 1907 and 1937，the 
increased performances of English compositions were clearly evident. 
Along with the shift in festival programming, the formation of the Oriana 
Madrigal Society at the turn of the century was evidence of the growing awareness of 
28 McGuire, "Vaughan Williams and the English Music Festival: 1910," 255. 
29 "The Three Choirs Festival," The Musical Times 78’ no. 1133 (July 1937): 604. Moreover, the 
Leeds Festival performed more English novelties than other festivals in Sheffield and Birmingham. 
The Birmingham Festival in 1906 performed mainly works by German composers, including 
Mendelssohn's Elijah, Handel's Messiah, Richard Strauss's Tod und Verkldrung and Don Juan, and 
Wagner's overture to Die fliegend Hollander, Mozart's aria from II Seraglio, Beethoven's Violin 
Concerto. English works performed were only works by Elgar, The Apostles and The Kingdom, and 
Joself Holbrooke's The Bell. The Leeds Festival performed more English music by the leading 
English composers, including Sullivan (1889)，Elgar (all 1901)，Stanford (1904)，and Wallace (1910). 
See Ibid., 250-252. 
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and appreciation for the English musical past. The Society had begun informally with 
Charles Kennedy Scott, Thomas Beecham and a few other music amateurs. They 
held informal meetings at each other's house to sing madrigals. In 1904 these casual 
gatherings were formalised and the group became a society, which declared its 
“intentions were to press the claims of our Elizabethan school" and "to devote itself 
solely to the singing of English madrigals."^® The choir performed William Barnes's 
Poems of Rural Life in the Dorset Dialect at the Queen's Hall, 1912，with Scott as 
the conductor. H. Balfour Gardiner, later being an honorary member of the Society in 
1912，involved in the programme selection. He tended to favour English choral 
music, with Tudor music maintaining a firm place in the repertoire. 
The championing of older English repertories and the decreasing focus on 
Handelian and Mendelssohnian choral works gave more room for English composers 
and critics to forge a new national canon. A work like A Sea Symphony with its 
emphasis on what Ursula Vaughan Williams said was "the sea itself and the sea of 
time, infinity, and mankind," offered one possible direction?� But it was the 
vernacular of folk idioms advanced by the pastoral ists that would ultimately receive 
the most attention. 
Vaughan Williams and the English Folksong Revival 
As the mature musical style of Vaughan Williams took shape, his ideas about 
folksong and hymns made an important contribution to his sense of Englishness in 
music. Vaughan Williams's conception of national music was not fully realised until 
he encountered Sharp and the folksong movement. 
30 Stephen Lloyd, H. Balfour Gardiner (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 84-85，229. 
Ursula Vaughan Williams, R. V. W.: A Biography of Ralph Vaughan Williams (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1964)，65. 
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Through a conscious nationalism he discovered a means of 
self-expression. Upon a foundation of folk-song and other 
equally important influences - Purcell, the Tudor composers, and 
the hymn-tunes - he erected his own personal style which was 
his natural voice. 
Vaughan Williams believed that folksong, Tudor music and hymn tunes were all 
substantial expressions of English musical identity. However, folk music enjoyed a 
privileged status, especially among the pastoral ists, because "whether we like it or 
not, [it is] part of our natural surroundings.”" Considering folksong to be "the 
spiritual life-blood of a people,”34 he made a connection between folksong and the 
society. 
As discussed in chapter 2，folksong played an important part in forging the 
musical style of Vaughan Williams. It was the means he employed to retrieve the soul 
of English music. 
Then the scoffer comes along, and he says: i expect the [singer] 
was having you on; I believe he made [the song] up himself.' To 
which I answer that it is quite possible that to a large extent he 
did, and that for that reason it is all the more valuable to m e . . . . 
The more I see of folksong the more important I believe the 
impress of the individual to be.^^ 
Kennedy, The Works of Ralph Vaughan Williams, 38. 
“ U r s u l a Vaughan Williams, R. V. W.: A Biography of Ralph Vaughan Williams, 65. 
Ralph Vaughan Williams, National Music and Other Essays (1934; repr. Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1963), 23. 
35 Ralph Vaughan Williams, English Folksongs, pamphlet published by the English Folk Dance 
Society, n.d, [1912], 12-13. Quoted in Julian Onderdonk, "Vaughan Williams's Folksong 
Transcriptions: A Case of Idealization?" in Vaughan Williams Studies, ed. Alain Frogley (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1996), 138. 
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Vaughan Williams had faith that folksong was the right path to realising Englishness 
in music. Frank Howes, one of the supporters of the pastoral ists, wrote in the Musical 
Times about the reception of British folksong in Europe. He gave speeches in 
Germany and argued that "if folk-music can be convincingly presented, there is no 
doubt of its r e c e p t i o n . F r o m Vaughan Williams's perspective, the most convincing 
mode of presentation for folksong was the arrangement, which transformed it into art 
music. 
However, Ernest Walker in his A History of Music in England attacked the easy 
connection between English national music and the arrangements of folksong: 
We obtained very beautiful polished songs for which we must 
needs to be grateful; but we strike a blow at the root-principle of 
the great unharmonised music - the sole artistic protest against 
artistic culture that history knows.^^ 
He also felt that the arrangement of folksong would "destroy the essence of the 
folksong and assimilate it to the general mass of musicians' music."^^ Walker's 
comments on spoiling the essence of folksong challenged Vaughan Williams's 
beliefs. Walker felt that folksong was best left alone and not incorporated within art 
music. 
However, Vaughan Williams believed the transformation of folksong into art 
music would bring soul to English music of the concert halls. Moreover, he believed 
that the repetition of melodic ideas from folksong in composed works helped 
audiences gain familiarity with the essence of Englishness. The musical fragments 
36 Frank Howes, "British Folk-Song Abroad," The Musical Times 70，no. 1034 (April 1929): 315. 
37 Frank Howes, "Recent Work in Folk-Music," Proceedings of the Musical Association 64 
(1937-1938): 43. See also Ernest Walker, A History of Music in England, ed. revised by J. A. 
Westrup (1907; repr. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1952). 
Howes, "Recent Work in Folk-Music," 43. 
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would gradually penetrate in the audiences' unconsciousness and rejuvenate the 
English soul. 
Constant Lambert, another English composer of the period, disagreed with 
Vaughan Williams not only because he doubted the aesthetic suitability of folk music 
for forging musical national identity: 
The whole trouble with a folk song is that once you have played 
it through there is nothing much you can do except play it over 
again and play it rather louder. ... The composer never gets 
further than a repetition of an unvarying folk song or folk-type 
tune with a varied harmonic and orchestral background.^^ 
For different reasons Walker and Lambert had reservations about using English 
folksong, as the basic of English art music. More significantly, they were uncertain if 
English folksong was a possible means of discovering the soul of English art music. 
The naivete, natural sound, and the soul of English folk music would degenerate 
through the pastoralists，"beautifully polished folksong" arrangements. These 
"artificially" composed songs could only capture the frame of folksong, but not the 
true essence of it. 
Lambert's position was supported by the English critic and composer Cecil Gray. 
Son of a factory owner in Scotland, he believed high art was something worth having 
and knowing. Gray was a music critic who admired Delius, a composer whose 
personality, outlook and music never fit easily with the requirements of the English 
pastoralists. However, some English audiences linked Delius's music, especially 
Brigg Fair and Song of Summer, with that most important English element, the 
countryside. Delius was, however, never considered himself member of the Pastoral 
39 Constant Lambert, Music Ho! A Study of Music in Decline (1934; repr. Harmondsworthm: Penguin, 
1948), 117-118. 
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School. Not surprisingly, Gray believed that a musical style similar to that of Delius 
would more successfully take root as an English national style. Furthermore, Gray 
was weary of the bucolic musical style that charactiersed the Pastoral School, saying 
that: 
This spirit of smug, pharisaical gentlemanliness, complicated 
with social snobbery, permeates [into] ... English musical life at 
the present time, from top to bottom. ... It is the absolute 
antithesis of everything we call art, and must be fought as one 
fights the devil. ... There is no hope for English music until this 
fatal confusion of artistic with false social and ethnical values 
has been broken down， 
His dismissal of the pastoral style highlights two important points. First, he was 
uneasy with the influence of pastoral ism and, second, that its influence on English 
musical life was "from top to bottom," an imposition by a cultural elite. 
These non-nationalist musicians and critics opposed the connection being made 
between folk music and English music because they believed that it was too naive 
and simple-minded for the pastoralists to attempt to adopt folksongs as Bartok or 
Glinka had. The music nationalism cultivated by Hungarian or Russian composers 
was of a different nature in Lambert's view. 
The Russian school •.. has a stronger and more convincing racial 
background than in England. ... Glinka's importance as a 
composer is very largely due to a fortunate coincidence of 
temperament and period. . . .He lived in the period when Russian 
national consciousness was beginning to awake and find concrete 
如 Cecil Gray, Predicaments: Or Music and the Future (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1936), 209. 
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expression in the works of Pushkin. His spiritual background was 
not so much the fashionable emulation of Western manners as the 
nostalgic appreciation of Russian peasant life that we find so 
superbly presented in Oblomov's dream.'*' 
Lambert thought it would be a mistake for English composers simply to take the 
folksong model of the Continental counterparts as their own. The Russian model 
would not have the same effect in England because of the political and cultural 
differences. Lambert, eventually, deemed that it was already out-of-fashion because 
the best time for such a patriotic movement had passed. Therefore calling for national 
music in England was inappropriate. Of course, Vaughan Williams held a different 
perspective. 
The history of Russian nationalism [could be traced] back to an 
almost unknown composer who wrote operas with the definite 
object of catching the humbler part of the Russian public by 
'rendering native song in a national manner'. ... Glinka's [Life 
for the Czar] avowed object in his music was to make his fellow 
countrymen 'feel at home'. ... The music of other nations is the 
expression of their soul — can it also be the expression of ours? If 
we possess our own soul surely and firmly, as indeed we do from 
the accident of language in our literature, then, indeed, we can 
afford to be broad-minded and to enlarge and enrich our own 
possessions by contact with all that is best in the world around us. 
But have we English-speaking people yet found our own soul in 
music? ... We must be careful that too much dependence on 
Lambert, Music Ho!, 109-112. 
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outside influences does not stifle rather than foster our native art. 
If we have no musical soul of our own, how can we appreciate 
the manifestations of the musical souls of others?*� 
Vaughan Williams's search for English musical style persisted throughout his career. 
The need to "feel at home" was one of the core reasons for his actions. Nonetheless, 
composers like Lambert disapproved of the focus on folk music. 
We must realize the social and political bases of nationalism in 
music in order to realize the artificiality of those present-day 
composers who, on purely musical grounds, would revert to the 
international musical style of the eighteenth century with none of 
the physical and mental background which makes such 
internationalism sincere, natural and convincing,� 
He thought the national composers welcomed pastoral style with open arms, but their 
enthusiasm blinded them to the inevitability of Germanic influence. Holding the 
same perspective with Gray, Lambert questioned the relationship between 
social-political nationalism and musical nationalism. He believed that pastoral ists 
reverted to an eighteenth-century musical style that was not "sincere, natural and 
convincing." 
Lambert revealed an important issue that the pastoral ists tried long to escape: 
the stylistic relationship between an eighteenth-century musical idiom and the 
twentieth-century English Musical Renaissance emphasis on folk music. Lambert 
doubted that the Pastoral School was developing a new "English" style. Instead, he 
felt that it recycled the so-called pastoral style cultivated across Europe 150 to 200 
years earlier. A nationalist movement in music, to Lambert, was "not only a 
42 Vaughan Williams, National Music and Other Essays, 65-69. 
Lambert, Music Ho!, 106. 
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temperamental and stylistic reaction against the frigidity of the preceding epoch — it 
was intimately bound up with the growth of racial and political consciousness.’幽 
Doubtful of the effectiveness English musical nationalism, he continued criticising 
the folksong movement: 
The present reaction in some quarters against excessive 
nationalism in music is in some ways an aesthetic reaction 
against the abuse of folk-song material, but we shall not rid 
ourselves of nationalism by refraining from use of the folk 
song. ... It would be a mistake, though, to think that the 
nineteenth-century composers sound national because for purely 
musical reasons they chose to base their style on folk songs and 
folk-song material .45 
Notably, Lambert confronted the easy connection between folksong and nationalism, 
considering it a fallacy. The excessive dependence on folksong would lead to musical 
and creative stagnation. Although no supporter of nationalism, he believed that 
successful musical nationalism were typically related to political and social events 
and pointed to Glinka's A Life for the Czar as an example. The brand of English 
nationalism advocated by pastoral composers, in his opinion, would draw composers 
back to an old-fashioned international idiom because of their equation of musical 
nationalism with folksong.46 As a result Lambert believed that English pastoral ists 
would never have the success of their Continental counterparts. 
It was obvious that Vaughan Williams's direct connection between folksong and 
English nationalism upset more cosmopolitan composers like Lambert. The 
44 Ibid., 103-104. 
45 Ibid., 106. 
46 Lambert's reference is to eighteenth-century musical pastoralism, an idiom of the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries. See Geoffrey Chew, and Owen Jander, "Pastoral," in The New Grove Dictionary 
of Music and Musicians, ed. S. Sadie and J. Tyrrell (London: Macmillan, 2001): 19:217-225. 
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arguments of pastoralists like Vaughan Williams that folksong was actually the 
essence of English music did not convince Lambert. The confrontations on the matter 
of Englishness in music revealed that the construction of English musical nationalism 
would not be as easy as the pastoralists expected. 
The Relationship between Folksong and Hymns 
Choral music had a long and rich history in England. Vaughan Williams and the 
other critics recognised that the development of polyphonic music had a special 
position in the music of sixteenth-century English Renaissance.*? In the 
twentieth-century English Musical Renaissance, Vaughan Williams distinguished the 
choral music tradition as essentially English. As a result, Tudor vocal polyphony, 
folk music, and hymn tunes were jointly regarded as examples of national music by 
Vaughan Williams. He saw his efforts in compiling hymn books and collecting 
folksongs as preserving tradition. He compiled The English Hymnal in 1906.48 
Other publications include Motherland Song Book, Vol. 1 (1919), Songs of Praise 
(1925, second edition 1931), The Oxford Book of Carols (1928), and The Oxford 
Book of Carols for Schools (1956). He also recognised that folksong had had a 
remarkable influence on the music of the English church. 
In England and Scotland in Elizabethan times we find 'Ghostly 
parodies', as they were called, of such popular ballads as 'Go 
From My Window' and 'John, Come Kiss Me Now'. So we may 
suppose that the church in England was not averse to adapting 
secular music for her use. In the English psalters the names of 
composers of the tunes are not given, but only of those who 
47 Vaughan Williams, National Music and Other Essays, 50. 
48 It was later reprinted as The English Hymnal (1933 edition). 
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harmonized them; but several of the tunes have local names, the 
'Winchester' tune, the 'Windsor' tune, the Glastonbury' tune and 
49 
SO on. 
In Vaughan Williams's opinion, folksong had an unquestioned impact on church 
music, but the general public mistakenly believed that it was "the influence of the 
church on the folk-song.，，5° As a result, Vaughan Williams argued his point 
vigorously using the history of French song as an example: 
Among the melodies to which, in the Roman rite, the psalms are 
chanted is one very different in character from the rest, more 
'tuney' if I can so describe it, more popular in character. 
Moreover it came to be known as the ‘Foreign Tune', 'Tonus 
Peregrinus��and it is almost certain that this melody was taken 
by the Romans from the Gallican use. Now was this not one of 
the 'rustic' melodies, one of those adaptations from folk-song 
which the Romans in Charlemagne's time so strongly 
disapproved of? If such a folk-song exists where should we look 
for it? ... Let me recapitulate the steps of the argument. First, 
here is a French folk-song. Secondly, it is connected with an 
ancient custom. Thirdly, French ecclesiastical music is accused 
of being rustic. Fourthly, it is likely, therefore, that this music 
should be based on folk-song, especially on ceremonial folk-song, 
and lastly, the family likeness between 'Le Chant des Livrees' 
and the ‘Tonus Peregrinus'.^' 
49 Vaughan Williams, National Music and Other Essays, 82. 
50 Ibid., 74. 
Ibid.,76-77. 
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The connection Vaughan Williams drew between Gallic chant and folksong was 
made in defense of his own hymns since he was often criticised for folksong and 
hymn tunes " 
In 1952, Vaughan Williams's review of the BBC Hymn-Book led to Erik 
Routley's response in The Musical Times. Routley commented on Vaughan 
Williams's concept of folksong and hymn tune: 
Is it not to the point, therefore, to lay stress on the fact that 
hymn-tunes are folk-songs, and the man who writes a hymn-tune is in 
the anomalous position of a man composing a folk-song? ... The only 
difference between Vaughan Williams's 'For all the saints' and 
'Tipperary�� in my view, is that the hymn-tune is 'Tipperary' with the 
bite; Christianity, if faithfully reflected in music, produces in it a 
cutting edge which is unmistakable. So the finest hymn-tunes are 
nine-tenths the folk-song tradition of their time ... and one-tenth 
originality, prophecy, or what you will." 
Accepting Vaughan Williams's connection between hymn tunes and folksong, 
Routley celebrated the result. 
The Pastoral Landscape and Englishness in Music 
A pastoral discourse widely used by composers of the English Musical 
Renaissance expressed the essence of Englishness in terms of nature. As mentioned 
in the previous chapter, Vaughan Williams often used botanical metaphors when 
52 Vaughan Williams's use of folk texts with hymn tunes in The English Hymnal also reflects this 
idea. The mixing of sacred and profane was also related to the composer's agnostic beliefs. However, 
he expressed to his wife Ursula that "although a declared agnostic, he was able, all through his life, to 
set to music words in the accepted terms of Christian revelation as if they meant to him what they 
must have meant to George Herbert or to Bunyan." See Ursula Vaughan Williams, R. V. W.:A 
Biography of Ralph Vaughan Williams, 138. 
“ E r i k Routley, "Hymn-Tunes and Folk-Song," The Musical Times 93’ no. 1308 (February 1952): 80. 
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discussing matters related to English music and musical culture. In this he was not 
alone. Sharp saw the countryside as embodying incomparable aesthetic beauty and 
the emotion of nature. For pastoralists, the very essence of pastoral landscape was 
found in folksong. The countryside and the green fields were the landscapes the 
English cherished. Price Collier in his book England and the English from an 
American Point of View distinguished that "this stretch of green fields, these hills and 
valleys, these hedges and fruit trees, this soft landscape is the England men love.”54 
The nostalgia felt toward the pastoral landscape was in part a product of the rapid 
urban expansion. When the English migrated to the city, they lost their direct 
connection beauty of the countryside. To the English pastoralists, the folksong was 
the musical equivalent of the countryside. In other words, "the land-and-people spirit 
is England on the 'inside', most at home dealing with itself."^^ Musicians like Sharp 
launched the folksong movement in order to preserve the folksong that the English 
had neglected for decades. Sharp, whose folksong values had great impact on 
Vaughan Williams, not only thought humans had undergone evolution, but that 
folksong itself had "evoluted."^^ 
Jack Westrup in his The Character of England, published at the end of the 
Second World War and celebrating that victory, mingled English music's national 
identity with a natural mood. He saw the distinctiveness of English music as rooted 
in nature. 
We recognize a quality in English music that makes us appear 
different. English music is inclined to be romantic yet reserved. 
Much of it avoids expansive gestures not from a lack of feeling 
Price Collier, England and the English from an American Point of View (London: Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1911), 265. quoted in Robert Colls, "England As A Garden," in Identity of England 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), 203. 
乡5 Colls, "England As A Garden," 203. 
56 Cecil Sharp, English Folk Song: Some Conclusions (1907; repr. London: Mercury Books, 1965). 
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but from a habit of restraint. ... What is particularly noticeable in 
English music is a nostalgic quality that defies precise analysis. It 
is present in folk-song. ... There is in our music something that 
recalls the English countryside, where there is often no challenge 
to the eye but a pervading tenderness of harmony and outline.^^ 
This explains why the composers whose compositions had these qualities were 
usually called pastoralists. Nostalgia, folksong, and the "tenderness of harmony" 
were evocative indications of a "country" musical style. Colles, in The Times's 
article he wrote, gave a good example of this in his review of Vaughan Williams's^ 
Pastoral Symphony, premiered at the Queen's Hall, London, in 26 January 1922. 
One has climbed the hill, and can look away to a horizon which 
seems infinitely distant as the eye is led to it through infinite 
gradations of blue. ... To me this symphony speaks like that wide 
Down country in which, because there is no incident, every blade 
of grass and tuft of moss is an incident. ... One may appeal to 
these twenty fragments of tune which are put forward in its 
thematic material. Every one of them is based on the simplest 
diatonic intervals of music. They are of the stuff of plainsong and 
folk-song, the blades of grass and tufts of moss, the primitive 
growth of musical nature. ... The interlacing growth of these 
intervals brings a polyphony on which the ear rests, as one's foot 
does in the turf of the hillside.^^ 
Colles used pastoral imagery, like the hill, the blades of grass, and tufts of moss as 
parallels to the "primitive growth of musical nature." For him, such pastoral imagery 
57 Jack Westrup, "Music," in The Character of England, ed. E. Baker (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1947), 406. 
58 Henry C. Colles, Essays and Lectures (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1945), 92-94. 
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was an appropriate means of accomplishing identity. He saw music as a metaphor for 
physical geography and brought polyphony, plainsong and folksong to the audience 
as reflections of landscape. 
Colles agreed with the ideas of Vaughan Williams and bonded political, musical, 
as well as geographical images together. His understanding of The Pastoral 
Symphony reflected a particular kind of country scene that, by definition, no other 
ethnic group could share and understand in the same manner. Another critic, Ernest 
Newman, although not a supporter, also perceived the music of Vaughan Williams to 
be very English, hearing pastoral elements therein. As critic of the Manchester 
Guardian, he wrote: 
For my part I find much of Vaughan Williams's music absolutely 
English. These things appeal to me profoundly as they do 
because the English fields and streams and the English poetry 
that have gone into the making of them have also gone into the 
making of part of myself. When I muse in the lovely green and 
quiet English fields in summer-time I do so with a host of greatly 
loved English poets from Chaucer onwards; and when Vaughan 
Williams joins the company with certain compositions of his I 
find that this music is English to its very marrow.^^ 
Yet Newman generally disapproved of nationalist approaches to composition and 
rarely commended the efforts of Vaughan Williams, the main representative of the 
Pastoral School. In his famous article ‘‘The War and the Future of Music," published 
in the Musical Times ]ust after the outbreak of the First World War, Newman 
expressed his disapproval of nationalism in England. He was afraid that England 
59 Ernest Newman, "Lyrita," in Delius: Portrait of A Cosmopolitan, ed. by Christopher Palmer (New 
York: Holmes & Meier Publishers, 1976)，68. 
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would retreat into a chauvinist musical nation if its people rejected German music 
for strictly patriotic reasons.^® 
Commentators like McNaught even brought the nostalgia associated with 
pastoral landscape in his reviews of A London Symphony. This response was 
undoubtedly encouraged by the images and moods the composer chose to convey in 
this work. In an expanded version of programme notes Vaughan Williams provided 
in May 1920 for the first performance of the revised version of A London 
Symphony，、he wrote: 
The first [movement] begins with a slow prelude; this leads to a 
vigorous allegro - which may perhaps suggest the noise and 
hurry of London, with its always underlying calm. The second 
(slow) movement has been called "Bloomsbury Square on a 
November afternoon". This may serve as a clue to the music, but 
it is not a necessary "explanation" of it. The third movement is a 
nocturne in form of a Scherzo. If the hearer will imagine himself 
standing on Westminster Embankment at night, surrounded by 
the distant sounds of the Strand, with its great hotels on one side, 
and the "New Cut" on the other, with its crowded streets and 
6° Ernest Newman, "The War and the Future of Music," The Musical Times 55’ no. 859 (1 September 
1914): 571-572. 
61 The programme notes at the beginning saying that this symphony should be listened as absolute 
music. "It has been suggested that this symphony has been misnamed, it should rather be called 
"Symphony by a Londoner". That is to say it is in no sense descriptive, and though the introduction of 
the "Westminster Chimes" in the first movement, the slight reminiscence of the "Lavender Cry" in the 
slow movement, and the very faint suggestion of mouth organs and mechanical pianos in the Scherzo 
give it a tingle of "local colour," yet it is intended to be listened to as "absolute" music." Vaughan 
Williams wrote the original programme notes in 1920，that "the title A London Symphony may suggest 
to some hearers a descriptive piece, but this is not the intention of the composer. A better title would 
perhaps be "Symphony by a Londoner," that is to say, the life of London (including, possibly, its 
various sights and sounds) has suggested to the composer an attempt at musical expression; but it 
would be no help to the hearer to describe these in words. The music is intended to be self-expressive, 
and must stand or fall as "absolute" music. Therefore, if listeners recognize suggestions of such things 
as the "Westminster Chimes" or the "Lavender Cry" they are asked to consider these as accidents, not 
essentials of the music." See Kennedy, The Works of Ralph Vaughan Williams, 457-468. 
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flaring lights, it may serve as a mood in which to listen to this 
movement. The last movement consists of an agitated theme in 
three-time, alternating with a march movement, at first solemn 
and later on energetic. At the end of the finale comes a 
suggestion of the noise and fever of the first movement - this 
time much subdued — then the "Westminster Chimes" are heard 
once more: on this follows an "Epilogue" in which the slow 
prelude is developed into a movement of some length" 
McNaught commented that the music conveyed a sense that "somewhere behind all 
the daily incidents, behind the extravagant enthusiasm ... behind the cries of the 
newboys and the voices of the preachers, whether of the churches or Hyde Park, 
there is something steady and constant which unites the London of to-day with the 
London of Samuel Pepys, and which the Londoner owns often subconsciously as the 
spirit of the place."" That last phrase concerning "the spirit of the place" is 
important because it connects the symphony and its programmatic content with an 
essential quality rooted in the past. Moreover, by invoking a pre-industrial city 
embodied by its churches and Hyde Park, McNaught projected an image of the 
authentic London as a "green" city，* The nostalgia of this perspective also links the 
Symphony to the pastoral style. Similarly, Legge praised this symphony as "not only 
62 This descriptive programme notes was taken and written by Albert Coates in 1920. This matches 
with the Vaughan Williams's original version. Excerpts of A London Symphony can be found in 
Appendix II. 
63 William Gray McNaught, "Dr. Vaughan Williams's Symphony," The Musical Times 55，no. 855 
(May 1914): 310. 
^ McNaught's comparison of the twentieth-century London with the one of Samuel Pepys's time in 
the seventeenth century was actually nostalgia of the "green" London three centuries ago. Pepys was 
an English naval administrator and Member of Parliament in the time of King James II. He had no 
naval experience, yet his talent for administration (as the Chief Secretary to the Admiralty) made him 
an influential reformer at the Admiralty and professionalising the Royal Navy. He was also 
well-known to researchers because his diary was an eyewitness to events took place in the 
seventeenth-century England, including the English Restoration, the Great Plague of London, the 
Second Dutch War, and the Great Fire of London. See Arthur Bryant, Samuel Pepys (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1949). 
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the most masterly but also the most beautiful work, musically or psychologically 
considered, from the pen of any musician of his generation that we have heard in 
recent years."^^ These two symphonies established Vaughan Williams's reputation as 
a national composer. However, as we will see shortly, his music and ideas would be 
seriously challenged in 1934. 
The Future of English Music: The Debates of National and Non-National 
Composers 
1934 was a watershed for English musicians. Elgar, Hoist and Delius died in 
this year. The sudden loss of three remarkable composers marked the beginning of a 
new age for the English Musical Renaissance. Coincidentally, in this year, 
confrontations between nationalist and non-nationalist composers intensified. Not 
only did Vaughan Williams publish his National Music, a set of lectures originally 
given in the United States, but other English composers began to publish responses 
to his ideas. As we have seen, Constant Lambert in his Music Ho! A Study of Music 
in Decline (1934) challenged various musical concepts, including that of 
pastoral-national music. His knowledge of modern arts, literature, as well as music, 
gave him the power to extend his criticism on the development of modem music to 
the other arts and "the social and mechanical background of modem life."^^ His 
cynical and pessimistic view of the future of modem music was not only evident in 
his dismissal of nationalism, especially English nationalism, but also in his attitude 
toward neo-classicism. Determining these approaches to be unsuitable for the future 
of music (as the subtitle of the book, A Study of Music in Decline, suggested), 
Robin Legge, "A London Symphony: Vaughan Williams' New Work," Daily Telegraph, 30 March 
1914, quoted in Hughes, The English Musical Renaissance and the Press, 63. 
66 Jeremy Dibble, "Lambert, Constant," in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. S. 
Sadie and J. Tyrrell (London: Macmillan, 2001): 14:164. 
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Lambert believed that the future of English music could not escape a regression, 
especially due to nationalist ideas" Lambert saw Vaughan Williams's ideas as an 
ethnocentric muddle that would disengage his music from the international stage. He 
took^ Pastoral Symphony as an example: 
In a work like Vaughan Williams's Pastoral Symphony it is no 
exaggeration to say that the creation of a particular type of grey, 
reflective, English-landscape mood has outweighed the 
exigencies of symphonic form. 
Vaughan Williams, however, whose style is based on 
material without classical or international precedent and which, 
without necessarily being folks-songy in the picturesque way, is 
intimately connected with the inflections and mood of English 
folk music, cannot be said to share the freedom from 
Aft 
provinciality shown by Elgar and Walton. 
As mentioned earlier, Lambert disagreed with Vaughan Williams's proposal that folk 
music was the cornerstone of English music. Emphasising folksong, in Lambert's 
opinion, restricted other more promising creative possibilities. It limited the 
development of English music and fixed the concept of Englishness so that it lacked 
flexibility. Indeed, he felt that "the particular type of self-conscious Englishry 
practised by the folk-song composers is in itself curiously un-English.”69 Indeed, 
music that drew upon models from the Continent would work better than folk music 
as the basis of a vigorousness national style. 
67 Lambert at the end of Music Ho! Expressed his approval for Sibelius, van Dieren and Busoni. See 
also ibid. 
68 Lambert, Music Ho!, 107-108. The music can be found in Appendix II. 
69 Ibid., 108. 
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Elgar's music is as national in its way as the music of Vaughan 
Williams but, by using material that in type can be related back 
to the nineteenth-century German composers, Elgar avoids any 
suspicion of provincial dialect, even though his national flavour 
is sufficiently strong to repel certain countries - France in 
particular. Similarly, Walton, by using material that can be 
related to Handel on the one hand and to Prokofieff on the other, 
addresses an international audience in easy terms without losing 
his national and personal qualities/® 
Music that would be appreciated on an international level was the major concern of 
Lambert. The fact that the music of composers like Vaughan Williams was not 
widely known outside the island was because folksong achieved less understanding 
and appreciation abroad. He scoffed at Vaughan Williams's A Pastoral Symphony 
writing "you can say to a Czechoslovakian who does not appreciate the symphonies 
by Elgar, ‘However unsympathetic you may find this mentality you must admit the 
mastery of technique, the virtuosity of orchestration', but to a Czechoslovakian who 
dislikes the Pastoral Symphony you can only say, 'Oh, well, I suppose you don't like 
it，.，，7i Although Vaughan Williams hoped to earn English national music 
international respect, Lambert mocked that ambition. Yet Vaughan Williams had an 
answer for this criticism: 
I was told the other day that some of the English music which 
appeals to us at home was considered 'smug' by foreign critics. I 
was delighted to hear it because it suggested to me that our 
English composers had some secret which is at present for our 
7G Ibid., 107. 
7' Ibid. 
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ears only. That it is not also for others does not distress me. One 
day perhaps our 'native woodnotes wild' may cross the frontier 
hand in hand with Shakespeare, but they will not do so unless 
they are true to the land of their b i r th? 
The secret to which Vaughan Williams referred was present in folk music. Its 
essential qualities could only be heard by English ears. Foreigners would not 
understand. 
Lambert also criticised Vaughan Williams's A Pastoral Symphony for its lack of 
form and contrast and its dependence on thematic materials which depicted local 
mood. 
Vaughan Williams's Pastoral Symphony . . . to those who find this 
mood sympathetic, their intense and personal emotional reaction 
will more than compensate for the monotony of texture and lack 
of form, of which a less well-disposed listener might perhaps be 
unduly conscious. 
Vaughan Williams nearly always evolves his form from the 
implications of the melody and rarely submits his themes to a 
Procrustean development. ... The form of the Pastoral Symphony 
follows logically enough from the material, but hardly achieves 
either the contrast or sense of progression that is usually 
associated with symphonic form, and is the essential feature of 
classical symphonic writing. ... Vaughan Williams avoids the 
complete contrast between mood and method shown by such a 
fabricated symphony as Dvorak's From the New World, but this 
72 Vaughan Williams, National Music and Other Essays, 64. 
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negative virtue does not in itself mean that the Pastoral 
Symphony satisfies us as much from the architectural point of 
view as it does from the point of view of mood and colouring. 
Just as the form, though logical, is restricted through its 
dependence on the thematic material, so the thematic material, 
though beautiful, is restricted through its insistence on a 
specifically local mood.” 
In the last section of Music Ho!, he broadened his focus in order to consider 
twentieth-century music more generally: 
The pre-war revolutionaries have become victims to their own 
mannerisms, and any attempt to imitate them produces a pastiche 
of a pastiche. ... The composers of a still younger generation are 
even less decided in outlook, ranging feverishly through the 
many movements and 'isms' that to some extent have been 
tabulated in this book/^ 
Limitations set by '-isms', including nationalism, formalism, impressionism, 
experimentalism, etc., would not make music a piece of "universal" art. Lambert 
argued that this practice actually restricted music, producing an inferior product. The 
concerns of Vaughan Williams and like-minded composers resulted in provincial 
works. 
We can appreciate Debussy's Rondes de Printemps without 
knowing or liking French landscape, but it is clearly difficult to 
appreciate either the mood or the form of the Pastoral Symphony 
without being temperamentally attuned to the cool greys and 
73 Lambert, Music Ho!, 108. 
74 Ibid.，238. 
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greens, the quietly luxuriant detail, the unemphatic undulation of 
the English scene. Beautiful as this work is, one feels that it is 
too direct a transcription of a local mood and that the material 
has not undergone that process of mental digestion, as it were, 
which can make the particular into a symbol of the whole and 
can, as in Sibelius's symphonies, give to 丨oca丨 and individual 
characteristics the quality of universality.^^ 
Lambert did appreciate works by Dvorak, Debussy, and Sibelius that evoked 
nationalist sentiments or images/^ Although this may seem contradictory given his 
attitude toward the musical landscapes of Vaughan Williams, Lambert believed: 
The Pastoral Symphony not only raises the problem of how far it 
is wise for an artist to detach himself from cosmopolitan tradition 
in order to reach individual and national expression: it also 
represents in acute fashion the clash between local colour and 
classical construction which is the main drawback to nationalism 
in music. This clash is particularly noticeable in that his work 
comes so late in the nationalist movement/^ 
He saw A Pastoral Symphony as an already dated composition that detached Vaughan 
78 
Williams from the cosmopolitan musical world of the present and the future. In 
short, Vaughan Williams's concern with English musical nationalism was too late 
75 Ibid., 108-109. Sibelius was a friend of Vaughan Williams, and the latter a supporter of Sibelius's 
music. Vaughan Williams published an article about Sibelius, a tribute written on the occasion of his 
ninetieth birthday in 1955. This article was later reprinted in the 1983 edition of National Music and 
Other Essays. See also Vaughan Williams, National Music and Other Essays, 261-264. 
76 DvoMk is categorised as a Bohemian nationalist composer. His works like Slavonic Dances was 
based on the dances of the Slav. Sibelius's Finlandia and other symphonic works were also 
considered nationalist. These composers portrayed their homeland landscape without becoming 
provincial. 
’7 Lambert, Music Ho!, 109. 
78 To Lambert, composer who "is one of a group writes for that group alone, whereas the artist who 
expresses personal experience may in the end reach universal experience. He must not mind if for the 
moment he appears to be without an audience". See Ibid., 241. 
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because the peak of musical nationalism had already past. Lambert disagreed with 
the approach because such music was: 
Something both unbearably precious and unbearably hearty. Its 
preciosity recalls the admirably meant of endeavours of William 
Morris and his followers to combat the products of those dark 
Satanic mills with green and unpleasant handwoven materials 
while its heartiness conjures up the hideous faux bonhomie of the 
hiker, noisily wading his way through the petrol pumps of 
Metroland, singing obsolete sea chanties with the aid of the 
Week-End BookJ'^ 
Lambert not only challenged the music of Vaughan Williams, but also the very 
dictum of the English Musical Renaissance; he condemned the entire folksong 
movement. In addition, Lambert felt the emphasis on folksong isolated composers 
from their contemporaries. In a world that encouraged internationalism rather than 
nationalism, nationalist composers and their music could hardly find a place. The 
school founded by these composers was only a small circle. As folksong advocates 
were mostly English, no audience, except the English, could understand the music. 
Frank Bridge, like Lambert, was skeptical about the folksong movement and 
expressed his view in an anonymous article for Radio Times: "so long as we have no 
consciously national music, I think all should be well with the future."^^ In the same 
year, John Foulds also published a book Music Today (1934) that evaluated the 
folksong movement. 
There are a number of persons ... who would base a new 
national music upon old folk-songs. Frankly, I am not one of 
79 Ibid., 125. 
8 � A n o n . , Radio Times, 220788，Frank Bridge (quotation). Quoted in Hughes and Stradling, The 
English Musical Renaissance, 197. 
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these. ... For present-day composers and protagonists to 
concentrate upon such ... narrow nationalistic phenomena, goes 
clean against the main evolutionary trend of the art. 
It is all very well for Vaughan Williams to scoff at those 
musicians who profess in their art what he calls a 'backboneless 
cosmopolitanism', and to instance Wagner's Meistersinger as his 
greatest work because it was his most German one in its 
philosophy. . . . N o 'backboneless cosmopolitanism' for me, but 
also . . . n o 'little Englander' music either. English music in the 
main has been of little or no effect abroad because - as E. J. Dent 
says somewhere or other - 'it has been the wrong kind of English 
Q 1 
music because it was composed for purely English audiences'. 
Fould's reference to "backboneless cosmopolitanism" and "little Englander" music, 
together with the comparison with Wagner's Meistersinger, all pointed critically at 
the concept of Englishness in music Vaughan Williams proposed. The musical 
identity nationalist composers preached, to Fould and many other cosmopolitan 
composers, was against the "main evolutionary trend of art." Moreover, he dismissed 
Vaughan Williams's idea of composing English music only for the ears of English as 
inappropriate. Doing so would lead English composers and audiences to become 
"little Englanders." 
Lambert, Bridge and Foulds represented an anti-folksong reaction. Their 
comments are notable because they hit on the fundamental problem of a national 
music rooted in folksong: 
John Foulds, Music Today: Its Heritage from the Past, and Legacy to the Future (London: 
Nicholson & Watson, 1934)，17-18，224. 
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It may seem unreasonable to condemn a school for composers 
for what some people might consider extraneous social reason; 
but it is essential that we should see music against its social 
background. The recent invention by certain critics of a hitherto 
unknown art described as 'pure music' has resulted in the 
criticism of music becoming more and more detached from any 
form of life, composers being treated as though they produced 
patterns of notes in a spiritual vacuum, uninfluenced by the 
landscape, social life, and political situations surrounding them. 
For every technical argument for or against a method of 
composing, there is at least one social argument, and the social 
argument is often the more far-reaching and convincing.^^ 
The social argument against the Pastoral School focused on the use of folksong to 
restrict the appreciation of the music to a particular group of listeners. Cosmopolitan 
composers attacked the nationalist composers reversing their arguments. Introducing 
"Englishness" to music in this way would degrade its quality and make it parochial; 
understandable only to English ears, but not to others. 
Lambert voiced strong disapproval of another work by Vaughan Williams, the 
opera Hugh the Drover, because "the spiritual background of a modern 
people's-opera, like Vaughan Williams's Hugh the Drover, is something that no 
longer exists and which nothing will bring back and the work in consequence fails to 
move us except in a detached nostalgic way."^^ According to Lambert, the work 
"fails to move [the audience]." When composing Hugh the Drover, Vaughan 
Williams believed the use of folk materials in this opera, like the use of Greensleeves 
82 Lambert, Music Ho!, 125. 
83 Ibid., 128. 
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in his Merry Wives of Windsor, would cultivate an English musical identity for the 
opera. However, composers like Lambert dismissed the result as "nostalgic" at best. 
In short, Lambert thought the incorporation of folksong in art music was very 
old-fashioned and was inefficient in establishing Englishness in music. 
In a similar manner, the twentieth-century British music historian Percy M. 
Young condemned what he called the "folksong doctrine," severely saying that "it 
was not long before the thesis that a truly national music must be based on national 
idiom, that is the idiom of folk-song, emerged. Cecil Sharp was innocent of such 
intention when he commenced his activities, but some of those around him, adding a 
mild taste of undoctrinaire Socialism to an existing faith in the preachings of William 
Morris, were inspired with a zeal for reclamation and reconstitution."®" Although 
Young did not reveal the names of the composers to whom he referred, Vaughan 
Williams would have been an obvious target.^^ Young accused composers like 
Vaughan Williams of twisting the values behind Sharp's folksong movement and 
Morris's Socialism. It was not surprise that Young disapproved the composer's ideas 
and was uncertain whether this "devoted work in the field uncovered a vast 
repository of folk-music, but the effect of this activity has been less than appears to 
have been hoped for."^^ This account was a total rejection of the folksong movement 
and was an extreme account from the non-national music camps. 
• * * 
84 Percy M. Young, "First Principles," in A History of British Music (London: Benn, 1967)，546. 
85 Evidences are shown in Vaughan Williams's early writings that the composer underwent 
compositional struggles for a personal style. He did not relieve from the struggle until he joined 
Sharp's "movement". See Kennedy, The Works of Ralph Vaughan Williams, 23-40. 
86 Young, "First Principles," 546. 
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Regardless of all the supportive and dismissive comments, Vaughan Williams 
and his fellow pastoralists had created an awareness of English musical identity as 
threatened by German music. In his view, "if the roots of your art are firmly planted 
in your own soil and that soil has anything individual to give you, you may still gain 
the whole world and not lose your own souls."^^ Without cultivating the folksong 
heritage, it is impossible for any composers to produce good, sincere music, let alone 
music with a "soul." To Vaughan Williams, the invocation of the pastoral landscape 
as part of the English identity, together with his trust in folksong, insured that 
English composers could "still gain the whole world and not lose your own souls." 
The opposition to these ideas stemmed from a belief that cosmopolitan style was the 
future. Considering nationalism in England to be old-fashioned, cosmopolitan 
composers supposed an English musical style based on folk materials would obstruct 
the aesthetic progress of music. 
Despite their differences, all these composers were concerned with the future of 
English music, its international position, and to a different extent, the resistance to 
the domination of Continental musical culture in England. Cosmopolitan composers 
like Lambert did not totally reject the possibility of English musical national identity, 
yet eschewed the use of folksong, doubting whether the examples of Bartok and 
Glinka were appropriate for England. The internationalism they professed was 
addressed by an article Vaughan Williams in Some Thoughts on Beethoven 's Choral 
Symphony: With Writing on Other Musical Subjects., 
Is it possible to be a nationalist, and at the same time an 
internationalist? I believe that political internationalism and 
personal individualism are necessary complements: one cannot 
87 Vaughan Williams, National Music and Other Essays, 11. 
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exist without the other. ... [B]ut these things are small 
emanations of a deep-rooted instinct which we cannot eliminate 
if we would: and which we ought not to want to eliminate. I 
believe that the love of one's country, one's language, one's 
QQ 
customs, one's religion, are essential to our spiritual health. 
In his later years, Vaughan Williams believed that internationalism and nationalist 
individualism would not be in conflict. Respect for different cultural heritages was an 
important step towards a healthy internationalism. National musical heritages and 
internationalism would work together. Yet he continued to assert that composers 
should be national before being international. 
88 Ibid., 154. 
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Conclusion: The Heirs and Rebels 
The state of concert music in England at the fm-de-siecle was curiously 
denationalised. Victorian musical practice and the integration of music by adopted 
composers like Handel and Mendelssohn represented a surrender of sorts to the 
German musical canon. Beginning in the middle and accelerating towards the end of 
the nineteenth century, advocates of an English national style criticised Victorian 
preferences for German composers and simultaneously promoted the idea of 
Englishness in music. Calls by nationalists like George Grove led to a rethinking of 
the relationship of the position of music in English culture. Grove's Dictionary, in 
which England was promoted as a historical centre of musical innovation, was a 
major step in this direction. Such acts of cultural patriotism were, in part, responses 
to the growing political and military tension between European nations in the early 
years of twentieth century. In the approach to World War I, anti-German sentiment 
increased as did concern about Englishness in music. 
Within this context, pastoralists like Vaughan Williams believed that English 
composers should write music that sounded "English," and that the revival of 
folksong would help to realise this goal. His affection for rural English landscapes 
not only complemented his interest in folk music but also highlighted a yearning for 
an idealised English past. This nostalgia and the idea that folksong embodied the soul 
of English music were defining characters within Vaughan Williams's thought, 
lending the collecting and reviving of folksong with strongly nationalist values. 
Vaughan Williams gradually assumed the mantle of a leading composer in the 
twentieth-century England, and the nationalist ideas he championed became the 
platform for a musical national debate. Not surprisingly, his ideas, rooted in his 
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response to Victorian musical culture, attracted the censure of critics and composers 
of a younger generation. His connection between folksong and English national 
identity was sternly criticised by more cosmopolitan composers and critics, in 
particular those of a younger generation. 
Composers like Lambert rejected the entire folksong movement because they 
felt that the intrinsic musical value of folk repertoires decreased when fused with art 
music. More importantly, Lambert thought the pastoralists overstated the 
effectiveness of folksong as a means to realise a musical identity, believing that 
folksong did not epitomise the future of music. Pointing to the socio-cultural 
differences between England and countries with developed national music traditions, 
he argued that it was pointless to adopt their models directly. The pastoralists were 
constructing a musical style that would not be understood or appreciated by the 
non-English, and was a failure from a modernist perspective. Their music would lose 
its "national" meaning if examined from a strictly musical perspective. Without the 
extra musical references, it could not succeed. Vaughan Williams's pro-native 
musical values differed from those of the English cosmopolitan colleagues because 
the latter thought the early twentieth-century English musical nationalism was far 
behind more recent European musical developments and was hopelessly outdated. 
Vaughan Williams's writings，along with their reception and the reception of his 
music, offer us valuable insights into the development of a particular English musical 
style of the first half of the twentieth century. The nationalist concepts Vaughan 
Williams proposed represented an effort to strengthen English musical culture and 
provide a foundation on which future English composers could build. At the start of 
his career, he fought to establish himself as nationalist composer, writing music that 
exemplified English values. Ironically, once established as a senior figure within 
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English musical circles, his views came under attack as old-fashioned. Vaughan 
Williams's life-long struggle to promote folksong and a nationalist aesthetic stance 
had—to paraphrase Walt Whitman, the poet he so deeply admired一merely 
engendered new struggles. The heir and rebel was now a reactionary. 
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Appendix I: Biographies of Twentieth-century English Critics Cited in This Study 
William Alexander Barrett (1834-1891) 
An English church musician, author and musical educator, William Alexander 
Barrett was trained as a chorister at St. Paul's Cathedral (1846-1849). He wrote articles 
for the Morning Post and consequently became the editor of the Monthly Musical 
Record (1877), The Orchestra (1881), and the Musical Times (1887; when it was still 
named the Musical Times and Singing Class Circular)} He was the joint editor with 
Stainer of the Dictionary of Musical Terms (1876). He also worked on the collection 
English Folksongs (1890), which showed his interest in the revival of English folksong.， 
Joseph Bennett (1831-1911) 
An English music critic and writer, Joseph Bennett was an organist. He later 
became the organist of Westminster Chapel. In 1865 he was the assistant of Henry 
Coleman, the music critic of the Sunday Times, and Bennett succeeded Coleman after 
the latter's retirement. In 1870 Bennett was hired by the Daily Telegraph as the chief 
writer and music critic. In addition, he also wrote for the Pall Mall Gazette,Graphi c, 
Pictorial Times and Musical World, also Sunday Times, the Musical Times, and he later 
worked as the editor of Concordia for Novell�（1875-1876). A constant visitor of the 
Bayreuth Festival, he published his Letter from Bayreuth in 1877. He was also the 
librettist, providing texts for concert works by Bamett, Mackenzie and Sullivan's The 
‘Joseph Bennett, "William Alexander Barrett," The Musical Times and Singing Class Circular 32, no. 
585 (November 1891): 659. 
2 Bernarr Rainbow, "Barrett, William Alexander," in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 
ed. S. Sadie and J. Tyrrell (London: Macmillan, 2001): 2:768. 
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Golden Legend? His reputation as a master of music critic in the older generation was 
that "the high qualities of his literary style and the justness, balance and kindliness of his 
critical attitude were the virtues for which he was famed, and need not again be 
elaborated. ”4 
Henry Cope Colles (1879-1943) 
Henry Cope Colles, or H. C. Colles, or just C. when signing his articles,^ devoted 
himself to music in his early age. He left school at 16 and entered the RCM instead. He 
studied music history under Parry, the organ under Walter Alcock and counterpoint 
under Walford Davies, who became his lifelong friend. Colles later won an organ 
scholarship at Worcester College, Oxford. Henry Hadow, then dean of Worcester 
College, realised Colles had exceptional gift in writing criticism and thus advised him to 
be a music critic. Colles was music critic of The Academy in 1905 and ultimately 
became the assistant music critic of The Times, and succeed J. A. Fuller Maitland as the 
chief critic in 1911，a position Colles held until his death. He was a reliable critic, 
though sometimes wrote anonymously, and his criticism was usually of comprehensive 
taste and of fair judgment. He worked as the guest critic of the New York Times in 1932. 
One of his most considerable works was his work as the editor of the third and fourth 
editions of Grove's Dictionary, and being the editor of the seventh volume of the Oxford 
History of Music,� 
3 Arthur D. Walker, "Bennett, Joseph," in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. S. 
Sadie and J. Tyrrell (London: Macmillan, 2001): 3:276-277. 
4 "Obituary: Joseph Bennett," The Musical Times 52，no. 821. (July 1911): 468. 
5 A. H. Fox Strangways, "H. C. Colles, 1879-1943，，，Music & Letters 24, no. 3. (July 1943): 131. 
6 Eric Blom, and Malcolm Turner, "Colles, H. C.," in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 
ed. S. Sadie and J. Tyrrell (London: Macmillan, 2001): 3:120-121. 
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John Spencer Curwen (1847-1916) 
John Spencer Curwen was a member from an English family of music educationists 
and music publishers. Son of John Curwen, who set up a printing press to publish music 
in sol-fa notation, John Spencer Curwen was the lifelong supporter of the Tonic Sol-fa 
system. He abandoned an earlier intention to train for the ministry and entered the Royal 
Academy of Music (RAM). He was the principal of the Tonic Sol-fa College in 1880 
and since 1881 he became the editor of the Tonic Sol-fa Reporter, which later renamed 
The Musical Herald and Tonic Sol-fa Reporter in 1889, and simply The Musical Herald 
in 1891. After the death of his father, Curwen became the leader of the Tonic Sol-fa 
movement and the leader of the publishing firm7 
Edward Evans (1874-1945) 
Evans was an English critic of the Pall Mall Gazette (1912-1923) and the Daily 
Mail (1844-1923). He was one of the critics who promoted English music through 
writings and lectures. These were shown in his series of articles on modem British 
composers in the Musical Times (1919-1920), including Bridge, Bax, Ireland, Hoist, and 
Vaughan Williams, and the second series about Walton and Rubbra. He was also one of 
the contributors to the third, fourth and fifth editions of Grove's Dictionary and the 
editor of the short-lived periodical The Dominant (1927-1929).® His confrontation with 
Holbrooke in The New Age was one of the examples of nationalist sentiments he 
articulated. 
7 H. C. Colles, Peter Ward Jones, and Bemarr Rainbow, "Curwen, John Spencer," in The New Grove 
Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. S. Sadie and J. Tyrrell (London: Macmillan, 2001): 3:788. 
8 H. C. Colles, Frank Howes, and Rosemary Williamson, "Evans, Edwin," in The New Grove Dictionary 
of Music and Musicians, ed. S. Sadie and J. Tyrrell (London: Macmillan, 2001): 8:451. 
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Cecil Forsyth (1870-1941) 
An English writer on music and composer, he studied at Edinburgh University and 
then the RCM with Parry and Stanford. He was most famous for his writings, including 
Music and Nationalism: A Study of English Opera^ and A History of Music 
collaborated with Stanford.'® 
Arthur Henry Fox Strangways (1859-1948) 
Educated at Wellington College and Balliol College, Oxford, and later studied 
music for two years at the Berlin Hochschule fiir Musik, Arthur Henry Fox Strangways 
worked as an English musicologist, critic and editor. He settled in London in 1911, 
where he wrote for The Times. He left The Times in 1925 and became music critic of 
The Observer}^ He was a skilled and attentive critic, who did not apt to the daily or 
weekly journalism. 12 He established the quarterly Music & Letters, first published in 
January 1920. He also contributed review articles of the third edition Grove's Dictionary 
in Music & Letters” Fox Strangways also interested in English folksong.'"* He joined 
the Folk Song Society in 1908 and contributed a chapter on folksong to the introductory 
volume of the 1929 edition of The Oxford History of Music 
9 Cecil Forsyth, Music and Nationalism: A Study of English Opera (London: Macmillan, 1911), 
H. C. Colles, "Forsyth, Cecil," in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. S. Sadie and 
J. Tyrrell (London: Macmillan, 2001): 9:108. 
“ H . C. Colles, and Frank Howes, "Fox Strangways, A. F.’，，in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and 
Musicians, ed. S. Sadie and J. Tyrrell (London: Macmillan, 2001): 9:135. 
12 This was quoted from the Obituary from The Times. Quoted in Frank Howes, “A. H. Fox Strangways," 
Music & Letters 50’ no. (January 1969): 11-12. 
13 See A. H. Fox Strangways, Frank Howes, and Dyneley Hussey, "Grove's Dictionary" Music & Letters 
9, no. 2 (April 1928): 97-110; See also A. H. Fox Strangways, Frank Howes, and Dyneley Hussey, 
"Grove's Dictionary (Concluded)," Music & Letters 9，no. 3 (July 1928): 195-210. 
14 Eric Blom, Richard Capell, Hester C. Colles, George Dyson, Maud Karpeles. T. B. Lawrence, W. 
Murray Marsden, and Steuart Wilson, "A. H. Fox Strangways (1859-1948)，，’ Music <S： Letters 29’ no. 3. 
(July 1948): 233. 
15 Colles and Howes, "Fox Strangways, A. R," 135. 
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John Alexander Fuller Maitland (1856-1936) 
John Alexander Fuller Maitland, usually abbreviated as J. A. Fuller Maitland or 
Maitland, was an English critic, editor and musical scholar. However, he was celebrated 
by two tasks he completed in his lifetime: his position as a music critic at The Times and 
being the assistant editor and the general editor to the first and second editions of 
Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians respectively. Fuller Maitland first worked at 
the Globe and The Guardian, where he spent six years, before joining The Times, where 
he worked for twenty-one years.^^ Graduating from Trinity College, Cambridge, in 
1882, he then studied the piano with Dannreuther and Rockstro. Other than being an 
influential critic, Fuller Maitland took a very definite parts in the revival of English 
music, including the promotion of harpsichord music and the edited the Fitzwilliam 
Virginal Book (1894-1899) with his brother-in-law, Barclay Squire? Fuller Maitland's 
criticism of performances "should be instructional, in fact that it should be written for 
the benefit of the performers rather than for the general reader of newspapers."'^ He 
was also widely acknowledged as "the Doorkeeper of Music", of which the title was 
boldly taken for his subsequent book of reminiscences.'^ He contributed to the 
establishment of the English Musical Renaissance, evidently by his English Music in the 
XlXth Century ( 1 9 0 2 , and The Music of Parry and Stanford (1934).^' Although he 
16 Henry C. Colles, "J. A. Fuller Maitland: Vale," The Musical Times 77, no. 1119. (May 1936): 419. 
17 Jeremy Dibble, "Fuller Maitland, John Alexander," in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and 
Musicians, ed. S. Sadie and J. Tyrrell (London: Macmillan, 2001): 9:344. 
18 Henry C. Colles, "J. A. Fuller Maitland: Vale," 420. 
丨9 Ibid. 
2D John Alexander Fuller Maitland, English Music in the XlXth Century (1902; repr. Portland: Longwood 
Press, 1976). 
21 John Alexander Fuller Maitland, The Music of Parry and Stanford (Cambridge: W. Heffer & Sons Ltd., 
1934). 
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was rather inclining by his own admission towards conservatism, he admired the 
compositions by Vaughan Williams and Hoist after retirement.^^ 
Elloitt Graeme 
He was the author of the introductory chapter in Beethoven: A Memoir with an 
Essay "On the Hundredth Anniversary of His Birth ", in which he conceived the 
domination of German music in England propaganda of German nationalism in England. 
Cecil Gray (1895-1951) 
An English critic and composer, Cecil Gray started his journalist career by 
founding the periodical the Sackbut with Philip Heseltine (Peter Warlock) in 1920. He 
later worked for the Daily Telegraph and Manchester Guardian. His writing style tended 
to be incisive and assertive, and he was an advocate of unconventional music as well as 
the music of Warlock and Bernard van Dieren.^^ Frank Howes commented that "Gray 
himself attempted the task in 'Musical Chairs'; but in truth, his friends knew that he 
failed to do so.，’24 He was also famous for his position which denied the effectiveness of 
folksong, especially on Sibelius.^^ 
George Grove (1820-1900) 
The third son of Thomas and Mary Grove, George Grove was a major public figure 
in the arts in fm-de-siecle Britain. He was trained as a civil engineer and he was admitted 
22 Jeremy Dibble, "Fuller Maitland, John Alexander," in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and 
Musicians, ed. S. Sadie and J. Tyrrell (London: Macmillan, 2001): 9:344. 
23 Hubert Foss，"Cecil Gray, 1895-1951," The Musical Times 92，no. 1305. (November 1951): 496. 
24 Ibid., 497. 
Frank Howes, "Gray, Cecil," in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. S. Sadie and J. 
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graduated of the Institution of Civil Engineers in 1839. In 1841 he was sent out by 
Alexander Gordon, a civil engineer in Fludyer Street, Westminster, and became a 
resident engineer during the building of a cast-iron lighthouse on Morant Point, Jamaica. 
To national music advocates, this lighthouse was later taken as a metaphor that Grove is 
the lighthouse, who guided the English composers their path in achieving an English 
identity. The watershed of his career was by his meeting with the civil engineer John 
Scott Russell, who was a Fellow of the Royal Society. Grove succeeded as the secretary 
of Russell, and Grove then had close contact with the promoters of the Great Exhibition 
of 1851. In this period he had time to study music himself, and expanded his personal 
connection with the upper circle. His association with Sullivan and friendship with Clara 
Schumann earned him a post in the English music circle. His contribution to The Times, 
the Spectator, and Macmillan ’s Magazine confirmed him as an influential music critic?^ 
Being seen as the pioneer in articulating English national musical identity, Grove 
was often associated with two tasks: the foundation of the National Training School of 
Music, later renamed the RCM, and Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians. Grove 
was often seen as a typical Victorian because of his enthusiasm for self-education, and a 
high sense of morality, also respectability?^ Although not trained as a musician, the 
largest projects which demonstrated Englishness in music, that is the RCM and Grove's 
Dictionary, were first articulated by Grove. His policies and viewpoint of the future of 
English music, that is to search for an identity, provided a base for the subsequent 
generations. 
Tyrrell (London: Macmillan, 2001): 10:316. 
26 C. L. Graves, and Percy M. Young, "Grove, George," in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and 
Musicians, ed. S. Sadie and J. Tyrrell (London: Macmillan, 2001): 10:452-453. 
27 Ibid” 455. 
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James Cuthbert Hadden (1861-1914) 
A Scottish organist and writer on music, James Cuthbert Hadden was a naturally 
born writer whose writing style looked scholarly. His biographies of Handel and 
Mendelssohn (both of 1888) enjoyed success. He mainly worked on the music criticism 
and biographies of Continental composers like Beethoven, Haydn, Pleyel, Weber and 
Chopin. Hadden also contributed articles to the Dictionary of National Biography and to 
the periodicals, including the Nineteenth Century, Scottish Review, the Cornhill 
Magazine and the Fortnightly Review. From 1893 to 1896, he was the editor of the 
28 
Scottish Musical Monthly Magazine. 
Rev. Hugh Reginald Haweis (1838-1901) 
Haweis was an English clergyman, lecturer and writer. Graduating from Cambridge 
University, where he formed a quartet society, he passed the Cambridge examination in 
theology and was ordained a deacon. He became a priest in 1862, and was appointed 
perpetual curate of St. James's Marylebone in 1866. In 1884 Haweis succeeded J. A. 
Fuller Maitland as music critic of the Pall Mall Gazette. Haweis also worked as editor of 
Cassell 's Magazine and as a music critic for Truth?^ His book Music and Moral 
showed his patriotism in tone. He felt music had a direct influence on the moral 
character of audience, and also argued that education was one of the means in raising the 
sense of nationalism严 
28 Jean Mary Allan, and Ruzen Wood, "Hadden, James Cuthbert," in The New Grove Dictionary of Music 
and Musicians, ed. S. Sadie and J. Tyrrell (London: Macmillan, 2001): 10:646. 
29 Rosemary Williamson, "Haweis, Hugh Reginald," in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and 
Musicians, ed. S. Sadie and J. Tyrrell (London: Macmillan, 2001): 11:161. 
Hugh Reginald Haweis. Music and Morals (1871; repr. Honolulu: University Press of the Pacific, 
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Joseph Charles Holbrooke (1878-1948) 
An English composer, conductor and pianist, Joseph (Josef) Holbrooke was one of 
the prominent figures in British musical life in the early decades of the twentieth century. 
His orchestral composers were premiered by Henry Wood and Thomas Beecham. 
Holbrooke complained of public and institutional indifference towards native 
composition throughout his life.^' This could be seen in his confrontation with Edwin 
Evans in The New Ages, that he accused the public of not noticing native compositions 
and national musical identity. 
Frank (Stewart) Howes (1891-1974) 
An English critic, editor, lecturer and writer on music, Frank Howes was educated 
at Oxford High School and St. John's College, Oxford. At the beginning of his music 
career, he joined The Times in 1925 and succeeded Henry C. Colles as chief music critic 
in 1943 and worked there until 1960. Worked also as a lecturer on musical history and 
appreciation at the RCM (1938-1970), he was made a CBE in 1954.32 His interest in 
folksong was shown in his books The English Musical Renaissance (1966) and Folk 
Music of Britain - and Beyond (\969). He was also closely associated with Vaughan 
Williams, yet Howes turned from English musical nationalism to a cosmopolitan attitude. 
As a significant music critic, he made use of his influence to support English operas and 
against new musical movements which would potentially harmful to music development. 
His writing style was rather persuasive and of strong individual opinions " 
2002). 
31 Anne-Marie Forbes, "Holbrooke, Joseph," in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. S. 
Sadie and J. Tyrrell (London: Macmillan, 2001): 11:615. 
32 J. Warrack, "Obituary: Frank Howes," The Musical Times 115, no. 1581. (November 1974): 973. 
“Mart in Cooper, "Howes, Frank," in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. S. Sadie 
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Francis Hueffer (1845-1889) 
Francis Hueffer, originally named Franz Xaver Htiffer, was an English author and 
music critic of German birth. He studied philosophy with Schopenhauer, and philology 
and music in London, Paris, Berlin and Leipzig. During the period of Franco-Prussian 
war, Hueffer moved to London, where he wrote for the North British Review, and The 
Fortnightly Review. He was made the assistant editor at The Academy and later the 
editor of the Musical World. From 1878 until his death, he worked as the music critic of 
The Times. He resided in London and became a British citizen in 1882. Hueffer and 
Dannreuther were one of the first critics to draw English attention to Wagner, Liszt and 
Berlioz. Hueffer was a Victorian music culture advocate and his writing style, based on 
the ideas of those of Schopenhauer, was of a more self-consciously intellectual level. 
During his years as the critic in The Times, he wanted English music to develop and to 
embrace Wagner and Wagner's "music of the future".^^ 
Dyneley Hussey (1893-1972) 
An English critic, Dyneley Hussey also worked at the National Gallery after 
serving in the Royal Army in the First World War. His expert knowledge of the visual 
arts and European culture earned him precious perspectives in his music criticism in the 
Saturday Review, the Spectator,T he Times (1923-1946), and the Listener?^ 
and J. Tyrrell (London: Macmillan, 2001): 11:774-775. 
John Warrack, and Rosemary Williamson, "Hueffer, Francis," in The New Grove Dictionary of Music 
and Musicians, ed. S. Sadie and J. Tyrrell (London: Macmillan, 2001): 11:801. 
35 Meirion Hughes, The English Musical Renaissance and the Press 1850-1914: Watchmen of Music 
(Aldershot: Ashgate, 2002)，20. 
36 Martin Cooper, "Hussey, Dyneley," in The New Grove Dictionary of Opera, ed. S. Sadie and C. 
Bashford (London: Macmillan, 1992): 2:776. 
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Robin Legge 
Robin Legge, a Cambridge law graduate, was first a journalist at the Telegraph, and 
worked under John Alexander Fuller Maitland at The Times for seven years. He was 
then appointed the music critic of the Daily Telegraph. He showed his preference of 
modem mus ic" 
Otto Lessmann (1844-1918) 
Otto Lessmann was the owner and editor of the influential Allgemeine 
Musik-Zeitung (1882-1907). Studying piano with Hans von Bulow and composition with 
Friedrich Kiel in Berlin, he later became a piano teacher at the Stem Conservatory 
(1866), and a year after he was hired by the Klavier-Schule Tausing. He later took up 
other teaching posts in the music department of the Kaiserin Augusta Stiftung in 
Potsdam, and Klindworth-Scharwenka Conservatory. He was a faithful support of the 
New German School, partly because of his personal relationship with Liszt and Wagner. 
He was an advocate of new and unusual music as expected, and this made the polar 
opposite of Lessmann with his older contemporary Eduard Hanslick? 
William Gray McNaught (1849-1918) 
William Gray McNaught was a music critic of The Musical Times. He was the 
editor there since 1910. McNaught was famous for his endeavours in promoting Tonic 
Sol-fa system .39 
Hughes, The English Musical Renaissance and the Press, 61. 
38 Alan Walker, "Lessmann, Otto," in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. S. Sadie 
and J. Tyrrell (London: Macmillan, 2001): 14:592. 
Watkins Shaw, "McNaught, William Gray," in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. 
S. Sadie and J. Tyrrell (London: Macmillan, 2001): 15:516. 
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William Gray McNaught (1883-1953) 
William Gray McNaught, an English music critic and son of the old William Gray 
McNaught, who was the editor for the Musical Times (1944-1937). McNaught wrote A 
Short Account of Modern Music and Musicians (1937)，and a sequel to Parry's Summary 
of the History and Development of Mediaeval and Modern European Music. He also 
wrote biographies of Beethoven (1940) and Elgar (1947).'*® 
Ernest Newman (1868-1959) 
One of the most celebrated British music critic in the first half of the twentieth 
century, Ernest Newman's real name was William Roberts. He took the pseudonym 
Ernest Newman because he regarded himself as "a new man in earnest". Self-taught in 
music, he was acclaimed of his completely or partial mastery of nine foreign languages. 
He first wrote for the National Reformer. After moving to Birmingham in 1904，a year 
later Newman was appointed the music critic of the Manchester Guardian. As an 
advocate of Continental music, he published Gluck and Opera (1894), and A Study of 
Wagner (1899), and a study of Hugo Wolf. During his years in Manchester Guardian, he 
promoted his readers the qualities of Bruckner, Richard Strauss, Sibelius, Elgar, and the 
writings by Hans Richter. He worked for the Birmingham Daily Post. When he moved to 
London, he became music critic of The Observer, and later in 1920 the Sunday Times. 
He also contributed articles in the New York Evening Post and the Glasgow Herald. As a 
prolific author, his style of criticism was intellectual and scientific, and showed good 
judgment when evaluating artistic mat te rs , 
40 Ibid. 
41 William S. Mann, "Newman, Ernest," in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. S. 
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Bruce Pattinson 
Pattinson, a folksong advocate, wrote to the Scrutiny and proposed folksong as the 
perfect manifestation of an English musical style. He believed that folksong could be a 
means in cultivating an English musical style because it showed a common musical 
background to the English of various social classes. 
William Smith Rockstro (1823-1895) 
William Smith Rockstro, baptised at Morden church in the name of William Smyth 
Rackstraw, used an older form of his surname from 1846. He was an English music 
historian, composer, teacher and pianist. He studied composition and piano at the 
Leipzig Conservatory with Mendelssohn, with Moritz Hauptmann for theory, and with 
Louis Plaidy for piano. He enjoyed reputation as a celebrated authority on early music. 
His ideas were influential on the perspectives of the study of the fifteenth and sixteenth 
c e n t u r i e s . 4 2 He added vocal parts to English Carols of the Fifteenth Century (1891), 
which was edited by J. A. Fuller Maitland. He also contributed articles on early music in 
the first edition of Grove's Dictionary，) 
Erik Routley (1917-1982) 
An English writer on church music, Erik Routley graduated from Magdalen 
College, Oxford (classics) and Mansfield College, Oxford (theology). In 1943 he 
became the minister in the Congregational Church of England and Wales. He obtained 
Sadie and J. Tyrrell (London: Macmillan, 2001): 17:805-806. 
42 "Obituary: William Smyth Rockstro," The Musical Times and Singing Class Circular 36，no. 630. 
(August 1895): 549. 
Rosemary Williamson, "Rockstro, W. S.," in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. S. 
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the Oxford Doctor of Philosophy in 1952 and wrote a dissertation on the music of 
Christian hymnody. His wide knowledge of hymn and carols earned him a Fellowship at 
the Royal School of Church Music in 1965.44 
Ernest Walker (1870-1949) 
An English teacher, writer on music, composer and pianist, Ernest Walker was 
self-instructed on music and in 1887 he entered Balliol College, Oxford, where he was 
befriended by its master Benjamin Jowett. He obtained his D. Mus. in 1898 from the 
same institute. He was also appointed the assistant organist to John Farmer, and in 1901 
he succeeded Farmer as director of music.45 
Jack Allan Westrup (1904-1975) 
An English musicologist and conductor, Jack Allan Westrup was educated at 
Dulwich College and Balliol College, Oxford. He was the musical director of the Oxford 
Opera club, He also conducted at the London Opera Festival in 1929 to 1930. He joined 
the Daily Telegraph as a music critic, and worked as the editor of the Monthly Musical 
Record (1933-1945).'^^ In 1947，he became the chairman of the editorial board of the 
New Oxford History of Music, and the editor of Music & Letters in 1959. He also wrote 
biographies of composers, including Purcell (1937), and the smaller biographies of 
Handel (1938) and Liszt (1940), and his concern for an effective application of historical 
Sadie and J. Tyrrell (London: Macmillan, 2001): 21:488. 
David Scott, "Routley, Erik," in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. S. Sadie and J. 
Tyrrell (London: Macmillan, 2001): 21:812-813. 
45 Ivor Keys, and Duncan J. Barker, "Walker, Ernest," in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and 
Musicians, ed. S. Sadie and J. Tyrrell (London: Macmillan, 2001): 27:30. 
46 Peter Dennison, "Jack Allan Westrup," The Musical Times 116，no. 1588. (June 975): 563. 
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method in studying music was shown in An Introduction to Musical History (1955).''^ 
He was also wide-known for his preference of music of the seventeenth and nineteenth 
centuries, as well as English music, in particular, that of Purcell, Handel and Elgar.''® He 
also wrote A History of British Music which showed the British choral tradition and 
British music development. 
Percy Marshall Young (1912-2004) 
An English writer on music and music educationist, Percy M. Young was educated 
at Selwyn College, Cambridge, and obtained his D. Mus. at Trinity College, Dublin. He 
was hired as the director of music at Wolverhampton College of Technology. He formed 
a choir which has frequent performances, in particular, those lesser-known works by 
Handel. He was also a prolific writer, and wrote short biographies and books for 
younger readers. His writing style was based on a "lively, fresh and industrious, if not 
always highly discriminating, examination of source material.，，49 
Peter Dennison, "Westrup, Sir Jack Allan," in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. 
S. Sadie and J. Tyrrell (London: Macmillan, 2001): 27:330. 
48 Dennison, "Jack Allan Westrup," 563. 
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